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1. A SOFTWARE PRIMER FOR LAWYERS ANI) MANAGERS·

Introduction

This section of the book is intended to provide the

non-computer person with a basic introduction to the

software area. These 'primer' materials introduce some

commonly used jargon and emphasize some characteristic

aspects of software, programmers. and programming that

affect contract formation and fulfillment.

Part I - Introduction





INTRODUCTION

This book is written for people who buy , sell, use and

develop software and their lawyers. It is hoped that this

book may serve as a useful checklist or reference in

connection with licensing proprietary software and other

software-related contracts. The book is not intended to be

a substitute for legal advice with respect to your

particular contracting situation and problems. If this book

results in better contracts and less litigation. it will

have.accomplished its primary purpose.

l?aul S, Hoffman
Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.
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PART I

A SOF1WAIlE P:RJlolSR RJR IAWYERS. AND Ml\Nl\GEFS

A. Programs and Progra.Jllllling

1. Development of a Program
2. Causes of Delay
3. The Difference Between a Program and a Package

B. Source and Object - What Do They Mean?

1. In General
2. Copying.and Modification Jtspects
3. ~intenance Aspects

C. Documentation- What Does It Mean?

D. Software Maintenance

1. InGenera1
2. Bugs
3. ImproVements and Enhancements
4. Patches and New Versions
5. Software Maintenance
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A. Programs and Programming

A computer program is a series of steps or instruc

tions that cause a computer to perform some useful func-

tion. The writ~ng of programs is perhaps more of an art

than a science. And even when a program is nominally

'completed', some amount of future program maintenance

will be required. (See the section on software main

tenance,J:.D below).

1. Development of a Program

Program development typically includes the following

steps:

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

definition of the requirements of the pro
gram - kinds of input and expected output
(t:tlese requirements are developed eit:tler by
'!:he user or by the user in conjunction with
the vendor)

preparation of a program flowchart showing
'!:he relationship of the various inputs, pro
cesses and outputs. (An outside vendor will
do this in consultation with the user)

writing of the actual program

testing and debugging of the program

preparation of user operating instructions
for the program

completion of documentation of the program
to allow for easy maintenance

maintenance of t:tle program by either user
or vendor
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2. Ca~ses of Delay

It is clear from the above description that the

vendor does not (and indeed can not) control the entire

process. The user plays a sUbstantial role in defining

the requirements - and often in redefining· the require

ments as work proceeds.

Programs generally take longer to write and debug

than originally anticipated. It is not unusual to find

a program requiring three times as lIluch time to complete

as originally estimated. Some particular factorS that

can blow a time schedule skyhigh include the following:

e

e

e

e

e

e

the user changes the requirements after
work has commenced

c0tnputerhardware is not available for
. testing when needed

more computer memory or faster machines
are required then originally estimated

the programmer's services are needed,
from time to time, to fix earlier pro
grams or to work on other projects

the programmer gets sick or leaves the
firm or develops a .bad relationship with
the User

the amount of work required to prepare the
program was underestimated

Any of the above can cause serious delay in pro-

vidinga debugged operating program. The most common

cause is the last one - that of simply underestimating

tbe amount of time necessary to prepare and debug the

program.
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3. The Difference Between a Program and a Package

Although no two particular instances are exactly

alike, a general rule of thumb might be that a well-docu

mented package costs about three times as much to prepare

as a program to accomplish the same purpose. The addi

tional expense (and time) involved in developing a package

is largely caused by the greater amount and higher quality

of the documentation and the building in of some degree

of flexibility to allow the program to be used by dif;..

ferent customers. For example~ the original program

customer required reports in a 'particular format but

the packaged program allows a choice of several formats.
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B. Source and Object - What Do They Mean?

1. In General

Today it is rare to have programmers write programs

in the actual codes which cause the compu~er to perform.

Over a period of years a number of programming 'languages'

have been developed - and programs are usually written in

these languages. These languages include FORTRAN (a

scientific programming language), COBOL (a business

oriented language), and APL (wnichstands for "A Pro

gramming Language"l), to name but a few. There are so

many different programming languages available that it

WOUld. require many pages in this book just to list the

more significant ones with a one-line description of

each.

A program written in a programming language (such

as COBOL) is written in English-like 'source' code. A

computer uses the source code program to prepare its own

machine language operating instructions - called the

'object' program. The object code program consists of

the machine language instructions that actually cause

the computer to do useful work. One source code instruc

tion may be exploded by the computer into a number of

object code instructions. '

One characteristic of source code is that it has

usually been garnished with descriptive 'comments'.
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Comments embedded' in a. source program are notes made by

the programmer when writing the program on functions of

particular parts of the program or describing kinds of

data. These comments are of substantial help to the

programmer both in debugging the program and in making

future changes or modifications to the program.

Object code is extremely difficult to work with in

terms of making changes. or alterations to programs.

Changes are usually made to source code which is then

used to produce fresh object code.

2. CopYing and Modification A:spects

When a software vendor distributes objeeteode it

is with the knowledge that it is possible for the user

to copy it but not possible. as a practical matter. for

the user to modify or disguise it. Proof of unauthorized

copies can be as simple as comparing twd object programs

to show that the~ are identical.

On the other hand. source code can be easily

modified. When source is released by the vendor. prob-

lems in deteeting and proving unauthorized use beeome

more difficult. An ingenious programmer with access to

source can discover the methods used in the program and

use those methods to prepare a competitive product, It

is also possible for a programmer to modify source code

in an attempt to disguise the origins of the modified

program.
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3. Maintenance Aspects

Another definitional aspect of source versus object

lies in the handling of future software maintenance. If

only object code is furnished to the customer, the cus

tomer~ rely upon the vendor for maintenance. If

source code is furnished to the customer the customer

has, at least theoretically, the ability to maintain the

software himself.
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C. Documentation - ~~at Does It Mean?

Documentation includes written records of how a

program was constructed, what the program does and how

to use it. The term 'documentation' is' often used in a

broad sense to include the following:

o Written instructions for in
put operators as to how to
key input data.

User
Documentation

5yst.em/Program
. Documentation

o

o

. 0

Written instructionS guiding
the computer operator in how
to load·and run the program
and how to ha.ndle exceptions
(e.g •. when the program rejects
data as being in the wrong
format,; etc.).

Functional or 'system' flow
charts showing in outline
form how the system works •

Program flowcharts that out
line each program (and which
probably served to guide the
programmer in writing the
program) •

~. Listing of the 'source' code.

Packaged software usually comes with either good

'how to operate' documentation or a respectable level of

instruction for operators, input people and the like.

In any event, adequacy or inadequacy of operating docu-

mentation is quickly apparent to the user. Not so

readilY apparent is the quality of the documentation

relating to the internal workings of the program - the
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documentation 'road map' needed by the programmer when

correcting problems and in making changes (or improve

ments) to the program.

In general, there is great gap between the desired
•

standard of documentation for systems and programs and

the level of documentation actually achieVed. It is

common for programmers to defer the bulk of the desired

(or required) documentation until the particular program

is debugged and operating. At that time, the progr~~er

may complete documentation of. the program - or that pro

grammer maybe assigned to writing another program leaving

completion of the documentation on the first program to

some future timet

The industry standard for good documentation is con

siderably higher than actual practice. Software vendors

can (and do) get into trouble by promising a level of

documentation that they do not, in fact, achieve.
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D. Software Maintenance

1. In General

In the discussion of programming above, it was

assumed that once a program is written to perform a cer

tain task it will cOntinue to perform that same task in

that same way - in other words, it will be consistent.

Even if there is a mistake built into the program it

will make the same mistake consistentlyl In the real

world, however, the environment in which the program

exists is not perfectly consiStent. Some of the things

that ~y affect how a program continues to operate in

clude:

e

e

o

e

A new keyboard operator may discover a new
way to make an error.

The hardware environment may change through
the addit.ion of different kinds of terminals
or other peripherals.

The software environment may change - for
example, the hardware manufacturer may cor
reot or improve. the operating system soft
ware.

The user requirements may change - for
example, new business activities may require
minor or major changes in the program.

e

o The philosophical environment may change to
require greater use of communications.

The size of files may increase over time
and cause 'latent' bugs to become active.

'Software maintenance' is usually taken to include

not only fixing bugs but also making minor changes or
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improvements to the programs and, to some extent, the

supplying of enhancements or new program features

2. Bugs

From the viewpoint of the software user the most

basic maintenance operation is that of bug fixing. While

bug fixing is most important during the developmental or

early operational stages of a particular chunk of soft

ware, bugs continue to crop up from time to time over a

period of many years in software of any complexity. Human

i~genuity in uncovering latent bugs in future years seems

to be almost unlimitedl New bugs are discovered in pro

grams that have been regarded as highly stable over a

period of years. Of course, with the passage of time,

the finding of new bugs becomes less frequent - and

usually less serious.

It should also be noted that program maintenance in

and of itself may be the source of new bugs. It is pos

sible (even common) to fix one problem and, by so doing,

create another. Some computer users, who are either

cynical or sophisticated depending on your point of

View, quote the old adage "If it works - don't fix it!"

These software users do not ignore the importance of

program maintenance, they just inhibit the amount of

changing going on as a means of Obtaining greater pro

gram stability.
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The ability to fix bugs that pop up in a program

requires:

o

o

o

o

programming skill;

,some knowledge of what the program is sup
pose to be doing;

a knowledge of what the effects of the bug
are;

the 'source' code for the program and

o either adequate documentation of the pro
gram (see the comments on Documentation
above) or a knowledge of the' folklore t of
the program by having been involved in its
original creation and subsequent changes.

Often it is possible to find ,away to work around

a bug. For example~ if the problem only appears when

two different kinds of operator activity are going on at

the same time, it may be possible to avoid the bug by

making sure (administratively) that those two activities

are not performed concurrently.

It should be noted that a good computer operation

includes the administrative effort to make sure that

bugs are documented as fUlly as possible. There are

few things that can cause more frustration all the way

'around than a bug that refuses to reappear for the soft

ware maintenance people!

3. Improvements and Enhancements

Improvements and enhancements may be generally

thought of as things which either improve or extend the
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capabilities of the program•. Obviously, a program may

be garnished with enhancing functions to the point where

only a small part of the overall program is in the origi

nal state. For this reason, most software vendors are

unwilling to give a blanket commitment to furnish future

enhancements but rather insist on retaining control over

what improvements or enhancements are 'given free' to

the customer as part of a software warranty or in con

nection with a maintenance contract.

4. Patches and New Versions

It is fairly typical fora software vendor to send

out frequent 'new versions' of the program to customers

during the first year or so of the program's life. With

any luck, the vendor has made as thorough a check as

possible that the new version works the same as the old

version.

Each new version will include fixes of some known

bugs and may include some improvements in the manner of

operation based upon customer feedback. During the

early years of a program, bugs may be fixed temporarily

by means of a 'patch' which may be keyed into the pro

gram (Without understanding it) by the local installa

tion personnel each time the program is loaded. The

next 'new version' from the vendor will incorporate these
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o

o

(\

patches so that they no lOhger need to be ,keyed in or

entered individually when the program is loaded.

A sophisticated user when first trying a new version

wilFmake sure that:

the old program is retained intact until the
new version has thoroughly proved itself
(i.e. that the fixing of old bugs has not
created new bugs) and

the basic data files (if any) associated
with use of the program are retained with
enough backup that. if and when the new
version explodes. it will be possible to at
least catch up to date using the old program.•

At the risk of being somewhat redundant. it is not

unknown for a vendor-supplied patch or new version to

cause worse problems than the problems supposedly cor-

rected!

On balance. it is usually better for the software

user to stay up to date With each new software version

(while exercising appropriate caution). Even though

there may be occasional painful experiences when a new

version causes problems it is usually better to take

those problems as they arise rather than to end up with

an obsolete working program that is different from every

body else's and that nobody remembers how to fix or

improve.

5. Software Maintenance

Software maintenance charges are usually calculated
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out, by the vendor, to have some relationship to the

purchase or license cost of the software. If the soft-

ware is leased, maintenance may be included in the lease

charges. Many.. sof_tware vendors simply do not know how

to charge for software maintenance and therefore apply

some arbitrary rule of thumb - e.g. 1% of the (one-time)

software license fee as a monthly maintenance charge

for a $100,000 chunk of software would be $1,000.

Although many software vendors still use maintenance

pricing based on a percentage of the permanent license

fee, there is a healthy trend toward pricing maintenance

services on a more rational basis. Maintenance pricing

should depend on the requirements of the particular

chunk (or sub-chunk) of software and the level ot support

needed by the customer.

Suppose. the vendor sells a permanent llcense to

the user, the license covering the following:

1. A basic, stable, well-documented package

2. An enhancement module (for which this is the
f1rstcustomer) .

3. A third party program sub-licensed by the vendor.

Even without assigning numbers to the above, it is

clear that a percentage of the license fee doesn't relate

well to maintenance. What does prOVide a rational basis

for software maintenance pricing 1s a combination of:
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o

o

o

projected actual maintenance requirements;

contract language that both establishes and
limits the vendors maintenance responsibility;
and

treatment for other expenses such as travel
and communications~

From the software user's point of view, almost any

maintenance cost may appear reasonable compared to the

cost of doing his own maintenance of sophisticated pack

aged software. Probably the most significant point in

connection With software maintenance is not the amount

of the charge but rather competence and responsiveness
'.

of the vendor and being able to get a good understanding

of just what kind of services will be furnished by the

vendor.

Whether you are a computer user or lawyer to a com-

puter user, the whoJ,e maintenance contracting picture

assumes a different complexion if tbe software is going

to be of the 'you bet your company' kind. Computers

are used in many sensitive applications, even in sub

stantial companies, where a software failure can practi-

cally shut a company down.
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II. PROTECTING THE PROPRIETARY
INTEREST IN SOFT.~ARE

You have a particular program or a set of programs

that you regard as proprietary. Your investment in these

program~ may be large (or small) and may have been made

intentionally (or unintentionally). In any event, the

programs represent an asset and, by making them available

to more than one user you may be able to m~~e more money

and able to provide (or use) a more polished 'product'

than could ha~e been prepared for any single user.

As with any valuable asset, you are concerned about

security. Even if the sof~vare is embedded in a turnkey

system or a piece of dedicated equipment, it represents an

asset with value. If someone gives your sof~vare away or

steals it you may merely lose a sale - or you may lose a

significant portion of your business. I

Modifications and enhancements to proprietary

sofcNare present their own proprietary rights problems.

And there are grey areas in determining just who nas the

right to license others to use sof~vare.
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A. Choosing a Protection Route - !n General

There is no single ansver on the best way to protect

software - software is here used in the broad sense to

include documentation, operator manuals and other

user-oriented materials. Copyright is the best course for

user-oriented materials (such as operator manuals) even

though the computer programs are usually better protected

through the trade secret route. Inexpensive, widely

distributed software is not a good candidate for trade

secr~t protection - despite the disadvantages of copyright

protection for software, copyright may be the only available

protection.

1. Trade Secret Protection

Trade secret routes for protecting the software

include:

o using the software only at a (secure)
installation which you control - that is,
operate as a service bureau;

o selling term or permanent license agreements
with contract provisions binding the licensee
to protect the software as 'trade secret'
information; and

o same as directly above but with additional
mechanical restrictions - such as furnishing
only object code to licensees.

Assuming that you do not wish to stay merely in a

service bureau kind of business but want to license others

to run the so f tware on their own systems you must choose

between a public kind of protection (patent or copyright)

or a private kind of protection (trade secret). In actual

practice, the choice is be twe en trade secret and copyright
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for most software. Trade Secret can be used to protect

ideas, methods and techniques. Copyright does not protect

ideas, methods and techniques. As a result, trade secret

,

amendments to the copyright law. A definition ofa

"computer program" was added to Section 101 and Section

117 was revised to limit exclusive rights in computer

programs (both sections are quoted in Appendix J).

The question for the software proprietor is not

whether to use copyright protection but is rather the

question of how much copyright protection to use! As is

pointed out in the following section (Part II, BY, some

elements of software documentation, such as user guides,

should be protected by copyright. The question of T.07hether

to rely upon copyright for protection of the actual source

or object programs is another matter.

Copyright protects the particular exuression only.

Use" of the copyright mechanism for software protection

places the information (including ideas, methods and

techniques) in the public domain - free for anyone to use!

3. Patent Protection

Patent protection may be available for soft-'va::e that

meets patentability standa::ds (includir:g r:ovelty). Recent

Supreme Court decisions do not say that computer prog r aris
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are patentable - they merely say that the presence or

absence of a computer program should not affect whether or

. not an invention is patentable. In other words, the

presence or absence of computer programs should be ignored

'Y'hen looking at patentability.

There are a number of reasons why patent is not a

very good way to protect most software:

o obtaining a patent is an expensive, uncertain
and time-consuming process that typically
takes two years

o a patent destroys t:rade secret: protect:ion on
the disclosed information - and the patent:
disclosure must usually be quite complete

o patents are not the final absolute grant: that
most laymen seIieve them to be - in fact,
more than half the infringement cases find
the patent to be either invalid or
uninfringed

o all litigation is expensive ... but patent
litigation has been referred to as "the sport
of kings"

As a pr ac t LcaL matter, patent protection will

continue to be worth considering for protection of

computerized e~uipmentor machinery or for protecting

ot:her 'dedicated' types of application.
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B. Cooydght

The Copyright Act of 1976 became effective .January 1,

1978. The new law made a number of significant changes -

including a dramatic change in just how statutory copyright

is obtained. In addition, the new law eliminated "common

law" copyright, simplified the copyright procedure and

became more forgiving in terms of being able to cure

'mistakes' in publication'without a copyright notice.

Copyright Office Form TX is the appropriate form to

file for copyright registration for computerprograrns and

for operating user manuals and advertising copy. (A copy of

Form TX is included a$' Appendix I in this bock . ) Copies of

Form TX are supplied free of charge and may be requested by

writing to : Copyright Office, Library of Congress,

Washington, D.C. 20559.

Under the new copyright law which went into effect

Jan.uary 1,1978, statutory copyright is achieved as soon as

a 'writing' is fixed in tangible form. As soon as you lift

your pencil from the coding sheet you have a statutory

copyright - even though you register your actual copyright

la.ter. This was a dramatic change - for under the old law

statutory copyright was achieved by publishing with the

copyright notice.

Although copyright registration is not required (or

even possible!) at the time of achieVing statutory

copyright, it is still necessary to place a copyright notice

on published works to protect the copyright. The new law
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makes it easier to cure accidental publicatiortwithout the

copyright - but intentiortal publication without the

copyright notice probably ends copyright protection of the

published matter.

1. Pub lication a.rtd the Copydght Notice

Section 101 of the Copyright Act defines publication as

follows:

"'Publication' is the distribution of copies *** of a
work to the public by sale or other transfer of
ownership, or by rental, lease or lertding. The
offering to distribute copies *** to a group ,of
persons for purposes of further distribution***
constitutes publication.". [*** indicates omission of
text for easy reading - the full text of thiS
definition appears in Appendix Jj

A fair reading of this definition seems to say that

licensing of computer programs is publication in the

copyright sense. Licensing with intentional omission of

the copyright notice probably prevents any later claim of

copyright protection.but does not have any effect on civil

It bears repea.ting that the copyright Law protects

only against copying - not against use or disclosure of

the ideas, methods and techniques revealed by the

particular copyrighted expression. Someone may study the

ideas, methods and techniques used in your source program

and then develop the same program from scratch - and the

use and sale of the ne',; program ~.;ill not be a copyright

infringement of your program even though chunks of code

(or even all the code) is the same as your program.
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Catching an infringer is a matter of proof. Normal

elements of proof include showing that the infringer had

access to your copyrighted code and that copying actually

took place. Proof is easy if the copying was of

copyrighted object code and the infringer cannot produce

the corresponding source code. Proof of unauthorized

copying of copyrighted source code is more difficult.

To prove copying of source code, in addition to

showing that portions of the code are the same it will be

helpful if,. say, your code took twelve months to write

while the infringer came up with the 'same' code in only

two months! And it can be very helpful to proof if the

code was 'salted' (see II, E below) and the infringer

neglected to remove the salt.

Source code infringement is a much more difficult

thing to prove than infringlT'.ent of a more conventional

literary work (such as this book). There are a nearly

infinite number of ways to express thoughts in the English

language - so it is fairly unlikely that someone ,,,ill

independe·nt·ly come up with near identical chunks of

English language text to express the same thoughts.

Source languages, howeve r , tend to be highly cons zr a Lned

and not very flexible. There are a limited number of ,o1ays

to express a particular 'thought' in source language.

Even'coments' in source tend to be constrained. In a

limited number of characters, how many ways can you

express a ccrrmen t such as "Gross\~ages Year to Date?" The
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net effect is that proof of soutce code copyright

infringement can be difficult where an infringer has gone

to some pains to conceal copying.

It is possible to restrict the amount of use of a

copyrighted program. For e~ample, use of an authorized

copy may be restricted by agreement to a single CPU at a

single site, etc.

Since a December, 1980 amendment to the law, the

making of back-up copies of copyrighted computer programs

has been expressly authorized and is not an infringement.

(see § 117 in Appendix J] The same amendment authorizes

the transfer of the backup copies with transfer of the

'owned' copy.

3. The Risk in Using Both Copyright and Trade
Secret on the Same Program or Document

At the time of this writing (in early 1982) the court

decisions are split as to whether it is possible to claim

trade 'secret protection on material bearing a copyright

notice. Trade secret protection relies on secrecy 

whereas the copyright registration process makes the

deposited copyrighted material available for public

inspection. [see Code § 705 in Appendix J] It seems

pretty clear that actual copyright regi.stration washes out

trade secret protection at least to the extent that the

'trade secret' is disclosed in the copyright deposit:

materials. It is not clear whether merely licensing with

the copyright notice (without actually registering the
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copyright) serves as an election to rely on the public

protection of copyright.

At a recent seminar on contraqts, 'Ray Mantle (partner

of copyright expert Roger Milgrim) . suggested use of a

legend on trade secret-protected. prog~ams along the

following lines:

"This program is protected by the copyright law as an
unpub lished work, 198 "

Such a self-serving declaration has .no legal effect 

but it doesn't hurt the proprietor's position and it may

dissuade some p.otential copiers ftom copying.

Deposit copies of programs 'published' in machine

readable fom need only consist of the first 2S and last

2S pages of the program listing. [see Regulations

§ 202.20 in Appendix Jl At first blush, this might appear

to make it possible to pad the front and rear of a

program, keeping the middle out of the 'public' hands of

the Copyright Office. The partial deposit itself raises

several problems:

o the Co.pyright Office.. routinely certifies a
copy of the deposited material for litigation
so that the copyright owner can. prove
infringement - a deposit missing a middle may
become a phantom copyright

o a sophisticated 'system' may consist .of ten
to several hundred modular (and sometimes
optional) programs many of which are able to
be used in different systems - a deposit of
the front and rear of each program may amount
to complete disclosure of the system ,qhile a
deposit of only the front and rear of the
overall 'system' will produce a gigantic
phantom copyright
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o when source code is furnished to licensees in
both hard copy listing and machinable form
the partial deposit tegulations do not appear
to apply - two comp.lete copies appear to be
required for copyright deposit purposes [see
Copyright Office Regulations on Deposit
§202.20 in Appendix J in the rear of this
book]

The net effect is that a complete deposit is the best

route to follow if, in fact, you TNant to be able to rely

on copyright. protection.

4. Copyright of Source, Object or Both?

Nobody knows the relationship of source and object in

the copyright sense. the concept of compilers (and, at

least theoretically, reverse compilers) is foreign to the

copyright law. It clearly does not seem directly

analogous to a translator translating, say, a book from

English to German! (Under the copyright law, the right: to

publish the German translation is reserved to the original

author of the English book.)

At the time of this TNriting (early 1982), the

Copyright Office requests source code listings (ra!ther

than object listings) as the best representation of

authorship. The Copyright. Office will accept obj ect code

listings for deposit· under their 'rule of doubt' upon

receiving written assurance from the applicant that the

object code contains 'copyrightable authorship'. The

Copyright Office position in being reluctant to accept

object code is an unfortunate position for the sofbvare

. d ..J.n us~ry.
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From thes.oftware industry standpoint, it would be.

desirable to be able to protect the source code as a trade

secret while protecting the object code by copyright.

Mechanically, object code can be well protected by the

copyright mechanism - as a practical matter, object code

cannot be modified but can only be used in the form of a
~

copy, making proof of infringement pretty straightfo~Nard.

It is likely to be some time before the software

copyright area becomes stable. In the meantime there are

three. alternate strategies for protection of the actual

programs:

o The.Trade Secret·Strategy - use trade secret
to protect both source and object

o The Copyright Strategy - use copyright to
protect both source and object

o The Hybrid Strategy - use trade secret to
protect source and copyright to protect
object (object-only being released to
licensees)

Regardless of the choice of strategy, the copyright

mechanism should be used on some non-code elements that

can not qualify for trade secret protection.

5. New Emphasis on Prompt Registration

If copyright protection is to be relied upon for

protection of any part of the sof~Nare (whether programs

or manuals) it is a good idea to register your copyright

promptly. Under the old law (prior to January I, 1978) a

work could be registered with the Copyright Office at any

time during the first 28 years after creation. It was
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merely necessary to register the copyright before suing an

infringer.

The ne'.., copyright law (effectivE! January 1, 1978)

encourages prompt registration. Statutory damages and

attorney's fees are ~ available for infringements

commencing before registration of the copyright. The one

exception to this rule is· that the new law allows a 90 day

grace period after the first publication - if registration

is made within the grace period, statutory damages and

.attorney's fees are availab le for infringements before

registrati"on.

In addition, if registration is not·made within the

first five years the copyright registration certificate

will not be accepted in court as prima facie evidence of

ownership of the work. The net effect is that the new law

strongly encourages copyright owners to register within

the first five years.

Registration of copyright is necessary prior to suing

an infringer. If the registration certificate is already

in hand, you can get into court immediately. The normal

registration process takes a matter of months although the

Copyright Office will try to turn it around more quickly

where the purpose is to file a lawsuit.

It should be noted that even when actual copyright

registration occurs after an infringement, tne O~'TIer may

still sue for injunctive relief, impounding and

destruction of infringing copies and for actual damages.
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For infringements occuring after registration (whether

registration is early or late), the copyright O'Nner has

the option of electing statutory damages. Statutory

damages require less in the way of proof than actual

damages. Statutory damages range from a minimum of $250

to a maximum of $5,000 - with the maximum being $50,000 in

cases of willful infringement.

6. Some Software Elements Should be Registered

Some information furnished to licensees (and

prospective licen§lees) should be copyrighted. If it ia

the kind of thing that is casually shown or given to

prospective customers without having them sign a

confidential disclosure agreement, copyright is

appropriate. Some training material and operator manuaLs

are likely to fall into this category. A. good rule of

thumb is that if it Ls the kind of thing that will be

shown to people ,..ithout a written agreement on

confidentiality, copyright is the appropriate route.

7. Summary

It is possible to copyright programs. Copyright is

the cheapest kind of protection for programs - but it is

considerably less effective than the trade secret roUte

for source code.

Copyright protects~ the 'expression' against

actual copying. It does not protect against taking of

ideas or concepts or even coming up with identical chunks

of program steps from scratch. Use of a copyrighted
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program is not an infringement unless the use involves the

making of an unauthorized copy. At the present time there

is little case law under the new Copyright Act. The

copyright law now provides that copying a copyrighted

program for back-up purposes is not an infringement if the

copier is an authorized holder of one copy.

There is a logica~ problem in placing a copyright

notice on a program while trying to retain tra.de secret

strings. Even though copyright registration may be

obtained on a program as either an 'unpublished' or

'published' work, both re~uire a deposit copy and the

deposited copy is available for public inspection in the

Copyright Office. 1£ the owner of a program tries to wear

both belt and s~spenders (belt being use of the copyright

notice, suspenders being trade secret protection) the

owner ma.y run into the danger of having a court decide

that the programs are protected by copyright only, trade

secret only - or neither!
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C. TradeSecretl'rotection

1. In General

In general, a trade secret is infortnation not known

in the marketplace, that has value (due to its not being

known) and that is treated by you and your customers as a

trade secret. The rough definition of a trade secret is

like the definition of a duck. If it looks like a duck,

waddles like a duck and quacks like a duck, proving that

it is a duck is likely to be pretty straightforward. A

trade secret is a trade secret if it looks, feels and is

treated like a trade secret. As a general. rule, computer

soft':..are 1;..ill qualify for trade sectet protection if it:

o is not known in the marketplace;

o has value due to its not being know~; and

o is treated as a secret.

Trade secret law is state law - "hether based on

specific state statutes or on case law <the latter often

referred to as the 'common law'). About half of the fifty

states (including all the major commercial states) have some

sta.tutory provisions concerning property rights in trade

secrets.

In 1979, a Uniform Trade Secrets Act was oroposed for. .
adoption by all states. The Uniform Act is intended to

codify the basic principles of common law trade secret

protection. Even though, as of this writing, fe',.; states

had yet adopted the Uniform Act, there is little doubt
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that the Act will be influential as a statement of the

common law. (The substantive text of the Act is reproduced

in Appendix K in the back of this book)

The thrust of this book is toward contracting to stay

out of trouble - it is not intended to provide in depth

anaLysLs of cases and precedents. Lawyers coming in
.

regular contact with the trade secret area should have

Roger Milgrim's excellent treatise Trade Secrets (two

compression bound looseleaf volumes, updated annually)

pub lished by Matthew Bender & Company. Another lawbook

set of possible interest is Trade Secrets and Know-Row

Throughout theWorlci. Aaron N. Wise (five looseleaf

volumes) published by Clark Boardman Company Ltd.

2. ~fuen Tracie Secret Protection is Inapprooriate

Ther~ is no magic number of how many people may know a

trade secret before it stops being a secret. As a practical

matter, at some point (such as with broadly distributed

consumer level software), reasonable efforts to caintain

secrecy become difficult or impossible. Reasonable efforts

to maintain secrecy under the particular circumstances are

more important than the actual maintenance of secrecy.

Trade secret protection is not available for publicly

know~ or disclosed information. Trade secret protection

should not be tried where the particular i~formation is:
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o to be shown to others (e.g. prospective
customers)without having them sign a
confidential disclosure agreement; or

o is known to the trade.

It is not unknown for soft'N'are· vendors to leave

confidentially stamped manuals or training materials exposed

to casual 'fiewing at trade shows! If it is necessary for

marketing to show the information without a signed

agreement, use the copyright mechanism to protect the actual

documents.

3. Trade Secret Protection at Rome

Trade secret: protection begins at home. With regard to

your own employees, trade secret protection is not just

limited to software - it may include such things as the

names and locations of present and prospective customers.

It is not uncormr.on to find a new competitor springing from

a departing employee! To establish and preserve trade

secret protection, your own people should adhere to some

simple rules:

o Don't leave trade secret information lying on
desk tops where it might be seen by any
casual passerby.

o Make sure that visitors are either escorted
or, better yet, have a signed agreement to
respect the confidentiality of your
information.

o Make sure that you have signed
confidentiality agreements with all
employees. (A fairly typical confidentiality
agreement is included as Appendix A)
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o Make sure that you have signed confiden
tialityagree1llents with all free-lance pro
prograIIlIIlers or outside consultants. (See
Appendixes Band C for typical provis ions)

o Don't leave .trade secret information exposed
to view at trade shows - and do not show it
to prospective licensees unless there is a
signed confidentiality agreement.

o Put periodic reminders on the bulletin board
(or in notes to employees) about the need to
protect trade secret information belonging to
your firm.

o Set up a 'trade secret' termination process
for departing employees, making sure that:
(1) company materials are returned from home;
(2) the employee is reminded of his or ·her
signed confidentiality agreement and (3) if
an employee is going with a competitor, alert
the competitor to the existence of the
employee agreement

If it becomes necessary to sue someone for unauthorized

possession or use of your trade secret information, you will

be blown out of the water if it can be shown that you

yourself did not treat the information as trade secret

information: As a matter of practice, breaches of

confidentiality by a licensee do not have nearly the·

damaging impact of breaches by your own firm.

4. trade Secret Protection bvCustomers

Proprieta.ry rights and trade secret license prOVisions

are covered in some detail later in this book (see Part IV,

I on contractual protection of proprietary rights]. The

general rules of thumb are:

o Restrictions should be reasonable 'Ln 'the
light of good data processing operating
procedures - e.g. back-up, including off-site
back-up, should be pemitted.
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o Restrictions .should be meant - restrictions
violated with your knowledge (implying
consent) could mean forfeiting the future
right to enforce the restriction

o You should be able to know where your trade
secrets are located

o Don't provide for draconian penalties against
the customer if the trade secret gets out of
the customer's shop- rather provide for
co-operative enforcement (see the discussion
below)

Some trade secret license agreements include penalties

against the licensee if the information gets out' of their

shop into the marketplace. this is almost exactly wrong.

The most likely route for a competitor ,to 'get your trade

,secrets is through a departing employee of yours or of your

licensee. In order to track down and punish the wrongdoing

former employee of the licensee, the co-operation of the

licensee is near-essentia.l. You want: to be informed early

on about the departing licensee employee becoming a

potential competitive threat - ard the licensee is not

encouraged to be co-operative if co-operation involves self

infliction of a penalty!
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D. Furnishing Object Code Only

I. In General

As noted earlier in this book, object code is nearly

impossible to modify (at least intentionally!). \men a

sof~Nare vendor furnishes only object code to a customer 

this does several different things for the vendor:

o It helps in·proving unauthorized use. A
straight comparison may prove the basic case.
in either copyright or trade secret.

a There is little chance of difference between
code maintained by the vendor and code used
by the customer. The source code customer
may make changes and forget to tell the
vendor about the changes- but the object
code custqmer simply ,von I t dink about with
the software at all.

The customer getting only object code must rely upon

the vendor for software maintenance. With many

sophisticated software systems, reliance upon the vendor is

the only practicable route. In many cases, the customer has

neither the desire nor the ability to maintain specialized

software.

If the software will be very important to the customer,

the customer may (and probably should) insist upon being

able to get a copy of the source co de if something

disastrous should happen to the vendor (e.g. bankruptcy).

Vendors generally do not quibble with that kind of a request

because none believes that he can or will ever go belly-up!

The principal trouble in this area is the use of source code

escrow as a ~echanism.
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2. Source Escrow Agreements

The primary feature of an escrow agreement is that a

'stake holder' holds something of value and releases it to a

particular person on the happening of a specificever'.t.

Probably the most common form of escrow encountered is that

where an individual buys a home and the do~~ payment is kept

"in escrow" by the seller's attorney either until the

contract of sale becomes unconditional or the transfer of

title actually takes p~ace. In that instance, the 'stake'

is well known and identified - i.e. the down payment.

The use ,of e s czow arrangemE!t'.tswith software source

code is much more complex. The software 'stake' is not well

defined. The escrow agent or stake hol.der will not warrant

that the source code in' escrow will assemble into the obj ect

code being run by the customer at any particular point in

time.

A source code escrow agreement may provide the customer

TNith a false sense of security on the one hand and the

vendor with near-automatic breach of the contract on the

other hand. In order to understand why this is so it is

necessary to understand:

0 the nature of software maintenance;

0 how the escrow mechanist!'. wo rks , and

0 how a software vendor is likely to fail.

As indicated in an earlier section in this book ,

sofVNare maintenance is usually best done by the

-i nd';v; dual (s) that p.,.o~" ~'"" 0"''; 0''; ria I co de Rem,,~·~,,'" ~ha~... _ .l. _ ... . J. . •'1... ,-_ ,-,,__ .... ..l,.o-~. _ '-. ..'. _ .._ ....LU _..l" 1_.. '-
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basic documentation includes the programmer's notes

(typically 'colllIIlents' embedded in source code) that are

intended to stimulate the programer's o.emory when the time

coines to fix bugs or make modifications. The quality level

of docunentation in the industry ranges froo. poor to fair.

The individuals who wrote and are working with the code are

not only likely to be competent in the area and familiar

with the code and eXisting documentation, but also are

likely to know the 'folklore' of the program.

In.theory, each time that the vendor modifies the

source code, an updated copy of the source code (usually on

magnetic tape or disk) is deposited in the hands of the

escrow agent. The escrow agent may be able to tell when

something is received from the vendor but is not able to

tell what the something is! If the. vendor goes bust, the

escrow agent is required to release the source code (or a

copy) to the customer.

A failing software vendor is more likely to fail over a

period of time than to suffer sudden instantaneous collapse.

A likely scenario for failure begins with the vendor

underestimating time and cost on custom sofrware commitments

to third parties. To fulfill the commitment on these losi~g

cOntracts, the vendor goes into a firefighting mode,

assigning more people and requiring long hours of the people

assigned. Over a period of time, the vendor develops cash

flew oreblems, loses some key technical personnel and

becomes an administrative disaster area.
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A vendor in a firefighting mbde defers non-critical

problems and administrative chores. Updating source in

escrow is a purely administrative ehore - not a fire. As a

result, if the vendor eventually collapses, the source

released from escrow is unlikely to assemble into the object

code that the customer is actually running.

Even a rlbn-failing, highly competent software vendor is

likely to be in technical bre.ach from time-to-time if the

contract calls fbr constantly updated 'escrow'. Source

escrow agreements work best with software that is almost

unchanging and vendors that do not get in financial trouble!

3. Assurance of Future Maintenance

Customers want assurance that the code will continue to

be maintained no matter what. At least in theory, access to

source code. will mean that th~ customer will be able to

maintain the code or will be able to hire someone else to

provide future maintenance of the code. The emphasis is

probably on the 'someone else' as most customers only want

to use the eode and are not anxious to maintain it

themselves.

Many customers are simply.not in a a position

attract and retain highly specialized programmers - and that

may be what is required for the particular softwa:,e. Even

if a customer is able to maintain the code, such maintenance

usually means that the customer will be paying the full cost

of maintenance za cher than shazi.ng the cost 'N'ith ocher s

having the same standard software chunks! In addition, the
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cus t omer will have to pay .the full license cost fori any

third party furnished softr.vare too ls (e. g. a "G" compiler

license) that are necessary to maintai:l the s o f twaze ,

The bes t assurance as to continued future availability

of competent outside maintenance lies in the ability of

.compet enc outsiders to make a respectable profit from

mai:ltaining the softT.vare. Thus the best assurance of future

maintenance is that the maintenance is a business. If it is

a business, even if the software vendor fails, a portion of
,. . i

the vendor (or Some of the vendor's people) are likely to

continue the maintenance.

One red flag to the customer is vendor pricing of

maintenance services on a flat annual percentage of the

license fee. (See the discussion of maintenance p~icing

starting at Part I,D-5) The dollar amount for maintenance

derived from a percentage formula may produce e profitable

business - but on the other hand it may indicate a vendor

emphasizing 'right now' license fees rather than paying

appropriate attention to building profitable long-term

customer service.

1£ the software is going to beof substantial

importance to the customer there are several alternative

contract approaches to access to source code for future

maintenance:

o Require source code as a condition iDr
dealing with the vendor

o The. same as above but ,vith actual comp i i i.ng
of the source code (by vendor or you) at your
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site to provideassurartce of identity of
source and object

o Provide that if certain events occur. that you
will be able to get a copy of the relevant
source code from the person "in control" of
the vendor for the reasonab,le cost of making
the copy [for one such contract clause, see
"Right to Source Program" at Appendi;< F-Sl

The first two provide the greatest assurance if it may

be possible for you to actually maintain the soft:"..tare. If

it is unlikely that you would actually want to maintain the

software, the third alternative makes sure that you will be

looking at,the right place to keep track of the people that

are best able to continue to prOVide maintenance - whether

through continuation of the vendor/debtor or on ano'ther

basis.
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E. Proorietarv Notices and Codin to Protect Proorietar'
Rig.ts

1. Cooyright Notice

If copyright is relied upon to protect the actual'

program it is desirable in the case of an unpublished work

and necessary in the case of a published work to include a

copyright notice. In a source language program, near the

front of the program, the copyright notice should be

inserted so that any source listing will provide the

copyright notice on the first page of the listing. In the

case of programs in modules,' each separate module should

include the copyright notice. Good practice for computer

programs is to use the form of notice "Copyright @ John

Jones 1978," The use of both @ and the word "Copyright" is

not required - either is effective.

Effective in late 1981, the. Copyright Office adopted

regulations covering placement notice on machine-reladable

copies. According to the regulation [§202.l0(g) reproduced

at AppendiX J-6,7], any of the following is acceptable:

o A notice embodied in the copies in
machine-readable form in such a manner that on
visually perceptible printouts it appears either
with or near the title, or at the end of the
work;

0 A notice that is displayed at the user's terminal
at sign-on:

0 A notice that is continuously on. terminal display;
or

o A legible notice reproduced durably, so as to
withstand normal use, on agumed or othel=' label
securely affixed to the copies or to a box,
reel, cartridge, cassette, or other container
used as a pernanent receptacle for the copies.
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It is better to over-notice than to under~notice.

The year to be used is usually either the year of

first publication or the year of actual registration,

whichever is earlier. Determining the appropriate year of

'pUblication' is not always a clear-cut matter.

For published works in hard copy, the best form of

notice is "@ John Jones 1978." The addition of the word

copyright (prior to the @) for p=ograms makes sure that

the meaning of the notice is clear if printed on a line

printer net; having the @ symbol (or no t having it in the

appropriate location).

2. Trade Secret Proprietary Notices

wnere trade secret protection is relied upon for the

programs, it is good practice to place proprietary notices

near the front of each program or module. Such a

proprietary notice might appear (when printed or

displayed) along the following lines:

"This progl."am is proprietary to Softco, Inc. and
may be used only as authorized in a license
agreement controlling such use."

The use of proprietary notices will put a licensee's

employees on notice that they are dealing with proprietary

scftware . [See also the 'unpublished work ' notice at Part

It, B-SJ

3. Salting the Code

It is good practice to include command strings in

source code that c.o not, in fact, perfOr:!! any useful

function. Intentional Lnc.Lus i.on of such command sequences
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(or the use of constants with no real function) may

simplify proof of 1.lnauthori<:ed use. Salting the program

in this manner can make proving the case against a chief

very straightfo!",",yard. Although someone could

independently develop the same set of commands to perform

a function, it is highly unlikely that they would

coincidentally put in the same useless cOlIll!lands or

unneeded constantsl

To carry the salting process one step further, each

licensed user can be given an unique identifier

1.lnobtrusively embedded in the source and object code.

Even though this takes some e~tra effort, it will give the

vendor a good shot at back-tracking an 1.lnauthorizedcopy to

its place of origin. Perhaps more important, user knowledge

that the user's copy is coded to the user will cendto

encourage honesty.

4. USe of Disabling Code

Some sophisticated vendors have considered (and some

have actually tried) the use of a metered or dated

self-clobbering function in the program. The basic idea

is that if the customer pays his bills , the meter Ls

eliminated or reset or the date is changed - o t.he rwi sa at

the pre~set amount of .use or the passing of a specific

date the software self-destructs! If the customer pays

his bills. the vendor patches the so f twar a to permi,

continued operation.
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This is a high legal exposure technique that should

be used only if the customer is fully informed in advance

of just what will happen under what circumstances. The

advance notice wil.l pemitthe customer to limit reliance

on the software.

In one ins tance involving disab ling code, the

lieens ee had a dispute with the vendor. The disab ling

code (unknown to the licensee) caused the previously

stable program to die. The program had run reliably for

about two months. The licensee, assuming erroneously that

it was a hardware failure, called in the hardware

maintenance people who spent several days replacing parts

and trying to 'fix' the system. One of the software

vendor's people stopped by and the syStem started to work

again! Although the licensee did not pursue legal ac cLcn

against the vendor - if the licensee had done so the

prospective damages would have been.substantial - not only.

the cost'of unneeded hardware maintenance but dantage to

the licensee's business, etc. The 'surprise' elemen't

would probably knock out the standard contract limitations

on damages.

5. Enabling Coda and Hard'...areLocks

Enabling code is just another face of disabling code 

but applied affimatively. The user receives software not

capable of genuine productive use until the 'key' is

furnished by the vendor. The key may be released. upon

receiving back the money or the signed agreement or both.
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Some soft'lvare vendors have tried using hardware locks

keyed to a particular identified processor. Many processors

do :i,n fact have an internal ability to identify themselves

by serial number to a program. This type of hardware lock

has little merit except in the case of dedicated hardware

(e.g. a dedicated word processing system). If the hardware

breaks down on a dedicated system, the user is able to use

any other similarly dedicated system with the same level of

software. Unfortunately, the user of software on aigeneral

purpose processor is left without the ability to backup the

hardware.

A fairly recent development is the addition of portable"

hardware/software locks. The hardware portion of the lock

(typically a plug-in solid state module) plugs into a socket

on the computer. One such device, for ,example, plugs into

the game paddle socket on an Atari. Others connect 'to a

communications port on the computer, plugging into an RS232C

connector. Har.dware locks, as they exis t today, have two

levels. One is the level in which each authorized user of

the program is given a copy of the program (which may be

copied) and a copy of the hardware module (which is

impossible for the home enthusiast to copy). Even though

the program may be copied it is not usable unless the user

has one of the hardware modules.

The second level of use ofhard<..;are locks is where a

single module is used to control use of a number of

different programs. Each program may be opened up to live
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use by the user upon receipt ofa special program key for

the particular hardware lock module. Each hardware lock is

coded to the particular user so that even if a user is able

to obtain bootleg copies of other programs from the same

vendor, chc se prcgrams will not run in conjunction with the

user's hardware lock until the sof~ware vendor sends the

particular key to the user for the user's particular lock .
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F. Ownership of Modifications. and Enhancements

1. In General

Software is rarely static. Most software tends to

change over time. The changes include not only the 'fixing

of problems but the addition of enhancements or modification

to run under a different operating systems or on a different

computer.

After a period of time, the software in actual use may

bear little resemblance to the original software. The

current software may be much more valuable than the original

software. Ownership problems are less .likely to arise if

some thought is given to owi'lership at the beginning' of the

process.

2. The Impact of Copyright taT.. Changes

The dust has not yet settled from the impact of the new

copyright la~v. Under the pre-I978 law, copyright was

achieved by ~blication with the copyright notice. Under

the new law the achievement of statutory copyright occurs as

soon as the 'copyrightable matter is fixed in tangible form.

If you are making notes while reading this, you. have

achieved a statutory copyright in those notes as they become

visible (and copyrightable) on the paper. At that point in

time you have a statutory copyright and it matters not the

least bit whether you ever publish you::: notes or even show

them to someone else!

If a programmer is writing a program, copyright is

achieved in the program as soon as any copyrightable portion
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(which could be even a few lines of code) is placed upon the

coding sheets. Since the new copyright law became

effective, someone immed~ately has an ownership interest in

that code granted by the United States Government. The

question is, who owns the copyright?

The copyright is normally owned by the author. The

most pertinent exception to author ownership is the 'work

made for hire' exception defined in copyright law HOl

(reproduced at Appendix J-3) which in part reads as follows:

"a w.ork prepared by an employee within the scop'e of
his or her employment ... "

There is no question but that the company owns the

software in the case of a programmer working on company time

and employed as a genuine 'employee'. In that example, no

written agreement is necessary. Suppose hO~vever, that the

employee does some work at home using a terminal connected

to the company's computer?

An outside free-lance programmer is almost invariably

considered an independent contractor so that the employer

does not need to withhold taxes, pay unemployment taxes,

etc. But the outside programmer may still be an 'employee'

in the copyright sense. If there is a written agreement

be~Neen company and free-lance covering o,-nership of

copyright, that agreement will normally control and settle

the ownership issue.

The word 'employee' used in the copyright law is

interpreted in the agency law sense. That means that an

employee is one working under the direction and control of
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the employer. The deduction of withholding or even a

contract stating that the person is .an independent

contractor does not control the definition of 'emplpyee'.-- '. '.

When free-lance programmers or outside software· houses are

used, the 'direction and control' aspect is the sigpificant

factor.

3. Company and Employee Generally

The trend in recent years has been toward broadening

individual r Lghns , This has been reflected in moving toward

employee-company patent-invention agr.eements thaI: are much

less restrictive than they used to be. It is now g~nerally

recognized that employees do have aright to a life' (and

even productive work!) outside the company environment. An

employment agreement which reaches for too much for, the

emplo;ter may be struck down in its entirety. As a result,

employment agreements in use today covering ownership of

inventions, patents, .and copyrights tend to be limited to

company owner.ship of things directly related to the

company's business. A good employment agreement results in

the company owning software ~rrittenby the programmer at

home if the software is in the company's. business area.

Neither management; nor non-managerial employee's tend to

be well infomed of the company's exposure through the,

expansion of employee rights, copyright lar,; changes',

increasing use of communications and changes in work habits.

a. The Programmer-Employee. The' programmer r;

employee writing programs en the job is usually ,>lorking
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within the scope of employment as an employee in fact. The

company owns the software developed in this fashion even if

there is no employee agreement covering ownership.

There is a tendency today for many programmers

(particularly the more dedicated ones) to have terminals at

home which are used to access the company computer' so that

the employee can work productively at home. In this

instance, without an employee agreement, the situation

begins to get a little grey. It may depend on precisely

what software the employee is working on at home. For

example, the case is stronger for company ownership if the

program being worked on is part of the company's accounts

receivable program - but weaker if the program being worked

on is a utility routine susceptible to use outside the

company. The fact that a company computer has been used is

not determinative.

A written employee agreement has always been desirable

but now is becoming a necessity. In addition to covering

ownership, the agreement can also provide some protection

for the company for confidential information generally.

Data processing. personnel are often exposed to company

information that the company does not want freely available

on the market place.

b. The Manager-Employee. The manager's job

description may not speak to programming - but more and more

managers are, in fact, doing prograrrming. r would hazard a

guess that probably half of all managers will be doing some
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programming (in the large sense) within the next few years.

The problem arises in. the fact that programs written by the

manager are not usually within the scope of the manager's, --

employment. The manager may own the program despite the

fact that company time and company resources were used in

developing the programs. The definition is that it must be

by an employee and within the scope of employment. The

trend should be toward having managerial level emplpyees

(even in areas such as word processing, not typically

thought of as a data processing area) sign confidentiality

and ownership agreements. The general philosophy is that • &:'
3....

the company pays for it, the company should own it - a

rational conclusion that always works out only with an

employee agreement.

4. The Comoany and Third Parties

Many companies are makingextertsive use of free-lance

progra~mers and outside software houses. Many of these

arrangements are made in the form of a written contract

covering confidentiality and ownership of the resultant work

product. The ,vritten agreement with an individual usually

specifies that the individual is not. an employee.

Unfortunately, many companies do employ free-lancers or

third party software houses without the benefit of a written

agreement clearly addressing the question of ow~ership of

the ,York product. It then comes as a rude shock to' the

company to find out that s of tware that they payed for may

not, in fact, belong to the company.
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Where there is no written agreement covering ow-nership,

ownership swings upon whether the third party was working as

an employee (agency sense::' under the direction and·control

of the employer) within the scope of employment. This

automatically raises problems with the more competent

free-lancers and software houses. Many company data

processing managers want to use an outsider to whom they can

explain the problem in general terms and have the software

house or free-lance comeback with the solution. This is

precisely the situation where the third party is not an

employee under the direction and control of the company 

and as a result, the third party is likely to own the

software.
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G. ¥ino Has The Right To License?

1. Some General Background

Not so many years ago, the software s Ltua t Lon iwas

fairly straightforward in terms of ownership. Huch software

was provided bundled with hardware as a sort of 'premium' at

no extra charge to the customer. Computer compani~s did not

care too much about who was using the softr,yare because it

meant that their machines would be used.

In recent years software has been made more

transportable (able to be used on different machinEls) ,

reflected in cOl!llll.e:::cialavailability ofa wide variety of

software in a relative handful of ccemon languages ,such as

RPG, PLl and COBOL. It makes good sense not to reinvent the

wheel more than necessary - so much software today springs

from some software already developed by someone else.

If the software developed by someone else was

copyrighted, there is no problem in using the ideas and

techniques expres sad in the copyrighted program (although it

is a copyright violation to 'copy' the program).

2. Trade Secret is Forever

Hore and more frequently, however, the software from

someone else was licensed under trade secret provisions

protecting not only the actual code' but the ideas, •concepts

and techniques embodied in the program. A frequent question

is, "how much modification do you need to do to a program

before you are f::ee of the licensetestrictions?" The
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answer to the question is that you are never free of the

license restrictions.

The use of trade·secret protec.tion poses its own

problems for the licensee.' It is common for a company to

take a license to trade secret protected software and then

invest: substantial 'sums of money in improving and expanding

the software- often investing much more than the original

sof~vare proprietor. At some point in time the data

processing manager of the licensee realizes that the

software in its present stage of development is a salable

commodity. The problem is that no license can be granted

without the consent of the original licensor - and this is

true even if the licensee has developed ninety percent of

the current code.

the data processing manager has two potential avenues

at least theoretically available. These are:

o to secure the consent of the original
licensor;'or

o to redevelop the por t.Lon of the sOftware
originally licensed in such a manner that it
no longer includes any 'trade secrets' of the
original licensor.

Neither of the two avenues appears ',ery attractive.

The original software vendor may demand terms that are close

to armed robbery and the mere fact of having originally

licensed some portion of the software casts a doubt on the

ability of the licensee to develop similar software without

using trade secrets of the original licensor.
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3. Some Protective Provisions for the Licensee

It is trite bu.t true that an ounce of prevention is

worth a pound of cure. It is highly desirable that a

customer-company, at the time of originally becoming a.

licensee of software, lay the groundwork for some degree of

future fle·xibility. How much flexibility is desirable

depends upon the type of sofoyare and the use to be made.

And Just how much problem 'prevention' can be obtained

depends on the relative bargaining positions at the. time.

Some provisions . that might be appropriate (and bargained

for) are the following:

o the Licensor gets. no. rights in software
developed by the company (Licensee) even if
such software is embedded in the licensed
software or functionally equivalent to the
licensed software.

o the software. developed under this agreement
shall be j oindy owned without accounting
[either party can do with it what they will
without accounting to the other party] .

o if the company desires to license others eo
use the software, the company may do' so upon
payment to Licensor of the then co=!=rcial
license fee for the software but not in
excess of $ . per site license or $ __
per customer wide license. The company
agrees that any such licenses shall include
reasonable provisions for protection of the
proprietary nature of the sofovare.

o all restrictions on company use and
sublicensing shall terminate on the later of
five years from the effective date of this
Agreement or two years from last Licensor
furnished maintenance.

4. Licensee Analysis Of Future Proprietary Problems.

Much co=ercially available software is distributed

widely on stand.ard terms. If you take a license to such
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software and then develop a program using the licensed

software as an external module, there are unlikely to be

future problems. If you want to sell your own software to

someone else, all they need to do is to obtain a license to

the required external software.

A situation that can (and does) give rise to problems'

is whe·re you use an outside software vendor on a development

project which includes use'of some core software proprietary

to the outside software house.

In this situation the customer may develop (and pay

for) the vast bulk of the code. If the agreement with the

outside software house includes a license agreement

authorizing customer use (use only) of the code proprietary

to the software house, the customer may be tied up forever.

This result is unconscionable if, in fact, the proprietary

contribution of the software vendor turns out to be

relatively small. One way around this pr.oblem is provide

for a time cap on proprietary restrictions (say, five
. .

years). Another way around the problem could be something

in the nature of a stated license fee if at any future time

the customer should want to authorize others to use the

soft'>7are.

-
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III. THE SOF'rWARE CONTRACTING ENVIRONMENT

Every software contract has at. least two parties 

and somet:l.mes more. The software vendor may be new, may

be old, may be large, may be sma~l, may be well financed

and well~rganized or poorly financed and poorly organized.

The buyer of software may be sophisticated and staffed

with competent software professionals - or may be naive

and relying, of necessity,. upon. the vendor for expertise •.

The software 'product' may be solid and well-defined - or

it may be developmenta.l and poorly defined. With soft

ware of any degree of sophistication, no two contra.cting

situations are e~actly alike!

'I'his section of the book takes a look.at software

as a product and also considers sOllle of the factors that

the parties shOUld take into account in software contracts.
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A. Categor1zinp; Software - How Detined is It?

The fOllowing subsections on standard software,

customized and custom software,. and bundled software have

an important fUnction from both the software vendor's

point of view and the software -user's point of view.

Determining the degree ofdef1nition of the software to

be furnished by a vendor and bought by a purchaser is

basic to being able to layout the contract details. If

a vendor purports to be furnishing standard so£tware while

in fact delivering largely custom software, both vendor

and purchaser have a probleml The following discussion

may be useful.

1. Standard Software

'Standard software' is software exactly like soft

ware already in use. For example, if two users have

exactly the same uti11ty sort program - that is standard

software.

One distinctive aspect of. standard software is that

a fault which ai'fects one user is likely to affect other

users. As a result, i£ a fault appears and is fixed

for one user, all users end up getting that fault fixed

whether or not they were troubled by it. Each patch or

new version-for one user becomes a patch or new version

for other users.

One advantage of standard software is that prospec

tive users are able to see the software in operat1on at

existing user sites. This ability to get someth1ng that
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is exactly like existing software simplifies .defini

tional problems for both vendor and prospective user.

The most important aspect of standard software is

that it is stable and is normally well defined in

terms of documentation and"known capabilities and limita

tions.

a. Maintenance Implications

Standard software is easy to maintain only to the

extent that it remains standard. If the vendor furnishes

source code to a customer and the customer makes modifica

tions to the source code. the software no longer is

readily maintainable by the vendor; It is a good idea

for the vendor to limit his maintenance responsibility

to maintaining only unmodified software (see Section E. 7

for some language ).

b. Marketability Through Distributors and OEMs

Standard software. because of its high degree of

definition. can be and often is marketed through distri

butors or OEMs. When marketed through knowledgeable

distributors or OEMs. the warranties filtering down to

the end user are usually pretty weak - the distributor

or OEM will pass on less in the way of warranties than

he receives from the proprietor but will not pass on

more!

. 2. Customized Software

'Customized software I is standard software that

has had modifications made to it to fit the particular
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customer. For example. standard software may produce a

family of financial reports for the customer but the

customer wants some reports in'adifferent format and

wants some new data accumulated and reported. Existing

, programs are modified to permit the new report format

and data accumUlation.

a. Customer-Variable Data

Although the introduction of customer uniquei~

into a standard program is often thought of as customi

zation. in fact. it is more in the lirie of installation·

support than customization of the standard program.
, .

Good vendor· practice is to make sure that the customer

can readily install new versions of the standard software

without having to reinstall customer variable information.

b. Maintenance Implications

Programs that have been modified to fit the parti-

cular customer become un:i.que to the customer (at least

to the first customerl). Good vendor practice is to

make the modifications in such a way that they either

become incorporated in a new version of the standard

software (in which event the customized element d:i.sappears)

or become a custom program which" is separate and dis-

tinct for ma1ntenancepurposes. Either course will mini

mize maintenance effort on the part of the vendor. Of

course. customized software disappears - we are left

either with standard software or· with standard software

plus custom software.
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3. Custom Software

'Custom software' is defined as software unique to

a particular customer. Of course, what was custom soft

ware for the first customer may become standard software

upon subsequent sales •. The sale of custom-software may

be -intimately related with the sale of some standard

software - or it may stand entirely separate and apart.

A contract .programmer provides custom software.

Similarly, a vendor preparing a special data converston

program (to operate with the vendor's standard software),

is preparing custom software.

The distinctive .aspect of custom software is !that

it neither exists nor is fully defined at the beginning.

As a result, operating documentation and program documen

tation is available only after the custom program(s)

have been completed. Typically, the better custom soft

ware is defined in the beginning, the less chance of

vendor-customer di~putes.

4. Bundled Hardware and Software

Bundled hardware and software occurs when a hardware

manufacturer~ furnishes software to the customer as

part of the same transaction or when an OEM furnishes

both hardware and software to the customer. The so

called turnkey system vendor typically provides bundled

hardware and software.
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The degree of bundling is variable. An OEM for

Digital Equipment Corporation may be providing standard

commercial hardware in conjunction with a part-standard,

part-custom software. s·ystem•. The transaction may be

structured so that the hardware transaction is onlY

partially connected to the software transaction - in

other words, partial bundling. From the vendor's view

point the best situation is to have as much contract

separation as possible between the hardware transaction

and the software transaction so that a software squabble

will not cause the hardware to kick back to the OEM

vendor. (A combined Equipment/Software agreement

appears in Appendix F)
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B. Deliverables -Packaging the Product

Although software is an intangible with a strong

service element. it is usually sold as 'deliverables'

plus promis.es and.·restriction;s or conditions • An adequate

d.efinition .of just what is being sold. even for a single

vendor. will vary fromproduct-to-product.

Defining the software product reqUires a good deal

of effort and thought. Unfortunately. there aren't any

shortcuts.

The concept of 'deliverables' is a useful one in

designing software agreements. La;ringout just what the

vendor is promising to deliver lets both parties know

where they stand.

One deliverable is clearly the standard program or

programs. It (or they) have a name and a description

(other than the marketing description). Use the name

and refer to the description.

If the customer is going to install the software

himself. it is a good idea to define the media and format.

A list of prerequisite elements of software or hardware

should be either in the system description or laid out

separately •

If on-site training of the customer's operating

personnel is included. the training will require the

cooperation of the customer. This kind of installation
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support becomes a deliverable if defined - e.g.:

"one day of senior systems analyst support on
site. scheduled by agreement· between vendor and
customer."

Similarly. if training is to be furnished to customer

employees (such· as inP.1:lt. operators. etc.). it is also a

good idea to define that training and cast it in the form

of being a 'deliverable'. For example,

"three contiguous days of on-site instruction by a
vendor instructor. scheduled by agreement between
vendor and customer"

makes that training a deliverable and is far preferable

to a promise stating "vendor will tJ;'ain customer's input/

output operators."

If training materials. operator manuals and the like

are to be provided to the customer - use their names and

quantities to make them deliverables.

Still another deliverable can be installation sup

port for conversion. This support becomes a deliverable

if defined in terms of a limited commitment. e.g.:

"Four days of analyst support on-site to aid
customer in conversion of customer files,
scheduling to be by agreement between customer
and vendor prior to software installation."
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C. Pricing the Software Product

1. InGeneral

Pricing the software prOduct is inextricably en

tangled in thefunctional!legal definition of the soft-

ware product·a.nd follow-on services. At one extreme,

an "As-Is" license can be clear cut with no mandatory

follow-on obligation for support and no warranties for

satisfactory operation.· However, most software sales do

have some initial warranty obligations and follow;..on

serV'ice requirements. The software pricing area is in

a state of flux.

This section considers some factors that go into

pricing software from the vendor's standpoint.

2. Some Basic Pricing Considera.tions

In an "As-Is" sale of a permanent license, the cost

of producing the standard software product (duplicating

a tape in the documentation) is likely to be trivial

compared to the price of a permanent license. For most

software sales, however, the determination of a price in

a rational manner may only be done in conjunction with a

detailed definition of the complete software product. It

is helpful to think of most software sales as having a

fixed price portion and a variable price portion.

o The fixed price portion is limited to
deliverables.
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The variable price portion consists of
elements that may vary from customer to
customer - travel arid living expenses,
telephone charges,. additional installation
support, preparation of specific programs
and/or doeumentation,-etc.

In addition to pricingdeliverables, take a very

careful look at the warranties included in the software

license. No matter how carefully drafted the deliverables

are in a software agreement, a loose warranty may still

put the vendor in a position where he may have promised

happiness (a variable conceptI) for a fixed price.

3. The Two-Ste~ Approach to Pricing Poorly
Defined Software

A pricing tool that may sometimes be helpful is that

of quoting a fixed price for the p~ckaged specified

'deliverables' plus an additio~alfixed price to produce

both a specification and price quote on special or custom

programs. This two-step approach to poorly defined soft

ware can substantially reduce the risk for both vendor

and customer.

4. The. Use of a 'Click' Pricing Element

One traditional problem in software licenses is that

license fees and maintenance charges are usually indepen

dent of the amount of use of the software by customers.

As a pricing matter, higher use usuall~ means higher value

to the customer while lower use means lower value to the

customer - and the vendor price is based on some assumption
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as to the amount of use by his typical customer.

Restrictions to a single CPU may furnish a rough'quan

titative lim1t on the amount of use - but that lim1t

tends to increas.e -with each new generation of hardware

thereafter and is not avery satisfactory long run kind

of limitation.

Some vendors are switching to a direct 'click'

usag~ charge for software that lends itself to a trans

action c<?unt,nUll1ber of output pages or some other

Objective measure. The use of a charge based on such

•clicks , maY permit the software vendor to offer a lower

permanent license fee or lower base term monthly charge

While providing some protection against a very large amount

of use f'or the minimum l1cense fee;

The user may be able to better justify a software

purchase if usage charges bear some relationship to his

use (and savings). Where the user achieves full use of .

the software· product only over a period of time, the

click charges are lower in the early part of the license.

5. Maintenance PriCing

The most common problem in maintenance pricing is

that of under pricing the maintenance services. Pricing

on the basis of one percent per month (or some other per

centage formula related to the permanent license fee)

usually has no relationship to reality. In some cases

it will be too high - and in some too low.
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Factors that enter into the pricing of maintenance

services include the following:

o

o

Standard Software. The amount of support
needed for genuinely standard (multi-customer)
portions of the software. (Important also
is whether the updating of standard portions
is accomplished on a generalized multi~ .
customer basis or whether changes must. be
Illa.de individually to each customer's version).

Customized/Custom Software. The amount of
customized software or vendor-developed soft
ware unique to the particular customer. One
possibility is to support unique software
only on a time and materials basis.

o Enhancements.
enhancements ~

on maintenance

Will there be no-charge
and what will the effect be
effort reqllired?

o Training. Any continuing training obligations? .

o

o

o

o

o

Variable Expenses. How will variable expenses
(telephone, travel, etc.) be handled?

Administrative Effort. What level of adminis
trative effort will be required to monitor
each customer to ensure software maintain
ability by the vendor?

Price Breakdown by Program. Can prices be
broken into program-by-program charge basis?
(See AppendiX H).

Price Breakdown by Level of Service Re~uired.
Can price be.broken into optional service
levels? (See Appendix H).

Click Pricing. Is click pricing usable and
appropriate as a term license element of
maintenance prices?
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D. Software Buyer Product Definition Considerations

Any software buyer should do a rough.product.defini

tion for proposed software purchases. The buyer with no

internal.ma:intenance-- capabllity is in quite a different

position than the buyer with a sophisticated systems and

programming staff capable of maintaining the purchased

software. The performance of self analysis by the buyer

isa vital (and unfortunately often overlooked) step.

The following checklist questions may be helpful in

defining the wanted software 'product'.

1. Maintenance Considerations

o

o

o

o

o

Do we now have (or will we have) theabllity
to Illaintainthe software? If so, who will
own improvements which we may make?

If we are relying on the vendor for main
tenance, what kind of response time is
necessary if we have a problem?

How much continUing support will we need
other than bUg-fixing?

Is there any likelihood that we will 'want to
change hardware or operating systems!in the
foreseeable future - and what kind of assur
ances from the. software vendor are needed in
thiS regard? .

Will we need continued training of oUr person
nel (particularly new personnel) over a period
of time?

2. Conversion

o If conversion is required, what support will
be required from the vendor and over what
period of time?
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o Is it possible that programming changes may
be required due to information discovered
during the conversion process?

3. Acceptance Testine;

o

o

o

Are we. willing to take the vendor's say~so

as being adequate?

Should we insist on acceptance of the soft
ware .being an all~at-once thing or are there
some chunks or features which we will take
later?

If there are to be later-delivered portions,
are they essential portions, the lack of
which would have caused us to look elsewhere
for the software?

4• The Environment

o

o

o

Will the software be at a site with multiple
computers capable of running the software 
and will we want to do so?

Is the computer site likely to change?

Is it possible that we may move to decen
tralized computing and would that affect the
use of the software?

5. Proprietary Rights

o

o

What security can we"in fact, offer the
vendor for his proprietary software?

Are there present or future ownership :l.nterests
that we could (should) have?

6. Role of the Software

o How hard would :l.t be to convert to alternate
software - what happens, worst case, :l.f the
software dies and the vendor has dissolved?

o Might we want to offer a 'service' based on
the software to affiliated or non-affiliated
companies ~ are we permitted to do so
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E. Income Tax Considerations for the Software Buyer

1. In General

One of the most frequent ques.tions encountered on

the part of software buyers is Whether or not the'Invest

ment Tax Credit can be used in conjunction with buying

software. The general answer to this question is. 'no' 

although there are some cases in Which the Investment

. Tax Credit may be successfully claimed for the purchase

of bundled software. (See the ITC section below) l

For general income tax purposes, the taxpayer is re

quired to be consistent in either writing off software

expenses as incurred or amortizing" those expensea over a

period of years. Unless a particular software purchase is

setting the buyer's tax accounting policy, t.he amort1:2:e/

expense decision has already been made.

2. Maintenance Fees and Term L1cense E'ees

Maintenance fees and term license fees are normally

expensed by the user as they are incurred. A front end

payment (e.g. for installation charges or a front end

license payment) may be either expensed as incurred or

written off over the term of the agreement so long as

the user-taxpayer is consistent.

3. Permanent License Fees

The general rUle on computer software costs is that

those costs may be deducted currently or they may be amor-
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tized over a period of five years (less, if shown as appro

priate). Software expenses must be consistently treated

in the same way by the company.

If software is bUndled with hardware and the price is

not sho~m separately for the software, the total amount

must be amortized over the life of the hardware.

4. The Investment Tax Credit

The Investment Tax Credit CITC) is available only in

connection with Section 38 property - Section 38 property

is defined as being solely tangible_property. Even though

aoftware may be considered as 'goods' in some cases for

purposes of the Uniform Commercial Code, the Internal

Revenue Service does not consider software as being

'tangible'. Although the tax water continues to be tested

by some software purchasers, the general rule is that soft

ware does not qualify for investment tax credit in that it

is not tangible.

The exception to the rule is where the software and

hardware are bundled together for a single price. For

example, assume the purchase ofa sophisticated word pro

cessing system which includes software without the soft

ware being separately priced. If other requirements for

the ITC are met, the ITC may be claimed for the entire

cost of the word processing system even though it is clear

that the software element makes up some unStated part of

that price.
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From the software vendor's standpoint, an attempt to

bundle normally unbundled software and hardware into a

single price can create some sticky problems in developing

a payment ..schedule and in drafting. provisions splitting out

software and maintenance.
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IV. THE SOFTWARE CONTRACT

This section of the book considers ho~ a contract

is fOrmed - in particular, some general contract prin

cipals and clauses are considered as well as specialized

aspects of software contracts. Problems can arise if

the vendor and customer do not understand the contractinll;

offer/acceptance mechanism and the function of an inte

grationclause ina contract.

Sof'twarewarranties are, of necessity, quite different

from the warranties given with hardware - this section

includes Uniform Commercial Code provisions that may be

applicable, some specific warranties that should not be

made (or at least, should be made only with great caution)

and some warrantiefO that provide some safety for the ven

dor while giving reasonable "comfort to the customer.

Other specific contract areas that are considered

include installation/acceptance, excusable delayfO,' the

patent and. copyright clause, contractual protection of

proprietary rights, and fundamental format design for a

software agreement.
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o

o

o

A. The Contract OrfeI'/Acceptance Mechanism

1. In GeneI'al

Sometimes a contI'act ispI'esented by one paI'ty and

accepted, as it stands, by the' otheI' PaI'ty. WheI'e one

paI'ty has enough baI'gaining stI'ength, that paI'ty's con

tI'act may be pI'esented on a "take it OI' leave it"basis.

More often, contracts aI'e the product of negotiation

between the paI'ties. A typical sequence might go 'some

thing along the following lines:

o offer by the vendor

counteroffer by the cU$tomer

counteroffer by the vendor

acceptance by both customer and vendor by
signing an agreement

It should be noted that contracts do not always have

to be in written form. Oral contracts can be as valid

and binding as written ones. For example:

o

o

vendor "I'll let you use the sof.tware for
$500"

customer "1' 11 take that deal."

Oral contracts are not usually a good idea in the

business context in that proof of the contract may be

difficult - and there are certain situations in which

an oral contract is not valid even if proved.

In the f1I'st example above (offer., counteroffer,

etc.) the contI'act that was formed was based upon the
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last offer before acceptance of the agreement by

parties.

Acceptance of a contract may sometimes be based on

actions by the parties that show there is, in fact, a

contract - even though a written document has not been

signed. Whether or not any or all of the vendor's form

contract provisions will apply in that situation is open

to question. It is clear that- a written, signed contract

provides the best protection for both customer and vendor.

Sometimes two qUite different. contracts are signed

by !:loth parties covering the same transaction. That

situation is covered in the next subsection.

2. Customer PU;t'chase Order v. Vendor License
Agreement

Many companies require that all purchases (inCluding

those of software licenses) be made on the company's stan

dard purchase order form, which must be signed by the ven

dor. The terms and condition~ printed on the purchase

order form have no relatiorisB:l.p to the licensing of soft

ware. Read those terms and conditions carefully.

In a situation where the customer and the vendor

each sign two agreements (purchase order and license agree

ment) and the terms of those agreements conflict, a court

is likely to view the contract as being a composite of the

two documents after knocking out all terms in conflict.
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The rationale is that where terms conflict there was no

genuine agreement between the parties. As a practical

matter, the vendor~ get rid of serious conflicts

between the two forms.

Customers are not consistent in willingness to modify

their own purchase order form. Some companies negotiate

willingly over crossing out part or all of the terms and

conditions on the purchase order form. With other com-

panies, authority to modify the form exists at such a

high level in the organization that, as a practical matter,

the purchase order form stays irivi-olate! Some possible

approaches include the following:

o negotiate specific terms out of the purchase
order

o

o place on the front of the purchase order a
statement that lithe terms and conditions on
the back of this purchase order to not apply~'

place either on the front of the purchase
order or as an amendment to the license agree
ment a statement along the following lines:
lIin the event of any conflict between: the
terms and conditions of this purchase, order
and the terms and conditions of the license
agreement, the terms and conditions of the
license agreement shall control ll

In every case where a purchase order is to be signed

by the vendor, the purchase order should refer to' the

specific separate license agreement covering the 'software.
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B. The Integration Clause

1. In General

Any well written form contract for a computer system

or software will include what lawyers call an "integration

clause." The clause usually goes along the following

lines:

"The Licensee agrees that this Agreement is
the complete and exclusi1festatement of the 'agree
ment between .the parties, •which supersedes all pro
posals or prior agreements, oral. or written •. and
all other communications between the parties re
lating to the subject matter of this Agreement."

In addition •. a good form contract will require that. .
it be signed on behalf of the vendor at the vendor's home

of'fice. This latter provision helps ensure that the law

of the vendor's home state will be applied to the contract

(as recited in the contract). But perhaps the mOst impor

tant benefit of home office signature for many companies

is the assurance that management and legal get a look at

the contract before it is signed. Despite the physical

presence of an integration cLause in a contract. ·there

are pitfalls - and there are steps that management may

take to avoid them.

2. Preventing Incorporation of Sales Documents by
Reference

The most common pitfall.is that of including a sales

document (e,g, a proposal) in the contract (see also the
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seotion on warranties). Unfortunately, it is neoes-

sary to attaoh the proposal to theoontraot to inolude

it - .the proposal may be included by a simple reference 

for example by writing in somewhere above the signature

line:

"Per proposal dated Maroh 1. 198-."

Even if the proposal had some kind of an up-front

disclaimer stating that the proposal is not a oontraot.

that disclaimer gets washed out by the oontraot reference

to the proposal. Now it !! part of the oontract. And

you may have prOmlsedhapplness for a fixed pricel

There are positive steps that oan be taken:

1. Let the marketing and sales personnel know that

such referenoes in the form oontraot will not be aooepted

by the home offioe without approval at the highest level.

Period. Let the salesmen have the burden of pulling any

partioular elements out of the proposal that might prop-
!

erly be inoluded (in manage~~nt·s view) as part of the

contraot.

2. When a oontraot is received by the homeoffioe

for signature and it inoludes a referenoe to any out-

side document, it should be aocompanied by a oopy of this

dooument. Even standard prioe lists should be attaohed so

an old price list does not get out by acoident.

3. Make sure that any changes to the form oontraot

are reviewed with your lawyer (preferably with a oomputer
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lawyer). Changes that appear innocuous to management may

cause unexpected legal effectsl

4. Make sure that the paper shuffling process pro

. ceeds rapidly eno.ugh so that"a customer-modified contract

does not get accepted through Rerformance on your part.

You can accept a contract by act as well as by signature!

3. Industry Practice, Course of Dealing and
Consultant Posture

There are some other circumstances where a court

might allow outside information to affect an otherwise

unmodified form contract with an integration clause. The

following situations might permit the customer to'bring

in information outside the four corners of the contract

document itself. Note that the word used is 'might' 

not definitely will. These situations are:

o industry practice differs from your practice - "
and the contract is silent on the particular
point

o

e

you have had a course of dealing with the
customer extending over a period of time
(usually more than a year) and you have
established your own practices between
you - and again the contract is silent on
the particular point

you have come on strong to the customer in
a 'consultant' posture as being both expert
in your field and knowledgeable about his
operation - and the customer is unsophisti
cated in the computer sense.
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The presence of anyone of the three situations

noted above should raise a caution. flag. When .in doubt

check with your computer-lawyer as to the possible effect

in the particular situation.
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C. Warranties and the Uniform Commercial Code

1. In General

All software is sold or licensed with warranties

and remedies of one kind or another. If the contract is,

in the eyes of the court, too restrictive in terms of

disclaiming warranties and limiting remedies, a court may

supply warranties and remedies from the relevant pro

visions of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). Packaged

software and software included as part of a system sale

tends to be treated as 'goods' under the UCC.

Warranties are probably the most tender area tor

. software contracts and license agreements. The best

insurance against. future litigation Cor the futur'e

ability ofa customer to hold your feet to the fire) is

through careful control of just lo!hat warranties are given

to the customer.

The best point to start in order to understand war

ranties in the legal sense is by taking a look at the

Uniform Commercial Code provisions.

2. The Unitorm Commercial Code Warranties

In §2-3l3, the UCC says (freely paraphrased) that

an express warranty is created by:

o

o

any affirmation of fact or promise made by
the seller to the buyer or

any description of the goods
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Note that the fact. promise or description must be

part of the written contract if that contract is intended

to be the complete statement of the bargain between the

parties.

UCC §2-3l4 says that there is an implied warranty

,that the goods are merchantable. Merchantable goods

are defined

o

as:

being able to pass without objection in
the trade

o being fit for the ordinary purposes for which
such goods are used.

UCC §2-315 CO'lersthe implied warranty of fitness

for a particular pu:rpose. The partic:·ular provision. a

brief one. is quoted here in its entirety:

"Where the seller at the time of contracting
has reason to know anypartlcular purpose for which
the goods are required and that the',·buyer is
relying on the seller's skill' or judgement to
select or furnish suitable goods. there is unless
excluded or modified under the next section an
implied warranty that the goodS shall be fit for
such purpose."

Most software vendors do not want to give that

kind of warrantyl Fortunately/"'it is possible to design

appropriate warranties for a software contracting situation

and to exclude the UCC warranties. It.is not. however.

possible to exclude all warranties except in the case of

a straight "As-Is" sale.

[Note that the relevant portions of the above UCC Sections

appear in full at Appendix D].
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0. Software Warranties that Should Not be Made

1. Freedom from Bugs or Coding Errors

Some software licenses include a warranty along the

following lines:

"Softcowarrants the licensed software to be free
of program coding errors when ,installed •"

This kind of a warranty should not be made in that

fomi for several reasons:

a. Software of any sophistic!l-tion is rarely bug

free even after years of use. What the customer wants

is software that is stable and performs satisfa.ctorily.

When a bug is discovered it may be necessary to fix the

bug for a stable effective operation,- or it may be

possible to avoid the bug through operating procedures

With little or no impact on the software stability and

effectiveness from the custom~r's Viewpoint.

b. Trivial bugs can be unrea.sonabTY' 'expensive'to fix.

Sometimes a minor bug or coding error (from the customer's

point of view) may re~uire an inordinate amount of program

ming effort on the part of the vendor to fix. For example,

suppose that a particular sequence of terminal operator

actions causes the program to fail, and the fa.ilure is

traced to inadequate storage allocation to permit that

sequence •. It might be pessiblete cure the problem by

rewriting the operator's instructienal guide rather than

restructuring and reworking several programs to permit

la.rger storage.
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c. The Vendor's Problem Can Be Permanent.

Software maintenance contracts tend to provide, for

a fee, the same warranties that were provided in the

original license agreement. As a result. a customer may

have a permanent ability to hold the vendor's feet to the

fire over bugs or coding errors that have no practical

effect upon the customer's operation of the software.

Note that there are forms of the IIfreedom from bugs ll._... .

warranty that can be given. Those affirmative warranties

are discussed in Part IV, E.

2. Freedom from Defects in Material and Workmanship

Software should not be warranted as if it was hard-

ware. Probably the clearest example of a software- war-

ranty that should liQ! be made is the following:

IIVendor warrants that the software will be free
from defects in material and workmanship.1I

Such a warranty may be appropriate for hardware con

tracts. Unfortunately, warranties framed along that line

are still seen in some corrtr-ac t s Which include software.

In particular, a warranty of that nature has been used for

bundled systems (hardware and software) and in contracts

for computer cOntrolled machinery. Such a warranty is

simply inappropriate for software. Software of any degree

of sophistication - or software including any 'c~stomized'

elements - probably does not satisfy the warranty.
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3. Warranting the Proposal

Another warranty that should not be given (or at

least should not be given without careful soul searching)

is the express warranty that comeS ab.out by incorporating

a sales docwnent, such as salesman correspondence or a

sales-oriented proposal, as part of the contract. (In

this connection see the section on the "Integration

Clause"). Sales documents, such as proposals, tend to

promise happiness to the customer. If such a document

is included in the software contract bya simple refer

ence above the signature line in the contract, you may

have promised to deliver 'happiness' rather than de

livering defined software or a standard package.

4. Exact Conformance to Specification

A warranty that should be given with cau~iort is the

following:

"Vendor warrants that the software will conform
with the attached specification."

A warranty of exact conformance with the specifica~

tion can be reasonable if. the software actually does con-

form exactly to the specification. The specification

may be a neatly refined accurate specification for an

existing package. On the other hand, the specification

may include a not so well defined statement of anew

feature or modification.

Most software contracts covering packages have war

ranty prOVisions intended to cover standard software.
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The package itself may be fairly well defined in speci

fications. The problem 'arises when that contract is used

to cover multiple chunks of software in varying stages

of definition: .'

o

o

o

a fully defined basic standard software
package;

a partially defined but not yet bUilt enhance
ment to the standard package; and

some customized software for the particular
customer - which may be defined functionally
if at all.

Now the problem becomes apparent. Unless additional

contract language is considered (usually by way of an

amendment) the warranty of conformance to specifications

now covers all three of the above listed software elements.

5. Vendor Performance Without Customer Cooperation

Many. perhaps most, software contracts require

cooperation from the customer for the vendor to perform

in a timely fashion. The need. forcustolller cooperation

should be placed in the contract - or the customer may be

able to give the vendor a very uncomfortable time. Some,

but by no means all, of the areas in which customer

cooperation may 'be required are:

o

o

timely installation of hardware meeting the
requirements of the software

machine access for program development,
testing and/or debugging
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o

o

o

o

o

help in tracking down bugs (e.g. furnishing
dumps,furnishing problem reports on the
vendor's form, etc.)

prompt installation of patches and new ver
sions so that the customer is running on the
software that the vendor thinks he isl

access to key customer personnel for system
definition

timely response to vendor questions

preventing inaccuratecustomer-furnish¢d
information (or making changes at the custo
mer's expense).

There are no simple cure-aIls for the potential prob

lems listed above. Of course not all the problems have

applicability to any individual software contract. The

problems are, however, most likely with software contracts

that include substantial development or installation

efforts by the vendor.

There is no single answer from the vendor's view-

point. Some tools that can be used by the vendor include

the following:

o

o

o

o

inc'lude customer warranties in the contract
(e.g. customer sign-off on system description)

include a disc laimer (e. g. "we are not
responsible unless things are as we think
they are")

include a contract statement that this is
a joint effort between vendor and customer
and that the cooperation of both parties
will be required

do not permit customer-requested changes
without a written 'authorization' track
record.
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The best contract is one which makes an accurate

description-of the responsibilities and risks of both

parties. The above checklists of possible problems and

tools may be helpful.
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E. Making Affirmative Software Warranties/Remedies

The previous section talked about software warranties

that should ~ be made. This section discusses how to

make warranties and-l1mitremedies •. Remember tr.at:

o A software warranty is usually a promise
that the software matches a description
or performs in a certain way.

o A remedy is what the customer gets 1fthe
software does not comply with the warranty.

1. Use Scaled Warranties/nemediesWhere Atrprotlriate

Probably the most common fault in software contracts

is the providing of' a single warranty for all the soft~

ware covered by the contract witl:l.outspellingout excep~

tions. Using a single warranty is fine where only a

single type of software is covered b:tthe contract - for

example. a stable fully-defined package. Eut inclusion

of both such a stable package and either custom/custom

ized software or third party software under the same

warranty is an invitation to trouble. The particular

problems that a single warranty Illayintroduce include:

o

o

o

inadvertent bundling of all soft-..rare [into
a unit- thus postponing acceptance of any
software element and extending the warranty
period

the furnishing of a ~arranty on any third
party software elements stronger than that
received by the vendor from the third party
software source .

providing the customer an ability to [get
out of the· deal if' anysof'tware element
fails to meet the warranty.
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This section of the bOok will consider the struc

turing of levels of warranty and the types of warranty

that can be made at each level.

2. Consider Definition by Remedy

Software warranties are often defined in a reverse

way by specifying .the remedy or level of service. For

example,. Type I software might be defined as receiving

pr6mpt response to service requests·and on line access

via communications for bug-fixing by the vendor. Type

I software,. in this example, wov.ld receive the highest

level of warranty and of service. The lowest level of

~arranty, say Type III, might be defined as receiving

an "as-is" warranty with a promise to provide, during

the warranty period, any new releases or changes made

generally available to the vendOr's Cv.stomers or re

ceived by the vendor from a third party (if .the third

party was the original sov.rce of the software),

In scaled warranties, each chunk of software is

assigned a warranty level (e. g. "Level I"). The soft

ware form contract then includes a description of each

level of warranty/remedy, enabling the customer to

quickly ascertain what kind of warranty and support he

will be receiving for each chunk of software. For one

illustration of scaled warranties, see the form Main

tenanceAgreement in Appendix H.
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3. Standard Software

Standard software has been defined as software that

is stable, well-defined and inactive use at multiple

locations. In general, the customer. has the ability to

see standard software in action (whether or not the

customer chooses to exercise that ability). Standard

software should have a description' which~ be warranted

to be fairly accurate. Any description of the software,

whether short or long, should be looked at carefully to

make sure that it represents a statement Of current stan

dard software without including glossy over-broad mar

keting statements or elements that are, in fact, develop

mental in nature.

A standard software warranty may run along the

fOllowing lines:

"The software furnished under.this.Agreement
is warranted to conform to Softco's [specifications
for] [description. of] such software in EXhibit B."

The square brackets indicate an alternate form of

statement. The exhibit itself may include a reference

to a particular Softco document.

Where a warranty period is used a remedy provision

may run along the following lines:

"For a period of ninety days following ac'cep
tance, Softco will design, code, checkout, docu
ment and deliver promptly any amendments or alter
ations to the Software that may be required to
correct errors present at the time of acceptance
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of the software and which sigfiificantlyaffect
performance in accordance with the specifications.
This warrant1 is contingent upon Customer advi~ing

Softcoin writing of such errors. in accordance
with Softco·s· prescribed reporting procedures.
within ninety (90) days from acceptance as defined
herein."

In the example above. the phrase "and,which signifi

cantly affect performance" effectively excludes fixing

of trivial failures to conform to specifications.

There is no great magic about any particular set of

words used for warranties or remedies (providing that

the UCC provisions are kept in mind) - but it is very

important to match the warranties/remedies to the soft

ware actually being provided.

4. Customized Software

Customized software has been defined as standard

software that has been modified to fit the particular

customer's requirements. The 'customization' may be

done entirelyb1the vendor,-but more often it isa

cooperative effort between 'vendor and customer. Al-

though, the standard software portion qualifies for the

standard software warranty. the customized elements are

usually not solely within the vendor's control. The

key is not to warrant the customized elements beyond

the point that the customizationis exclusively in the

vendor's control.
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One way to handle customized elements is to perf'orm

the work on a time ~d materials basis. This is an

appropriate route where the amount ot etfort required is

unlmownat the. time ot ·ccmt%!acting•. Of course, .working

on·,a time and materials basis .largely avoids warranty/

remedy problems.

It a fixed price is quoted for the customization,

one or more of the following tools might be helpful:

o invest the time to fully define the customiz
ation to reduce the risk

o have thecustomeraftirma.tively promise
people cooperation and· .access to resources

o detine the customization.effort in terms of
the amount ot time (programmer days) to be
devoted on a 'best efforts' basis

o take the risk by doing the customization
prior to contract it the changes may b'e
usable by multiple customers.

5. CustomSoftware

Whereas customized software involves some modifica-

tion to standard software, custom software implies the

creation of a new program or set of' programs f'romscratch.

By definition, custom software is developmental in nature.

The warranties and remedies that are furnished with custom

software depend almost completely upon the degree of'

definition at the time of contract. And, even given the

best contract, custom software involves cooperation be-

tween vendor and customer and some degree of admihistra-
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tive effort on the part of both to track the changes that

almost inevitably crop up during the course of develop

ment. If the custom software is well-defined, it is

possible to use a.warranty/remedy along the lines of the

standard software warranty/remedt outlined above. In

addition, the vendor should consider including either in

the form contract or as special contract provisions

applicable to the custom software, some of the following

provisions:

o

o

o

o

a requirement that changes ordered by the
customer will be billed on a time and
materials basis

a. force majeure clause that excuses delays
beyond the 'reasonable control' of the ven
dor (see Section r:v G in this book)

if documentation is promised, it should
be promised on an 'as available' basis
unless the level of documentation to be
provided is fully understood by both
parties

spell out areas. where customer cooperation
is required (e.g. machine availability,
access to people,·,·etc.)

..,,,, ;.""

o state that after Installation or acceptance,
corrections or modifications will be made
on a time and materials basis.

Note that most of the above provisions take custom

software out of the normal warranty/remedy provisions of

the form contract. Every case is likelY to be a little

different - and the net effect is that custom software

usually requires custom contract provisions.
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6. E1U1d1ed Hardware and Software

A hardware type of warrantYlIlay be given where, from

the e~stomer's viewpoint, he is buying a pieee of hard

ware having certain characteristics (eventhougl1 those

characteristics are present by vti'tu.e ot software). In

general, however, hardware and sottware warra.nties

should be split even where the contract is for delivery

of a b1U1d1ed s:{stem. Treating hardware differently

trom sottware works to the advantage otboth vendor and

customer in that it lays out warranties and remedies in

a more reaJ.istic tashion. Hardware' lIlay have a 'repair

or replace' warranty - but sottware should not have

that kind Of warranty •

'rhebund;I.edsystem vendor should. bear ..1n mind that

should he tail to deliver ~hat has been promised, the

buyer lIlay be able to reject"both hardware and software 

and this is probably true even though the bulk of a

b1U1d1edsystem has been installed and is operating for

a customer. An 'off-the-shelf' bundled system stands

on a different footing than a system. with custom ele

11Ients. In the case of an 'o:f'f-the~shelf' system the

definition will usually be pretty well worked up - and

both buyer and seller 1U1derstand what is being bought

and sold. Where a b1U1dled system transaction has some

software elements that are to be delivered later than
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the basic system (or hardware elements unique to the

particular customer). there can be serious. problems.

In this regard. see Section V. A (The Bundled System

Contract) in this book.

7. Limiting ReSl:lonsibil1ty for Customer Modifications

About the only thing that can be said about customer

modifications is that the vendor can not be responsible

for them! This lack 01' responsibility should be set

out in the contract. Such.a disclaimer of responsibility

may run along the following .lines :" .,

"Customer shall inform Softco in writing of
any modifications made to the i.software. Softco
shall not be responsible for maintaining Custo
me.r'-modi£ied portions of the software.. Correc
tions for difficult1esor defects traceable to
Customer errors or system changes will be billed
at Softco's standard time and materials rate."
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F. Installation and Acceptance

1 .. In General

Establishing just when software is installed and

accepted is important when those dates serve as trigger

events for payment or the beginning of a warranty period.

Although a hardware customer is usually willing to accept

the hardware vendor's saY-so on when equipment is in

stalled (installation equalling acceptance in thiS in

stance), the same customer is not so c.haritable toward

the software vendor.

The mass distribut·ion sClftwarevendor may avcd.d

installation/acceptance problems'by merely promising to

refund the money if the software is returned within, say,

. thirty days. In that instance, the vendor has nO'respon

sibility for actual installation and the software is sold

on an '~as-is" basis. If not .returned, it is ac c ept ed ,

In software sales with a somewhat greater degree. of

sophistication, the contract'might provide for a payment

schedule along the fClllowing lines:

o twenty percent on contract

o thirty percent on installation

o forty percent on acceptance and

o t.en percent thirty days after acceptance.

The date ot acceptance becomes extremely important

due to the fact that not only does payment hinge on
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acceptance but, until acceptance occurs, the vendor may

be on the hook for free maintenance service.

2. Installation

Installation of the software (like hardware) tends

to be when the vendor says it is installed. Wherean

installation date is used in· the contract as a trigger

for payment, it is important to provide a promise by the

customer to have the necessary hardware in place by a

certain date. On that date, providing the software is

ready for installation, installation may be deemed to. .
haveoccuI'red even if the hardware is not available.

3. Acceptance

Acceptance is a much more difficult date to define.

From the vendor's viewpoint, he would like to have the

software accepted when he says it works - but few cus

tomers will go along with that! The customer, given

his druthers, would like to live with the software in

actual operation prior to r6fmal acceptance.

The establishment of just how to determine when

acceptance occurs shOUld be up front at the time of the

contract. If the software is standard software, the

vendor should have developed an acceptance test analogous

to the tests run on newly installed hardware by the

hardware vendor. At the time of contract, the customer
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may examine and agree to that acceptance test. For

stand,ard software,the contract provision might be as

follows:

"The Softeo Pr~ducts w1.ll be deemed accepted
when they have successfully satisfied the accep
tance criteria in accordaneewith procedures de
fined in the Softco Acceptance Test or as estab
lished by Softco prior to tel$ting. Acceptanct;l
will be performed utilizing the actual hardware
system to be used With the software system."

The general requ~rement in defining acceptance from

both customer and vendor Viewpoints is the development

of the description or specifications to the point where

both parties agree that the software is adequately de

fined. Acceptance tests to be Jointly developed by ,

vendor and customer can present serious problems unless

such joint definition is done in advance of the contract.

Unless the test is layed out up front, the customer may

have the ability to defeat the entire contract merely

by not agreeing to any particular test.

In a situation where the hardware installation may

be delayed for any reason, it may become important to

provide for acceptance testing on alternate (but Similarly

configured) hardware at an alternate site.

There have been situations in the marketplace where

a customer has used software in a productive sense for a

long period of time without 'accepting' the software.

If a customer is able to postpone acceptance it increases
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the financial leverage of the customer over the vendor

by withholding the acceptance payment and also provides

for a longer period for bugs to show up While the soft-

ware is under·· 'free'" maintenance. A provision that can

help a great dea~ in this situation is as follows:

"PrOductive use by the customer shall con
stitute acceptance."

Making productive use equal to acceptance does' not

elimdnate the potential problem - but at least it makes

the bargain a little fairer by triggering acceptance at

such time as the customer decides ~o put the software

(as it then stands) into productive operation.

Acceptance problems may also arise where the soft

ware is not to be delivered all at once but rather over

a period of time. Unless it is clearly understood by

both parties that there will be no acceptance until all

the software is accepted, the contract should spell out

just what is understood regarding acceptance of individual

parts of the software. The problem often arises in one

of the following situations:

o a custom program, not needed for imm~diate

operation, is schedUled for later delivery

o a software enhancement (now in development)
is promised to this particular customer.

In both of those situations there are three ques-

tions to be answered with respect to the later delivered

software:
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(1) How is theacceptartce payment to be handled?

(2) When will the warranty period begin? and

(3) Is theiater delivered software an essent:l.al
part of the deal f'romthe customer's view
point..oronlyan optional part. of' the deal?

For one example involving later delivered.sof'tware see

Section V. A (The Bundled System Contract) in this oook.

Providing a good description. of the ·sof'tware is

easy when the software is a stable well-defined package.

Where some of the software is well-defined while

some is not-a· good intermed:l.ate::Solution is to provide

for vendor-only acceptance tests of' the well-defined

package while. Jointly devised acceptance proce(iures

should be developed for the less well-defined portion.

If a jointly developed acceptance te.st is to be developed.
after contract, it is desirable to have a distinct time

limitation on thecustomer-f'urnished portions of art

acceptance test.

A classic problem develops when the customer keeps

changing the ground rules of' what is wanted. When'You

·don't kriowwhat you want, it is hard to tell when it is

f'in:l.shed!
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4. Dealing with Custom Softwa~e

Some tools and techniques for dealing with custom

ized or custom software include the following:

o Use a paid system studY approach (tor a
tixedprice) tojoinUY develop with the
customer the specifications for the chunk
of softwar.e. Base.d on those spedtications.
the vendor. can quote a fixed price with a
higher degI"ee ofcontidence.

o Use a "1:lest efforts" commitment - agI"ee to
deliver the chunk of software by an "esti
mated." date on. -a best-ef'forts basis.

o Use taut administration by maintaining rtight
management control over sof'tware development
- no customer-requested changes unless approved
by vendor management. .

Spell out "optional" - if' t)1e portion·of
software is.a separable (opt+onal) element
from the customer's viewpoint, make sure the
contract indicates that. Use of a "best
efforts" commitment to develop the software
will make it less likely that the customer
can. back out and recover earlier payments
for a.basic package based on failure of
the vendor to provide happiness in the
additional chunk of. software.

(

o

o

Live use egualsacceptance - regardless of
acceptance testing, it is a good idea to
provide that productive use. of the software
by the customer will constitute acceptance.

Time/automatic acceptance - where acceptance
testing with customer participation is used,
sometimes it is helpful to put in a time
limit (e.g. "acceptance 30 days after in
stallation unless reported faults or defects
exist") and to require the customer to pro
vide a written description on a vendor form
of system faults or defects. A succeeding
period of time (perhaps another 30 days)
may be tacked to the period to enable
clearing up of faults determined during the
initial period.
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G. Excusable Delays (Force MaJeure)

I We live ,in a somewhat uncertain age. Airplanes

may be grounded by weather, key employees may leave and

promises of others may be broken. Although not appropriate

for every contract, many contracts have (or should have)

a clause which provides some excuse when things happen

that are outside of that party's reasonable control.

The clause, often called a "Force Majeure" clause goes

along the following lines~

"Sottco shall not be responsible for any
delays caused by Acts of God or any other' cause
beyond Sottco's reasonable control."

Although many force majeure clauses are extremely

detailed listing such thing as strikes, riots and acts

of war, yet the fundamental principle is that a party

should not be respo~sible for things beyond his reason

able control.

A force majeure o~ excusable delay clause is often

a good idea from both the customer's point of view and

the vendor's point of view. The customer may be delayed

in getting the required hardware due to a manufacturer

foul-up and the software vendor may lose that key

employee - the only one capable of writing the custom

program in one week flatl

Although most vendor contracts have a one-way force

maj eure clause oper,ating to their benefit, there is no
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reason why such a provision should not be made two-way

it a customer wishes.

An excusable delays clause may become absolutely

essential t'x'om the ver.dor' s viewpoint 1t spec:1..fic tlat

deadlines are given in the contract to give the contract

a "t11l1e is ot the essence" tlavor.
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H. The Patent and COtlyt"ight Clause

The patent and copyright clause in a contract is

intended to assure the customer of some protection in the

event that it turns out that the software '..as not the

vendor's to sell. For many types of software and many

customers, the need for such a clause is not very great.

However, with a cautious customer or one that is going to

place a great deal of business reliance upon the software,

there will be insistance upon a patent and copyright

clause.

A patent and copyt"ight clause may look something like

this:

"Softco warrants. that the use c f the sof.t:"Nare
furnished under this Agreement shall not infringe any
United States patent, copyright, trade secret or
other proprietal:'Y right covel:'ing such pl:'oduct.
Softco agrees. at its own expense, to defend" or at
its option to settle, any claim, suit or proceeding
brought against Customer on the issue of infringement
of any United States patent, copyright, trade secret
or other proprietal:'Y right with respect ~) the
software furnished by Softco to Customer uno.ar this
Agreement. In the event that any Softco software
should be determined to be subject to the proprietary
rights of a third party, Softco agrees, at its
option, to: (1) procure for Customer the right to
continue using such software; or (2) replaceior
modify such software to make it noninfringing; or (3)
remove such software or portion thereof and l:'efund to
Customer a proportionate share of the license fee."

Patent and copyright clauses come in many forms

some running several pages long. Most vendors (and

customers) prefer patent and copyright clauses short

enough to give "the reader a chance of understanding them.

Unfcrt~natelYJ the lang~age tends to be reminiscent of the

Internal ~evenua eoce! It is important to =eac :he patent
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and copY~ight clause - notice subprovision (3) in the

examplel

w'here one party proposes a patent and copyright

clause, it is important for the other party to determine

how that clause may affect his future rights and

obligations. Particular points to look for include:

o if some software is found infringing,.what
options does the vendor have?

o who pays whose legal expenses - or does each
party pay his own lega.l expenses?

o does a mere threat by someone trigger· this
paragraph or does it take an actual cOurt
decision?

Be careful with patent and copyright clauses to make

sure that one party is not wa.rranting ownership of

something which is, in fact, owned by someone elsa. For

example, if the software contract includes a

manufacturer's operating system to be furnished by the

software vendor, it should be made clear somewhere in the

contract that that operating system does not belong to the

vendor - and therefore is not covered by the patent and

copyright clause.
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I. Contractual Protection of Proprietary Rights'

1. In' General

The software proprietor should include enough con

tract requirements to protect the trade secret nature of

hisso.ftware - while nO,t indulging in 'overkill' by

making those restrictions so onerous that. in fact.

they will be waived by general agreement between the

software proprietor and the software purchaser. To

maintain trade secret protection.thecllstomer must be

required to treat the softwar·e as a trade secret which

happens to be in h:l.s hands for use. As a result, the

customer is normally required by contract to observe

rudimentary security procedures. At least portions

of the contract restrictions on customer actions are

for psychological impact - the customer must be convinced

that the owner :l.s serious about the proprietary nature of

the software and the need to ma:l.nta:l.n trade secret' pro-
,

tect:l.on.

Restr:l.ct:l.ons should be reasonable enough that the

customer w:l.ll be able to live with them in actual opera

tion. 'It hurts the vendor as much as the customer (and

perhaps more than .the customer) if the restrictions

are so onerous that the customer cannot live up to

them.
Q The customer may be hurt by over-strong

-restrictions that put. him in.technical
breach of the contract from day one.
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o The vendor is hurt because he is likely to
know of the breache$and, by ignoring them,
to waive the particular contract restric
tions. A court might take such a waiver
as an indication that there is really no
trade secret there!

The following subsectionscons1der some of the

restrictions that may reasonably be placed on the customer.

(For eXalIlPles of one level of restrictions see AppendiJ: F

pages 3-6)

2. Customer Admission Tha.t the Software is
ProprietarY to the Vendor

The contract should provide an acknowledgment by the

customer that the software is proprietary and the property

of the software owner. Such a statement may run along

the ~ollowing lines:

"Customer recognizes that the computer programs,
system documentation manuals and other materials
supplied by Softco to CustomeJ:' are SUbject to
the proprietary rights of Softco."

The contract should go a little further and have an

affirmative statement by the customer that the prog=ams,

documentation and all information supplied in machine

readable form comprise trade secrets of the vendor. Some

customers find this a litti'E{"iiXtreme - but are read.ily

willing to admit that the vendor 'represents' that such

is the case.

The contract should also point out that scme of the

materials !'urn:ished by the vendor are protected by the

copyright law. This will help make it clear tb.at the

customer understands that copying is forbidden except as

specifically permitted under the contract.
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3. Ownership of Specific Materials

Even though the customer acknowledges that the vendor

owns the software (as an intangible) the contract should

spell out what, if anything, the customer does own. The

contract may provide (as a deliverable) that the customer

may 'own'authorized copies of copyrighted materials, but

does not have any ownership interest in anything else

furnished by the vendor.

4. Use Restrictions

Use restrictions imposed by the vendor are, in fact,

a part of the Product description. In arriVing at just

what kinds of uses will be permitte~the vendor indirectly

defines his marketplace. Pal:'ticular use restricti.ons may

include $omeor all of the following:

o

o

o

A limitation to use by the named customer.

Use limited to a named location.

Use to support only terminals operated by
the customer.

o

o

Use on a single central processing unit.

Use on one central proceSSing unit at ,a
time at a site having several suitably con
figured systems.

Still another kind of limitation relates to just who

is named as the customer. If the customer is a subsidiary

of a larger company, future sales of the same software may

or may not be made to other SUbsidiaries of the parent

company depending on how th~ 'customer' is ~dentified in

the contract. Precise identification of 'customer' is an
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important matter for both vendor and customer. The

customer must think through what the future may hold in

terms of corporate reorganizations, possible acquisitions,

etc. Centralization to decentralization of computing

facilities (and back again) seems to bea routine long

term cycle in many large companies. How both vendor

and customer look at a particular contract may depend

upon which phase of that cycle the particular customer

happens to be inl

The prudent customer may well insist on the ability

to assign the contract to a parent· or subsidiary company

.as a basic protective measure. The software vendor may

not object to parent-subsidiary assignability it he is

content with the rough-cut kind of use lindtation that

comes through allowing use on a single central processor.

Of course, the vendor counting solely on a single CPU

restriction may well be in trouble down the road when,

at least theoretically, a single powerful communicating

CPU could serve the entir~ worldwide need for a particular

programl

5. Prohibition Against Competition

The vendor will usually want to make sure that the

customer does not turn around and start competing with

him by selling competitive software or services. De

pending on the needs of the customer and the relative
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negotiating power of the vendor, one or more of the fol

lowing restrictions may be used:

o

o

The customer. agrees not to sell similar
software to the licensed software while
the particular license agreement is in
effect.

The customer agrees not to s.e11 the use
of the program asa service or service
bureau.

A customer may well wish to sell services based on

the licensed software - the vendor mayor may not object

to that. A provision in the form contract prohibiting

the sale of service bureau services based on the $oftware

Will, at.the very least, make sure that the service bureau

aspect comes out in' negotiations. Again, at some future

time, a single CPU might be capable of satisfying the

complete demand for the service.

6. Restrictions on :Backup and Copying

:BackUp restrictions must recognize the fact that a

reasonable amount of backup is a necessary thing. Few

vendors will want to physically verify the location of

every backup copy every time such a copy is made. There

are several ways in which backup may be handled in the

contract while still preserving trade secret protection.

All of the following routes permit backup with certain

restrictions:

o The customer agrees to treat the software as
he does his own most valuable software.
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o

o

The customer identifies. each off-site location
at which the software ,,111 be kept.

The customer describes his backup procedures
with locations .•

Where backup locations and procedures are specified

in the. contract in detail, it is necessary to require

the customer to notify the vendor of any change inproce

dtires or locations - a potential administrative problem

for both vendor and customer. Sometimes a customer may

have inherently poor security (e.g. some university computing

centers) in which case the vendorma.y have second thoughts

about licensing the particular customer at alll At the

other extreme, some customers already deal with materials

so sensitive that they have structured levels of security

with the highest level being subject to government top

secret security procedures. In that case, the vendor may

discuss with the customer what level of security, within

the customer's classifications, is appropriate for use as

a reference level for treatment of the vendor's software.

7. A Blanket Prohibitiol'lAgainst Reverse Engineering
Where Only Object Code is Furnished

There are computer programs available that attempt to

reconstruct source code from object code. As a practical

matter, it should be understood that any attempt to recreate

source from object will create source missing theelementa1

documentation such as comment cards, normally forming a

part of the source code. Although such source-reconstruction

programs have had limited success to date (and are unlikely
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to work very well in the foreseeable future), it is

a good idea to include a representation by the customer

that he will not attempt to create thEfsource programs

by reverse engineering. In the absence of a specific

reverse engine.ering provision, there is no bar for a

customer holding object code to attempt to develop the

source code on his own.

8. Customer Cooperation in Tracking Down Unauthorized
~

Many license agreements spell out punishment for the

customer if his a.utho:dzed copy of the software is in
. .

turn copied for unauthorized use by others. The most

likely means of this happening are through theft by an

employee (or former employee) of the customer. What the

vendor rea.llyneeds is the cooperation of the customer -

in particular:

o

o

the customer should agree to notify the
vendor immediately if he learns of the un
authorized use or possession of the soft
ware and

the customer should cooperate with the ven
dor. in tracking down and punishing unau
thorized users.

It does the vendor no good to create a contract

climate which makes the customer silent and uncoopera-

tive in pursuing suspected unauthorized use or possession

of the software. The customer may reasonably insist on

being held harmless from expenses in providing this
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(

. cooperation - at least it the .unallthoriZeci use or posses-
. .

sion was not due to the.negl1gence ot the customer.

9. Transter ot License Rights

The degree to which the license may be assignable

is important to l>oth customer and vendor. Most·torm

license agreements tend to be setup!n the. most re

strictive mold. The customer must think torward to see

what the tuture might hold tor his business and tormot

business organization· - and compare that thinking to the

non-assignability-provisions. The vendor, or co~se

is concerned about how his. marketplace is carved up

today and how future transferor license rightstrom the

customer might affect his then-marketplace. Some ven

dors start from a position that the license should not

be assignablea.l1d then back uptoa position that:

"customer may not assign this Agreement without
the advance written consent ot Softco. Such
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld."

Theone 1:t"on-eladruleis that no customer assign-

ment should be permitted without advance written notice to

the vendor. Permitting customer assignment without notice

could destroy trade secret protection.
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J. Designing a Form Software Agreement

The vendor does most of his thinking up front. in

the design of form agreements. The form makes sure

that the vendor springs frollla solid base in negotiating

any individual agr-eemerrt , . This section takes a look

at format elements ·in designing a basic contract form.

A form agreement should look like a form and ; if

at all possible, should be typeset. The basic psychology

is simple .. if it looks like a form (and particularly if

ito is printed) it must be the one that everyone signs.

Good· form agreements do much more than provide a

sound base for negotiations. Even ·with software costing

into the six figures, some customers will sign off on

the form" as it stands if it is reasonably drawn. One

of the most important aspects of using a standard form

is that software license administration becomes a matter

of knowing what exceptions apply to each licensee ..

without painstaking examination of a mass of individually

typed contracts.

In designing a form agreement the following rules

of thumb may be helpful:

o

o

The basic form agreement should have 'space
on the front page to identify the particular
software being licensed 'out should not be
~tailored' to any particular chunk of soft
ware.

An attached schedule or exhibit should be
used to list 'deliverables'. (This would
include the number of copies of manuals,
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o

o

o

o

amount and location of training included
in the price, etc.)

An attached schedule or exhibit should'be
used to describe (in rough fashion) th~
licensed software and version (unless
described in an identified separate docu
ment) •

An attached achedule or exhibit should be
used for a current price list for other
services (such as instructor time charges,
fees for class attendance, etc.).

An attached schedule or exhibit should be
used for any installation schedule. If
appropriate, make sure that it has a
'best efforts' footnote.

An attached sohedule or exhibit should be
used for the partioular prioe/payment
sohedule for the software.
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· EXHIBIT I
~n::; t allat ion/Schedule/Software· 5pecificat Lor

SCHEDULE C
Current .Erice I.istOther Services

SCHEDULE B
Price/Paymen~ ~erms

~

SCHEDULE A
Packaged Software

Identification and 'Deliv~~~bles'

AMENDMENT

SOFTCO
SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT

~,

../
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The above (as shown in the drawing) may seem to

lead to an unwieldy document with many pages - but

most pages will be standard text or a standard form.

The basic prineipleis to have the form agreement

itself be the same for every customer. Any changes to

the form are highlighted in an amendment or an addendum.

A little bit of forethought in designing the format

can save a lot of negotiating time and later adminis

trative ef:f'o:t"t.
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V. HANDLING SOME SPECIAL CONTRACT SI'1'UATIONS

This section considers some special contracting

situations that should be recognized as being 'di1'1'ererit'

and which do require special handling. The 1'irst sub

section presents a hypothetical case study 01' a 'bundled

system contract including timing consider.ations 1'01' both

hardware and software. The example portrays a ~airly

common kind of "system" sale situation.

Except in the case of truly standard so1'tware 1'ur

nished on an "As-Is" basis or with very limited support

obligations no two software deals are likely to be exactly

identical. It is one thing for the vendor to Prepare

good basic form agreements but quite another to 'recog

nize the differences in any particular contracting situa

tion and handling those differences contractually. All

too often a software contract, as executed, does not

read on the actual situation.

Arbitration is considered as a possible tool for

use by both vendor and customer. Most vendors and

customers have not been involved in arbitration- this

subsection explains how arbitration works so that it may

be considered for use in contracts or as an after-the

fact tool for resolving disputes.
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A. The Buridled System· Contract

wnen a contract involves bundled hardware and soft

ware - the vendor commits to furnish a 'system'. From

the user's viewpoint this makes a lot of sense in that he

wants to buy a working system rather than an assemblage

of parts. Although a standard form contract is helpful,

systems of any degree of sophistication tend to require a

good. deal of contract tailoring so that the final contract

is fair to both. parties and speaks· to the deal actually

made. Situations can and do become quite complex. in the

contracting sense. For example, suppose we have the

following' systems ' situation:

1. Software vendor to supply CPU and some peri

pherals to customer as a hardware OEM. Orders by the system

vendor to the hardware manufacturer are subject to cancel

lation,penalties if cancelled within two months of ex

pected shipPing data.

a. CPU shipment estimate - two months after .

receipt of order by manufacturer;

b. Tape drives - off the shelf; and

c. Disk drives (a new model) shipment estimated

but not guaranteed six months after receipt of order

by manufacturer. (Customer can operate on a tape

system on an interim basis)'.

2. Software vendor to.' supply software including

the following:
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(a) A basic package, "X", already installed and

running in a number of other locations;

(b) An "X" enhancement, now in Beta test phase

(highly desirable but not required for customer's

operation) and

(c) Two' custom' programs .to be prepared for the.
particular .customer: (1) partially designed

prograJll "A" which is necessary for any produc

tive operation on the part of the customer;

and (2) prograJll "B" which is desirable from the

customer's viewpoint for long range operation

but Which is only defined in rough concept at

'cohtra.cttime.

There are two possible worst contract cases. In the

first. 'worst' case a sloppy contract permits the customer to

withhold out-of-proportion aJllounts of money (and to defer

paying for maintenance) until the last element is in and the

last bug cleared up. In the second 'worst' case, custom pro-

gram B is never delivered for anyone or more of a number of

possible reasons and the customefi''ba:cks out af the deal suing

for all the Uniform Commercial Code remedies including not

only return of all money paid but incidental costs incurred

plus consequential damages.

A good contract for the above system will make a fair

allocation of risk between the customer and the system vendor.
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SOme possible contract provisions (but by no means the only

possible provisions ) include the following:

. Hardware:

(1) A Foree- Majeure clause including excuse

of the system vendcz- fol:' delays due to causes beyond

its reasOnable contl:'ol - including delaYs on the part

of its suppliel:'s.

(2) Hardwal:'e warranties to start on shipment of

each unit fl:'ommanufactul:'er (Illatchwith manufacturel:'

warl:'anties in OEM agJ:'eement).

(3) A save harmless fl:'om cance.llation penalties

clause fol:' the system vendol:' t sbenefit .if customel:'

should cancel fol:' any l:'eason or if eustoroel:' should

change hardware eonfiguration.

(4) State pl:'ices sepal:'ately fol:' each hardware

unit if possible.

Software:

(1) State prices separately for the basic

"X" package. program A; the "X" enhancement and

progl:'am B.

(2) Provide for acceptance of the basic "X..

package and program A independently of the "X"

enhancement and pl:'ogram B.

(3) Provide that ·software will be accepted on

bringing it up on the tape system priol:' to
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of the disk drives. in the alternative • bringing

up on a non-customer equivalent system.

(4) Provide that "X" enhancement. currently

preparat:l.on. will be delivered and:l.nstalled when

. available. (A current 'estimate' of delivery dat

may be included.)

(5) If a price has been. quoted on program B•

.state· that it is an estimate ·1:lased on prel:l.m1nary

1ilformationsuppl:ted by the customer. Alternate

approaches to program B :l.nclude quoting a price for

preparing a; spec1f1cat1on for pro~am B so that a

progralll price maybe quoted.
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B. Handling Required or Optional Third Party Software

1. The Hardware Manufacturer's Operating System

You may be in the position intentionally (orunin

tentionally) of selling th~rd party software to run with

(or as Part of) your package. This situation may arise

when you serve as .the hardware OEM and you have modified

the manufacturer's operating system to make your soft

ware package operate more efficiently. Depending·1,tpon

your contracts with the hardware manufacturer (typically

an OEM agreement or GEM agreement and software license),

you should make sure the followin~ factors are considered.

2. Ownership of the Operating System

Who owns the operating system? If the version of

the operating system that has been integrated With the

package was originally released by the hardware manu

facturer before 1978 without copyright or trade secret

strings, there is probably no problem. It is worth

while making sure of a 'paper trail' to be able to prove

that the operating system is in the public domain! if the

need should ever arise.

3. New Opera.ting System Versions

Might there be (at some time in the future)

to u~date your integrated software version to be

with a more recent release of the original manuf
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supplied operating system? If there is any such possi

bility, the license agreement with the end-user should

cover who pays any freshly required hardware manufac-

·tu:rer license fees.

The lIlost typical situation is where your package runs

under a particular standard operating system version sup

plied directly by the manufacturer. In this instance the

operating system license is normally purchased by the

end-user direct from the manufacturer. You should include

in the license agreement (see the section on format of

license agreements) a description of the particular

operating.system and version that your package runs

under. In this instance the manufacturer may come out

with new versions of his operating system which you may

not want to (or may not be able to) have your package

run under. Careful wording in the license agreement is

necessary.

4. QtherThird Party Software
\

It is becoming more and more common for a software

vendor to function, in part, as a software integrator.

For example,suppose you supply an accounting package

but you use a third party supplied 'sort' program inte

grated with your own software package. Depending upon

the degree of integration .with your own software, one of

the following examples may read on your situation:
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Example 1. The third party software is fully

integrated and you assume any maintenance respon-

sibility. In this case,the customer may not even

reali~e that there is third party software present

in the system - and, indeed, it makes little dif

ference to him. You pay any required license fee

directly to the third party under a separate agree-

ment.

In the case of fully integrated third party software

it is only necessary to make sure that you have the right

to license and that the contractu~ s~atement of pro

prietary rights reads on the actual situation. Language

might read as follows:

"Vendor represents that he owns or is
authorized to license the software. 1f

Example 2. Your software qperates with a

separate third party program, required by the custo

mer, but which you have neither the ability nor the

inclination to maintain. Typically, such third

party software is highly stable, widely used in the

marketplace and has little need for maintenance.

The license for the third party software may be by

you (a SUb-license, in effect) or may run directly

from the third party to the customer even though

you furnish the code to the customer.
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Witn such externalrequil'ed software on which main

tenance will riot be furnished by you. the safest eourse is

to clearly label sucn software in the contract as being

furnisned·bya thil'd party "AS-IS." It is sometimes

nelpful to include in the contract a pnrase suen as

follows:

"Altnougll Software· Vendor dces not maintain
third party software. so long as Customer
is under Software Vendor maintenance for
Vendor's base software. Vendor agrees to
furnisn Customer witn appropriate correc~
tiona or updates to tnird party software
as tneymay be received by Vendor from tne
.~d party supplier."
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C. Granting Price Options for Software

A fairly common situation is where a customer wants

to license a software package but does not know whether

or not he will want another related package from the same

vendor at some time in the future. The ~ustomer wants to

license the basic package now but with an option to license

the other package at a fixed price sometime in the future.

If the vendor is willing to grant such an option it is

worthwhile conSidering the following points:

o

o

o

o

limit the period within which the option
may be exercised by the customer.

specify Just what software is optioned - in
general, it is better to identify the optioned
software with the vendor's program name and
version (e.g. ACCOUNT A-1234, release 4)
number rather than to merely identify it by
a generic or functional name (e.g. "Account-
ing Package") •

ira generic functional name is used- make
sure the language of the opt-ion does not allow
any future "separately priced softwarfa to be
read into the optioned software for the option
price. .

state the complet-e cost - express the option
price as a dollar amount plus "then-current
installation and training charges." This
is particularly important in inflationary
times.

o state the terms of payment on optioniexercise 
one possibility is to state: "this option
may be exercised by the payment to Vendor of
the price plus then-current installation and
training charges."

When granting an option for software, bear in mind

~hat yoU are freezing in written form the conditions
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for a future event. During the life of the option many

things may change - p.eople costs ,marketing approach,

paokage designations or repackaging of the paokaged pro

duct line. All ofthess. pohntial.problems can be re

duoed by uaing a short (six or twelve month) option

period. As the option period lengthens, greater care

must be taken inpreoise option wording.
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D. Distributing Soft'..are Through Third Parties

1. In General

A license between proprietor and end-user involves only

two parties - and is usually a straightforward licensing

transaction. If, however, a third party (e.g. a

distributor) is brought into the picture the situation

becomes much more comp l.ex . No two transactions are likely

to be identic'al. As between proprietor and distributor,

some of the major factors that differ from deal to deal

include the following:

o Developm.ent work anticipated by proprietor or
distributor or both.

o The anticipated 'life cycle of the sofoV'are.

o The warranties furnished to the distributor
by the proprietor (e.g. warranties in the
operating capabilities sense as to whether
the software meets certain specifications 
or is furnished 'in' "AS-IS" condition).

o Whether the software is to be licensed to the
end-user in a plain vanilla form or "..hether,
it will be customized to each end-user.

o 'W110 'assumes ongoing maintenance
responsibilities.

o The royalty question and the question of what
revenues royalties apply to.

o Whether the proprietor will be s
kind of direct contracts '.ith the end-user or
will be wholly or partially irwisib
the end-user's point of view.

o Rights reserved by the proprietor (e Jg ,
rights existing users or rights of self-use
of the software).

o The degree of trust between proprietor and
distributor - particularly with regard to
checking reporting honesty in rovalties.

/""'\ .
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o Any future grant back to proprietor
use-rights in distributor-developed
improvements.

It will be seen from the above list that few

proprietor-distributor agreements fit into any consistent

mold.

The ~ndustry position of the parties may be quite a bit

different also. For example, the proprietor may be a user

that has developed-software and would like to make some

money from it but wants no ongoing responsibilities. At the

other e:<.treme, the proprietor may be a professiona.l softwa.re

package house that intends to be continually involved with

(and in control ·of) ongo.ing development and maintenance. The

balance of this Section looks at some of the particular

areas that may be of concern in the proprietor

distributor contract.

Appendix L in this book is a form distributorship

agreemer.t th.at may be helpful in some situations. That

particular form is reasonably well adapted to transfer of

exciusive rights to distribute software while retaining

use-rights or rights for existing customers.

A set of interrelated distributorship agreements is

included as Appendix M. The latter Appendix includes

agreements that have been used by one company to authorize

distribution of an operating system, including some

consideration of foreign distribution. The firs t page of

Appendix M has a description of the somewhat voluminous

contract documents reproduced.
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2. Deliverables

As with individual end-user license agreements,! it is

good practice to cast as many things in deliverable 'form as

possible. Of necessity, the deliverablesfrom proprietor to

distributor will be somewhat different than the deliverables

to an end-user. Typically, di$tributors are more likely to

receive (or require) source code than end-users (more about

this under the Maintenance sub-section below). Deliverables

are also more likely to include copies of training materials

at the trainer level and may include some assurariceof.

availability of sales or technical-saless1,1.pport for some

period of time.

2. The Royalty Base

Ongoing royalties are usually related"to the revenues

received by the distributor for end-user licenses to the

software. This is not always a clearcut thing to measure.

WEere the agreement is for an exclusive

distributorship, the distributor will normally need control

over substantially all marketing and pricing aspects. Thus

the· distributor needs some degree of flexibility to decide

to, say, bundle in ~~o days of on-site installation support

for a single license fee. The distributor also needs some

fleXibility in order to put a price tag on additional

licenses to the same customer or for broadening the scope

permitted to a single customer or, perhaps, .to perenit.

limited further sub-licensing of the sof~qare (e.g. a

distributor's distributor). Assuring fair royalty returns
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to the proprietor T.vhile retaining flexibility for the

distributor·can bea complex undertaking.

Some general rules of thumb may be helpful:

o. Royalties should not be applied to end-user
payments for out-of-pocket distributor costs.

o Where the proprietor is not responsible for
ongoing development or maintenance, it is
usually a good idea to have a royalty cap in
either total dollars or time (e.g. royalty
payments to a maximum dollar amount but no
royalties after, say, five years).

o Royalties should be payable as "non
recoverable" payments are received by the
distributor.

o RoYalties should usually not be payable on
software elements that are separately sold
but not originally furnished by the ..
proprietor.

For one approach to contract royalty provisions, see

Appendix L.

3. Handling Reserved Rights

Almost invariably, the soft"ware proprietor contracting

with a distributor wants to (or absolutely must) retain

certain rights for themselves or on behalf of previously

authorized end-users. Retained or existing rights should be

identified in the contract - even though they are not always

susceptible to being spelled out in full detail at the time

of contract.

Where retained rights include current authorized users,

. a list of users and the degree of license scope should be

included in the contract. Some thought should be given to

the question of what happens if an eXisting user
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(pre-distributorship arrangement) later wants an additional

or expanded license.

4. Ins1.lring Honesty in Reoorting

A proprietor has a justifiable concern in making sure

that royalties due are actually paid. On the other ,hand,

the software distributor does not want the proprietor's

people to be able to casually rummage through the records of

the distributor. A good intermediate meetinggrou~d, for

both the proprietor and distributor, is the follOWing type

of provision:

"Proprietor shall have the right, by independent
auditor and at proprietor's expense, to audit the
appropriate records of distributor as" to compliance
with the royalty provisions of this agreement."

A provision along the lines of that, expressed above

provides a reasonable baLarice in the records-auditing area.

The proprietor has a genuine ability to check the

performance of the vendor - but; is unlikely to do so unless

there is some reasonable ground to suspect that the

distributor is not living up to his obligations.

5. Development Commitments

It often occurs in distributorship arrangement that one

or another of the parties is willing to undertake a certain

amount of development. The development may be of actual

improvements to the programs or preparation or improvement

of the accompanying user-oriented materials. The general

rule of thumb is that if development promises are not'

carried out, some change in royalty rates or relative rights

is likely to be a more appropriate remedy than trying to
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cancel or undo the whole distributorship licensing

transaction.

Development commitments of the 'best efforts' variety

amount to a mere statement of intent on the part of.the

party promising the work. If develppment elements ~re a

significant portion of the deal and failure to provide them

cannot be compensated for by adjustment of royalty rates or

adjustment of rights, it is necessary to define the required

developments with the same degree of care as in any software

development contract. As a matter of practice, 'best

efforts' commitments tend to be more common in this area

than in9rdinary software development contracts. The

rationale is that the proprietorar.d distributor have

parallel in~erests in the money to be made or lost through

development efforts.

6. Cross Licensing of Improvements

The ~oftware proprietor may want to have the right to.

use any distributor~developedimprovements or enhancements.

The prospect of future improved software at low cost or no

cost may be a very attractive prospect to the proprietor not

actively engaged in the soft"llare business. Dis tributors

tend to be willing to grant back a right to use improvements

developed by the distributor ,at least for some period of

time. Such grant backs are usually in the form of a limited

right to use the dis t-cibutor-or.med improvements. If the

contract is such that the proprietor has the ability to

terminate the distributorship arrangement (e.g. i: minimum

"--c" 19Q~ 1:><::'..(C / .... t.. .......1: ..
'-
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royalty payments are not made, etc.) the distributor does

not want the proprietor to be a.ble to sell the improved

software.

7. Maintenance Commitments. and Fees·

If the distributor is going to maintain the software,

the contracting situation is fairly straightfor:qard as

usually no royalties will be payable on maintenance charges.

On the other hand, if the proprietor is expected to maintain

the software, the question arises as to what happens if the

proprietor does not maintain the software - or fails to

maintain it adequately.

From the distributor's viewpoint, even if the

proprietor is going to maintain the software, it is a good

idea for the distributor to have at least the theoretical

ca.pability of maintaining the softwarehi!l1.self. The

distributor must have source code to be able to directly

fulfill the distributor' s dire~t maintenance commitments to

end~users.

A fairly straightforward way to handle maintenance fee

spli.tting is to make some effort to define what is required

in the way of ongoing maintenance ·fromthe proprietor. If

that standard of performance is not maintained then some

penalty is assessed against the proprietor (e.g. no future

maintenance payments or a reduction in base royalty rates).

Figuring out how ;:0 define a default in maintenance

performance is exceptionally difficult. Maintenance and

warranty contract clauses from end-user licenses do not fit
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very well in distributor agreements. Two technique~ that

put a time~element into I default' without really defining

the term are:

o . provide for maintenance payments to the
proprietor .. to be made over the period covered
(rather than as such payments are received by
the distributor); and

o to provide, that maintenance paytnent~ e.nd
after written notice to the proprietor of
specific default in. providing mainten.ance,
such default remaining uncorrected thirty
days after the notice.

8. Termination Provisions

Mechanical termination of a hardware agreement, is

fairly straightforward - the user has the ability to simply

ship the hardwe.re back. Termination of soft:"N'are agreements

is more complex. At any given point in time, the

distributor may have any or all of the following commitments

to end-users:

o Ongoing maintenance contracts

o Moral commitments to furnish the software,
not yet reduced.to a written agreement

o Existing granted options for additional
licenses or expanded scope

o ·Custom software development commitments for
use in conj?nction with the software

o Sub-distributorship agreements

As a result of the possible kinds of commitmencsmade

by the distributor above, termination ofa distributorship

agreement is usually a 'soft' termination rather than a

'hard' te~i~ation. It is good praCtice Co permit the

distributor to fulfill exis:::ing good faith commi tmen t s . As
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a result, it is usually not feasible to have a termination

of a distributorship'agreement which requires the

distributor to immediately return source code and other

materials furnished by the proprietor! Another 'sort'

feature is the need to provide that revenues payable to the

distributor after termination are still, as appropriate,

subject to royalties.

9. Warranties

The proprietor may provide the same sort of warranties

to a dis tributor as the proprietor might to an end~user. If

the proprietor is not: engaged in the software business on a

regular basis, software may be provided to the distributor

in "AS-IS" condition. Such software is essentially

unwarranted as to performance.

If the proprietor does warrant: the soft"Nare co meet a

description or specification, all the C01!!mertts in Part IV on

warranties are appropriate.

One warranty important to a~y distributor is the

soft"Nare proprietor's warranty of ownership or right to

license. This provision is often carefully negotiated in

distributorship agreements. The distributor is going to be

in the position of having to warrant the right to license

the end-user and normally wanes to be well covered on

assurances from the proprietor.
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E. Third Party Leasing and Software

Third party leasing of software is ari industrY dis

tinguished by its absence! In order to understand why

there is little or no third party software leasing it is

nec.essary.·-to unders't-and a little bit -about the nature of

software licenses on the one hand and the nature of third

party leasing transactions on the other hand.

1. The Hardware Leasing Transaction

A leasing company is basically a financing company

with little interest in the objects that they lease

beyond some threshold considerations. In general. the

leasing company is only interested in transactions where

the object of the lease (the hardware) is a standard

industry item With a genuine resale market. If the

user's credit is good. and the hardware satisfies the

criteria of being both standard arid resaleable. the

leasing company will buy the hardware (typically brand

new) and lease it to the user.

The leasing company insists on absolutely clear title

to the hardware. Invariably the leasing company will

insist upon being completely insulated from any .customer

complaints about the quality or usefullness of the hardware!

Lease charges are usually closely related to the

cost of money at any particular time and the leas

company Views themselves as being primarily in a

business - not a computer business. The leases may be
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'true' leases where only rental is paid by the user but

more commonly are full payout leases where the u~er may

obtain title to the hardware at the end of the lease

period, for a relatively modest payment •

. If the lessee (the actual hardware user) has com

plaints about the performance and promises made by the

hardware vendor, his only recourse is against the hardware

or system yendor - the lessee must still continue to pay

the leasing companyl If the customer or user 'does not

make the required payments to the leasing company the

leasing company still owns the hardware and is able to

take it away and rent it or sell it to someone else •.

With a standard computer system this is indeed a possible

course of action for the leasing company. The same thing

occurs at the end of a lease if a customer does not

purchase the equipment - the leasing company will 'look

for a purchaser or new lessee.

2. Software asa Lease Object

Software presents real problems for a third party

leasing company. First of all there is nothing really

solid or tangible to hold on to - the original license

payment purchases only a limited right to use the soft

ware. In addition, the software may have had customizing

done to it so that it will not be readily transferable

to some other user without a good deal of further customi

zation. Still another factor 1s that a subsequent user
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of the software will probably require that customiza

tion plus installation and support be supplied by the

original software vendor. All of these factors make

third party software leasing a very difficult thing for

leasing c.ompariies. t.o swallow.

Many customers or users of software do not under

stand the difficulties in a third party lease of software.

As a rule of thumb. software vendors should lay out to

their prospective customers that software is. as a prac

tical matter. simply not third party leaseable. Such a

vendor position can save a good deal of wheel spinning,.

Even if a lea.sing company is w~lling to advance the

money for a software license. the software vendor still

has some concerns. Unless the leasing company has actually

signed the license agreement. a bill of sale signed by the

software vendor to the leasing company. although nomi

nally for financing purposes. ma.yln fact give the leasing

company ownership rights in the software rather than owner

ship of a highly restrictive license to use the software.

Even if a leasing company is willing to sign a

license agreement - that license agreement must be speci

fically worked over to protect the proprietary rights of

the software vendor. The mere fact that the licensee

is a third party leasing company (with no intent What

soeVer to operate the software the~selves) will tend

to knock out license prOVisions relating to named site

and use restrictions.
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3. Bank Collateral and Software

Many of the comments in the aection on third party

leasing apply also to the use of software as collateral

by banks. .. Banks are sometimes willing to accept odd'

collateral for a loan. Again. the basic principle is

that if the debtor fails to pay. the bank may foreclose

on the collateral and sell it at a public (or sometimes

private) sale. With normal collateral, a properly con

ducted $uchsale forecloses anY other claim of ownership

in the collateral.

Even if a bank is willing to accept software as

collateral. it is a risky business for the software

vendor. The inference before a court would be that the

collateral constitutes something worthwhile on the open

market. The software vendor will have a difficult time

sustaining proprietary restrictions before a court if

the software vendor acted in such a way as to convince

the bank that the software was, in fact, saleable on the

open mark~t.
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F. Licenses to the Government

In licensing software to the government, Or any

government entity, the contract boiler plate will be

b·ulky to the point of discouraging reading. It is vital

that the contract be looked through very carefully to

make sure that the particular sale will neither place

your software in the public domain nor license all govern-

mental uses by all agencies, branches and contractors.

It is possible· to license software to the government for---. ;"

single CPU/single site use or for use limited to·a

specific agency - but the government-furnished legal

boiler plate will not read that wayl
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G. Arbitration

Suing in court is expensive •.conswnes substantial

amounts of management time and can (and often does) take

place-over a multi-year period.- In some circumstances

arbitration can come to as fair a result while being

cheaper. qUicker and less demanding of the time of your

key personnel. Some potential advantages and costs of

arbitration are discussed below.

1. Some Advantages

One major advantage of arbitration is that much less

management time may be required. Management people in

volved tend to be key people - people that can least be

spared to cope with protracted litigation. Although

solid preparation for an arbitration hearing is vital 

the preparation tends to be concentrated and the dispute

resolved within a few months.

Another advantage of arbitration is that thearbi

tration clause in a contract may specify the location of

the arbitration tribunal. If your base is. say. New

York. you may wish to specify that any arbitration will

be conducted there. Although all contracts (whether or

not there is an arbitration clause)· tend to say

state's law will be applied. you can not specify

location of a court for a lawsuit.
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Still another advantage is the chance of getting an

arbitrator having some knowledge of computers. ~he Com

mercial Panel has two hundred data processing experts on

its list of arbitrators.

2. Costs

Arbitration is sUbstantiallyle~s expensive than

suing in court. Of courSe there are costs associated with

arbitration. In addition to legal fees the Ameridan Arbi

tration Association (AAA) charges administrative fees for

handling arbitrations. Fees are assessed on a sliding

schedule. Some representativeAAA fees for varying

amounts in controversy are as follows:

Amount at issue AAA Fee

$10,000 $300

$100,000 $1,350.

$1,000,000 $3,850

AAA Commercial Panel arbitrators normally are not

paid unless more than two days of hearing are required.

Most commercial arbitrations run two hearing days or less.

In cases which will require either substantial amounts of

arbitrator time or special expertise on part of the arbi

trator, the parties may agree to compensate the arbitra

tor from the beginning.
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3. How It Works

Arbitration is fast. The average cOllllll.ercialarbi

tration is completed with, two days or less of hea.r1l'lgs

and a front-to..end ·time of three months from demanli for

arbitration through thearbitrator t is award.

Arbitration does not permit the extensive discovery

procedures available in the courts. If arbitration per

mitted the eXhaustive discovery process permitted under

the Felieral. Rules. it would do away with its abi1.1ty to

speedllyresclve disputes! An arbitrator (whether a

lawyer or not) ~. have the ~ower -to subpoena docu

ments - and the parties haveampleopportun;1.ty to submit

their own documentary evidence as well as their own oral

testimony. The parties. also have'the ability to oross

examine the other sidets witnesses.

In an arbitration the rules of' evidence tend to be

applied less formally than they are in court. An arbi-

trator might say. tor exa.lll:ple. "we'll let it in for what

it's worth." This can sometimes be an advantage.

4. When to Consider Arbitration

An arbitration clause is not a substitute fora good

contract. The arbitrator's function includes interpretation

of the contract - not rewriting it!

Arbitration is not appropriate when applied to the

proprietary restrictions in a software license
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Note that an arbitration clause may specify what matters

or what parts of a contract are subject to ·arbitration.

ThUS, in a. software contract, the arbitration clause may

. spe·cify that disputes over propriet,aryres.trictions shall

not be arbitrated.

Software development contracts and system contracts

(including hardware and software development) can be

appropriat~ for arbitration. To a small system vendor,

the ability to specify local arbitration rather than

having to file a lawsuit one thousand miles away could be

worth quite a lot.

When one of the parties to a contract is substantially

bigger and more powerful than the other, the strong party

has the ability to stonewall, keeping litigation in the

courts going indefinitely (and expensively). The weaker

party might want an arbitration clause to avoid protracted

litigation. Arbitration is fast - you will have either

a settlement or a decision within a matter of months.
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5. The Arbitration Clause

Most arbitration is based on an 'arbitration 'clause'

in the contract - even though arbitration may be used by

agr.eement among the parties to a dispute without a speciric

contract provision. The standard arbitration clause or the

American Arbitration Association is as rollows:

"Any controversy or claim arising out orior
relating to this contract, or the breach thereor,
shall be settled by arbitration in accordance
With the Rules or the American Arbitration
Association, and judgement upon the award .
rendered by the Arbitrator(s) may be entered
in any court having jurisdiction thereor.n

The standard arbitration clause is not a good. -
clause ror the sortware vendor unless proprietary license

restrictions are excluded. In addition, ror inclusion

in. a form sortware license, the vendor may wish to require

that any arbitration be conducted ata location con

venient to him. or course, the sortware buyer may have

the negotiating clout to insist on arbitration ata

location convenient to him! An arbitration clause ex

cluding proprietary provisions and specirying a location

is as rollows:

"Any controversy or claim arising out or'or
relating to this contract, or the breach thereor,
except as stated below, shall be settled by arbi
tration in the City or Philadelphia in accordance
with the RUles of the American Arbitration Associa_
tion, and judgement upon the reward rendered I by the
Arbitrator(s) may be entered in any Court having
jurisdiction thereor.

"The provisions or Section IV (Proprietary
Restrictions) or this contract and disputes arising
thererrom shall not be arbitratable."
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SOFTCO. INC."

NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

I understand that. in its business. Softco has developed and uses
commercially valuable technical and nontechnical information
and, to guard the legitimate interest of Softco. it is necessary
for So£tco t.o protect" certain of the information as" confidential
and a trade secret or" ay patent.

I recognize that the computer programs. systell1 documentation.
manuals and other materials developed by Softco are subject
to the proprietary rights of Softco. that.Softco regards this
information as exceptionably valuable trade secrets of Softco
and that its use and disclosure must be carefully and continu
ously controlled. I further recognize that although some of
Softeo's customers are well known to the trade. that other'
customers and prospective customers are not so known and that
Softco views the names and identities of these customers and
prospective customers. as well as, the content" of sales proposals.
as being confidential inforll1ation and Softco's trade secrets.

I also recognize that special hardware and product hardware and
their related software development by Softeo aresubject to
Softc 0 's proprietary rights and. that Sottee may treat those
developments. whether hardware or"associated software. as either
trade secretor patentable material.

I understand that inforll1at1on mentioned above is vital to
the success of 50ftco's business. and that I through my em
ployment, may become acquainted with that inforll1ation. and may
contribute to that information through inventions. discoveries,
improvements or in some other manner.

'rheref'ore, in considera.t1on.of' my employment or continued
employment by 50f'tco,and in consideration of' the mutual
promises in this Agreement .' it is agreed as follows:

1. Except as may be required by my employment
by 50f'tco, I will not,. without 50£tco's
priorwxo:1tten consent, disclose or use
at .a.ny··.t1ll1ee1ther during or subsequent to
my"e!IlPloymentby 30£tco ,any secret or
confidential information of' 50£teo of'
which I become1nformed during my employment
whether or not I develop it.

2. I will not directly or indirectly. during
the course- of my employment and forever
therea.£ter upon termination of' my employment
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for any reason whatsoever. solicit the trade
or'patronage of any of the customers or
prospective customers of Softco. with
respect to any of the serVices. products.
trade secrets or other matters of Softco
discussed in this Agreement.

3. I ~111 promptly disclose to Softcoany and
.all inventions. discoveries and-·1mprovements
.concei.ved' or made by me during the period
of employment and related·to .the bUl$iness
or activities of Softco. I will assign and
hel;'eby agree to .sign all myinteresh therein
to Softeo or its nominee. Whenever I am
rel"-uel$ted to do so by§pftco.' I will execute
any and all applications. assignments or
other instruments which' Softcoshall deem
ne~essary to apply <for and attain Letters
Pa:tent of the United States or any foreign
co~try or to protect otherwise Softco's
interests therein. Theseobligat10ns shall
cont.inuebeyond the termination of my em
plQyment With. respect to. inventions. dis
coveries and improvements conceived or made
by me during the period of employment. and
shall be binding upon my assigns. executors.
administrators and other legalrepresenta
tives.

4. :t pnderstand that by this agreement Softco
agrees in the event that. subsequent to my
employment by Softco. my assistance is
needed in l:'egards to securing. defending
or: enforcing any patent which I am an
1.Jlventor or eo-inventor. that Softco will
pay reasonable compensation for my time at a
rate to be agreed but nothigher:thanthe
last salary rate paid me by Softco during
my employment •

5. Upon termination of my employment by Softco
for any reason. I will promptly deliver
to Softco all correspondence. drawingl$.
blue prints. manuals. letters. notes. not.e
books. reports. flow-charts.programl$.
proposals. or any other documents concern
ing Softco's customers. or products
or processes used by Softco.
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"

6. I understand that this Agreement shall be
effective when signed by both Softco and
me and that the terms of this agreement
shall remain in full force and effect both
during the continuation of my ~mployment by
Softco and after the termination of employ
ment for any reason.

Employee (Seal)

Date - - ....

SOFTCO. INC.

5y --...: _

Title ~__----------

Date -_-_
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and

DISCLOSURE AGRE~NT

Softco, Inc. ("Softco") of C:l:'oton-on-Hudson, New YO:l:'k,

("Cont:l:'actor.") he:l:'eby ag;l:'ee

as follows:

1. To further the business relationship between Softco

and Contractor, it is necessary and desirable that Softco

disclose to Contractor confidential information (hereinafter

referred to as·"Softco Information") concerning any or all

of the folloWing:. current, future. or proposed products

2. Contractor shall not communicate Softco Information

to any third party and shall use its best efforts to prevent

inadve:l:'tent disclosure of Softco Information to any third

party •.

3. Contractor shall neither use Softco Information nor

circulate it within its own organization except to the extent

necessary for.:

(a) negotiations, discussions and consultations

with personnel or authorized representatives of Softco;

(b) supplying Softco With goods or services 'at

its order;

(c) preparing bids, estimates and proposals 'for

submission to Softco; and
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(d) any purpose Softcomay hereafter authorize

in writing.

The obligations of Paragraph 2 and 3 hereof shall

terminate with.respect to any particular portion of the

Softco Information:

(i) it was in the public domain at the time
of Softco'scommunication thereof to Contractor;

(11)
fault of
Softco's

it entered the public domain through no
Contractor subsequent to the time of
communication thereof to Contractor;

(iii) it was in Contractor's possession free
of any obligation of confidence at the time of
Softco's communication thereof to Contractor;

(iv)
tractor
sequent
thereof

it was rightfull~ communicated to Con
free of any obligation of confidence sub_
to the time of Softco's communication
to Contractor; or

(v) it was deVeloped by employees or agimts
of Contractor independently of and Without reference
to any Softco Information or other info·rmation that
Softco has disclosed in confidence to any third
party;

or

(b) when it is communicated by Softco to a third party

free of any· obligation of confidence.;

or

(c) in any event, seven years after Softco's communi

cation thereof to Contractor.

5. All materials, including, without limitation, docu-

ments, drawings, models, apparatus, sketches, designs, :flow-
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charts and listings furnished to Contractor by Softco and

which. are designated in writing to be the property of Softco

and shall be returned to Softce promptly at its requestiwith

all copies mad~ thereof.

6. Communications from Contractor to personnel and

authorzied representatives of Softce shall not be in violation

of the proprietary rights of any third party and shall be

made without any obligation of confidence.
'.

7. This Agreement shall govern all COmmunications be

tween· Softco and Contractor dUring the period from dat.e of

Agreement to the date on which either party receives from the

other written notice that subse~uent communications shall not

be so governed.

8. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with

the laws of New Yor~.

Contra,ctor

By

Title _

Date

Soft co. Inc.

By

Title

Date
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Consultant Agreement - provisions covering trade secrets.
competitive activity and ownership
of work product

• • • • • • • • • •

7. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION .

Consultant acknowledges that in the courSe of performing

assignments for Client. Consultant will be exposed to confi

dential and trad.e secret information . of' Client and may be

exposed to information confidential to customers of Client.

Consultant agrees to treat all such info~mation as confi

dential and to take all reasonable l?recautions a.gainst dis

closure of such information to third parties during ~d after

the term of this Agreement. At termination of this Agree

ment. Consultant will promptly return to Client all copies

of Client furnished information and all Consultant-prepared

information prepared for or in connection with work. for Client.

8 • G:OMPETITIVE ACTIVITY

Consultant agrees that he will not. during the term of this

Agreement and for a period of one year thereafter, engage in

any competitive activity except with Client's written consent.
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9 • OWNERSHIP OF WORK PRODUCT

Consultant agl'ees that, with l'espect to Consultant's wOl'k,

any developments made by Consultant or under Consultant's

direction in connection with Client assignment shall ?e the

sole and complete pl'operty of Client and that any and

patents and copyrights shall belong to Client.

• • • • • • • • • •
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Section 2-313. l!:xpress Warranties by Aft1rma.tion,
Prorni.se. Oesor1ption. S=le.

"(-l) E%press warranties by the seller are created
as 1'olloWll:

"(a) Any aft1rmation 01' taot orprom1se made
by the seller to the buyer Which relates to the
goodS and becomes part or the basis 01' the bar
gain creates ~ express warranty that the goods
shall con1'orm to the a1'1'irmat1on or prom1se.

(b) .Any descrip1:iono1' the goods Which is
made part 01' the basis 01' the bargainoreates an
express warr.anty that the goods shall con:f'orm to
the a1'1'1rmat1on or promise.

lUliI

(2) It is not necessary to the creation 01' an
express. warranty that the seller use 1'ormal words
such as "warrant" or "guarantee" or 'that he have
a spec11'1c :!.ntent1on to make a warranty, but an
a1'1'1rmat1on merely 01' the value 01' the goods or a
statement purport:!.ng to be merely the seller's
opinion or commendation 01' the goods does not
oreate a warranty.

Section 2-314. IJl!Plied Warranty: Merchantabllity:
Osage 01' Trade.

(1) unless exoluded or mod11'ied (Section 2-310)
a warranty that the goods shall be ,merchantable is
implied :!.n a contract 1'01' their sale 11' the seller
is a merchant nth respect to goods 01' that k:!.nd.

itilit

(2) Goods to be merchaptable must be at least
suoh as

(al pass without objection in the trade under
the contract desor1ption

ititil

(0) are tit for the ordinary purposes for Which
such goods are used; and
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1I1111

(3) Unless excluded or mod~f~ed (Sect~on 2-310"
other 1mpl~ed warrant~es ~y ar1setrom course of
deal~g or usage. of trade.

Sect~on 2-315. IffiPl~ed Warranty: Pitness for
Part~cular Purpose.

Where the seller at .the time of contract~g

has reason to know any Part~cular purpose for
wh~ch the goods are required and that the buyer
is .rely~g on the seller's'sk~ll or judgment to
select or furnish suitablegoodS·,~hereis unless
excluded or mod~fied under the next· section an
1mpl~ed warranty that the goods:sha.ll befit for
:such purpose.
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Section 2-316. Exclusion or Modification of
Warranties.

(1) Words or conduct relevant to the creation
of an express warranty and words or conduct tending
to negateorl1m1t warranty shall ce construed ~

wherever' reasonacle as consistent with each other;
cut sucject to the provisions of this Article on
parol or extrinsic eVidence (Section 2-202) nega
tion or 11m1tation isinoperativetCi the extent
that such construction is unreasonable.

(2) Subject to subsection (3), ,to exclude or
modify the implied warranty of merchantability or
any part of it the language must mention merchant
abllityand in case of a writing must beconspicu
ous, and to exclude or modify any implied warranty
of fitness the e,xclusion must be cy a writing and
conspicuous. Language to exclude all implied war
ranties of fitness is sufficient if it states, for
example, that "There are no' warranties which extend
beyond the description on the face hereof."

(3) Notwithstanding·subsection (2)

(a) unless the circumstances indicate other
wise" all implied warranties are excluded cy expres
sions like "as is'', "with all faults" or other lan
guage which in common understading calls the cuyer'
attention to theexclusion.ofwarranties and makes
plain that.there is no implied warranty; and

(c) when the buyer cefore entering into the
contract has examined the goods or the sample or
model as fully as he desired or has' refused to
examine the goods there is no implied warranty
with regard to defects which an examination oUght
in the circumstances to have revealed to him; and

(c) an implied warranty can also. be excluded
or modified by course of dealing or course of per
formance or usage of trade.

(4) Remedies for breach of warranty can be
11m1ted :1:n accordance with the provisions of this
Article on liquidation or limitation of damages
on contractual modification of remedy (Sections
2-718 and 2-719).
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Section 2-719. Contractual Modirication or
Limitation or Remedy.

(1) Subject to the provisions or subsections
(2) and (3) or this section and or the. preceding
section- onliCluidat.1on and.-l~tation or damages.

(a) the agreement may provideror reme,d1es
in addition to or in sUb~titution ror those pro
vided in this Article and may limit or alter the
measure or damages recoverable under this. Article.
as by limiting the buyer's .remedies to return of
the goods and repayment of the price or to repair
and replacement of ,non-conforming goods or parts;.
and.

(b) resort to a remedy as provided is optional
unless the remedy is expressly agreed to be exclu
sive. in Which case it is the.soleremedy.

(2) Where circumstances cause an exclusive or
limited remedy to fail or its essential purpose.
remedy may be had as provided in this Act.

(3) Consequential damages may be limited or
excluded unless the limitation or exclusion is
·unconscionable •. Limitation or consequential
damages for injury to the person in the case of

- consumer goods is prima facie unconscionable but
limitation or damages Where the loss is commercial

_is not. .
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CUSTOMER SOFTWARE SUBLICENSE'GRA~
FOR ~GITALEQUIPMENT CORPORATION'W
(DEQ.l:lI) SOFTWARE PURCHASERS

(Check ~llboxes which apply; s:tgnand return to HEATH
COMPANY. Another Sublicense Grant form should be re
turned wit;h :ruture orders for add:l:tional,. S.OFTWARE
produ.cts.)

( ] HT-ll Operating Sys1:;em [ IHT-ll-l FORTRAN

Write in the blank below your CPU make, model and serial
number. (If CPU is purchased with this order, HEATH will
fill in the blank.)

•
(Fill in blank)

CPU --,~"I""!"'~~"'"'='=:_I'::'l,.....---------

HEATH of'Benton Harbor" MI, for itself and onbehalt of the.
LICENSOR listed above grant to CUSTOMER a non-transferrable and
non-exclusive Sublicense to use the software programs checked
by CUSTOMER above (referred to individually or together as
SOFTWARE), under the terms and conditions stated in this Sub
license Grant.

SOFTWARE is furnished to CUSTOMER for use only on the single
CPU listed above and. may be modified or copied· (with the inclusion
of LICENSOR's copyright notice) only for use on such CPU, CUS~
TOMER shall not provide or otherwise make SOFTWARE, or any por~

tion thereof, available in any form to anyth:Lrd party without
the prior approval of LICENSOR. LICENSOR retains title to the
ownership of SOFTWARE at all times. LICENSOR and HEATH JOINTLY
AND SEVERALLY DISCLAIM ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THE
SOFTWARE LICENSED HEREUNDER, INCLUDING ALL WARRANTIES OF MER-

. CHANTABILITY AND FITNESS; and any stated express. warranties
are in lieu of all obligations or liability on the part of either
LICENSOR or HEATH for damages, including but not limited to:
special, indirect or consequential damages arising out of or in
connection with the use or performance of SOFTWARE licensed
hereunder. This Sublicense Grant, the licenses granted hereunder
and the SOFTWARE may not be assigned by the CUSTOMER without
prior written consent from, LICENSOR. No right to reprint or
copy SOFTWARE, in whole or in part, is granted hereby, except as,
otherwise provided herein.

DATE

r'O_--signed, Printed signature]

HEATH COMPANY

By ll; .....-

ACCEPTED AND AGREED:
CUSTOMER' S SIGNATURE, ...... --.;~;;;;_---
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CUSTOMERSOFTWA~ SUBLICENSE GRANT
FOR DIGITAL RE:SEARCH£9 AND MICROSOF~ PRODUCTS

(Check a~~ boxes which app~y; sign and return to
HEATH COMPANY. Another Sublicense Grant form shou~d

be used with future orders for additional SOFTWARE
products.)

[] Digita~ Researc~CP/~
[] Microsoft BAS~~.terpreter
[] Microsoft FOR .
[] Microsoft COBO~
[] Microsoft BASIC Comp,;U.er
[] Digital Research SI~ZSID
[] Digital Research MA~~
[] Digita~ Research DESPOO~

HEATH COMPANY (HEATH) of Benton Harbor,MI, for itself and on
behalf of the licensor(s) listed above (referred to individually
or together as LICENSOR) grant to CUS~OMER a non-transferrable
and non-exclusive Sublicense to use the software programs checked
by CUSTOMER above (referred to individually or together as
SOFTWARE), under the terms and conditions stated in this Sub
license Grant.

CUSTOMER hereby agrees to either accept, sign and return the
license agreements enclosed with each product or, if those terms
are not accepted, to return the product for a full refund with
the sealed media packette unopened. SOFTWARE is furnished to
CUSTOMER for use on~y on a single CPU, and may be modified or
copied (with the inclusion of LICENSOR's copyright notice)
only for use on such CPU. CUSTOMER shall not provi4e or other
wise make SOFTWARE, or any portion thereOf, available in any
form to any third party without the priorapproval.of LICENSOR.
LICENSOR retains title to the'ownership of SOFTWARE at al~ times.
LICENSOR and HEATl1 JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY DISCLAIM ALL Dl.PLIED

.WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE LICENSED HEREUNDER, IN-
CLUDING ALL WARl'tANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS; and any
stated express warranties are in lieu of all obligations or
liability on the part of either LICENSOR or HEATH for damages,
including but not limited to: special, indirect or consequentia~

damages arising out of or in connection with the use or perform
ance of SOFTWARE licensed hereunder. This Sublicense Grant,
the licenses granted hereunder and the SOFTWARE may not be assigned
by the CUSTOMER without prior written consent from LICENSOR.
No right to reprint or copy SOFTWARE, in whole or in part, is
granted hereby, except as otherwise provided herein.

(£:11980 Heath Company. "Heath" and "Heathkit" are registered
trademarks of Heath Company
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~. FOR SID/ZSID, MAC AND DESPOOL PURCHASERS ONLY: The serial number
of your Digital Research CP/M System must be supplied in advance.
HEATH or VEC will supply the information if SID, MAC and/or
DESPOOL are purchased on the same order with a DIGITAL SESEARCH
Operating System.

CP/M SERIAL NUMBERL -_---....... _

HEATH COMPANY
By I. • .lo-...-g ...

DATE

ACCEPTED AND AGREED:
CUSTOMER' S SIGNATURE, ..;.... ....,.."...._-_
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SOFTCO, INC.
SOFTWARE LICENSE/EQUIPMENT SAaS AGro::EME~"'r

Agreement Number _

"
The Custom~r agrees to purchase and SoftcQ, Inc. (Softeo), by its
acceptance of this agreement, agrees to s~ll. in accordance with
the follOWing tens and conditions, the hardware listed below and
more fully described in the attached Exhibits. In addition,
Softco agrees to grant to Customer and Customer agrees to accept
from Softco, in accordance With the following tens and conditions.
a p~nanent non-exclusive single-site license for use of software
proprietary to Softco listed below and more fully described in the
attached Exhibits.

I. SOFTCO SUPPLIEPPRODUCTS

A. Software

Software Designation

B. Hardware

. Approximate
License F~e Installation Date

Model
Designation Equipment Price

FOB Plant

Approximate
Installation Date

C. PAYMENT TERMS. Payment shall be made in accordance with
Schedule A. All p~Jments shall be made in U.S. Dollars within
ten days of the date of the invoice. If partial deliveries are
authorized, each shipment shall be invoiced and paid for when
due without regard to other scheduled deliveries. Softco reserves
the right to add an interest charge not exceeding 1 1/2% per
month, or fraction thereof, for failure to make a payment within
30 days of the invoice date.

D. TITLE, RISK OF LOSS AND SECURITY INTEREST.
hardware and ris~ of loss or damage shall pass
upon delivery F.O.B. shipping poin't by Softco;
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CUstomer does herebY g1ve to Softco a secur1ty 1nterest in the
hardware as secur1ty for the performance by the Customer of
all its payment obligations hereunder, together with the right.
w1thout 11abi11ty. to repossess the hardware. with or Without
notice. in the event of default of any of such obligations.

E•. TAXES •. Prices and fees are exclusive of all federal.
state, mun1c1pal. or other government. excise, sales. use,
occupational, or like taxes now in torce. or enacted in the
tuture and, therefore, pr1ces are sUbject to an increase equal
in amount to any tax Softco may be required to collect or pay
upon the sale or de11very of items purchased or licensed.
It a certificate of exemption or similar document or proceeding
is to be made in order to exempt the sale from sales or use
tax liability, the. Customer will obtain and pursue such cer
tificate. document or proceed1ng.

F. DELIVERY. Delivery will be made F.O.B. shipping point.
The time ot de11very is the time when the items to be delivered
are ready for pickup by the carrier. Items held or stored for
the Customer shall be at the risk and expense of the Customer.
Softco will ship Collect which indicates freight invoices go
directly to Customer for payment of shipping charges-.

G. DELAYS. Softco shall not be liable for any damages or
penalty for delay in delivery or for failure to give notice
of delay when such delay is due to factors beyond Softco's
reasonable control. including, but not limited to, delays in
transportation and delay in delivery by Bottco's vendors.

II. CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITIES

The customer agrees to obuainand install the follOWing equip
ment on, or· prior to, the dates specified below.

Equipment Installation Date

Customer shall be responsible for timely site preparation in
cluding, but not limited to. adequate electrical power for
computer operation. Customer shall be responsible for equip
ment·cabling except as specifically set forth to be provided
by Softco.
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III. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS OF SOFTCO IN THESOFTWABE

A. The Nature of these Rights, and Title

Customer recognizes that thec:omputer programs, system docu-.
mentation manuals and other materials supplied by Softco to
Customer are subject to .theproprietary rights of Softco.
Customer agrees with Softco that the programs,· do.cumentation
and. all information or data supplied by Softco in machine
readable form are trade secrets of Softco, are protected by
civil and criminal law, and by the law of copyright, are very
valuable to Softco, and that their use and disclosure must
be carefully and continuously controlled. Customer further
understands that operator manuals, training aids and other
written materials are subject to the Copyright Act of the
United States. .

(1) ~itle: Softco retains title to the programs, documentation,
intormation or data furnished by Sottcoin machine-readable
form, and training materials. Sottco does not retain title
to operator manuals and other material bearing the Softco
copyright notice, but these items shall not be copied except
as herei~ provided.

Customer shall keep each and every item· to which Softco retains
title free and clear of all. claims, liens and encumbrances
except those of Softco, and any act of Customer, voluntary or
involuntary, purporting to create a claim, lien or encumbrance
on such an item shall be void.

B. Restrictions on Customer's Use

The computer programs and other items supplied by Sottco here
under are for the sole use of Customer at the named location,
supporting only terminals operated by Customer.

(1) Competitive Uses: Customer agrees that while this License
is inefrect or while it has custody or possession ot any
property of Sottco, it will not directly or indirectly lease,
license, sell, otfer or negotiate to lease, license or sell,
or otherwise negotiate or contract for any software similar to
that supplied under this license, but this clause shall not
be construed to prohibit Customer from acquiring for its own
use software from third parties.

(2) Copies:- Customer agrees that while this License is in
effect, or while it has custody or possession of any property
of Softco, it will not (al copy or duplicate, or permit anyone
else to copy or duplicate, any physical or magnetic version
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of the computer programs, documentation or informat~on furnished
by Softco in machine-readable form. (b) create or attempt 'to
create. or permit others to create or attempt to create. by
reverse engineering or otherwise. the source programs or any
part thereof" from the object program or from other information
made availab~e under this License or otherwise. (whether oral.
written. tangible or intangible). Customer may copy for its
own use and at its own expense oper.ator manuals. training
materials. and other termina1·-user-oriented,·materia1s., but shall
advise Softco of the number of copies made and their distri
bution.

(3) Use Restrictions: The computer programs licensed hereunder
. shall be used only on a si~e central processing unit or main

frame (referred to as the CPU) and its associated peripheral
units at the same site. Customer shall advise Softco in advance
of the manufacturer and the serial number of the CPU and its
site location. Use of a program shall consist either of copying
any portion of the program from storage units or media into
the CPU. or the Processing of data with the program. or both.
All programs. documentation. and materials in machine-readable
form supplied under this license sha11.be kept in a secure
place. under ,access and use restrictions satisfactory to Seftco.
and not less strict than those applied to Customer's most valuable
and sensitive programs. The programs licensed hereunder may
be temporarily transferred to another CPU while the specified
CPU is undergoing repairs. but Customer shall notify Softco
of such transfer if it is for a period of more than 72 hours.

(4) Multi-Processor and Multiple Processor Use: If the compu
ter programs licensed hereunder are used at a site having. in
addition to the designated CPU. a second suitably configured
central 'processing unit Customer shall advise Softco in advance
of the manufacturer and the serial number of such second unit.
Customer may use the computer programs licensed hereunder on
such second unit subject to the follOWing conditions: '(i)
authorization under this paragraph to use the programs on a
second unit shall not operate to extend ,any warranty Whatso-
ever; (ii) the second unit shall be physically present at the
same site as the CPU; (iii) Customer shall not permit the
computer programs licensed hereunder to be transmitted over
any off-site communications lines for any purpose; and (iv)
the programs may be active on only one of the CPU's at any given
time.

(5) Backup Files: Customer shall furnish Softco a written
description of site file backup procedures insofar as those
procedures may involve backup of the computer programs licensed
hereunder. The written backup procedures description shall
include for each file backup copy of any of the programs
licensed hereunder. media type and. for off site backup. where
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kept. Softco shall promptly approve or disapprove backup
procedures. Approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Copies of the licensed programs made under Softco-approved
Customer backup procedures shall not be deemed to be copies
under III.B.(2) above.

(6) Unauthorized Acts: Customer agrees to notify Softco
immediately of the., unauthorize4posses.sion .., uae , or knOWledge
of any item. supplied, under this license and of··'o.ther informa
tion made avai-lable· to Customer under this Agreement , by any
person or organization not authorized by this Agreement to
have such possession,. use or knOWledge. Custoll1er will promptly
furnish full details of such possession, use or knowledge to
Softco, will assist in preventing the recurrence of such pos
session, use er;,knowledge, and will cooperate with Softco in
any litigation against thit.d parties deemed necessary by Softco
to protect its proprietary rights. Customer's compliance with
this subparagraph shall not be construed in any way as a waiver
of Softco's right to recover damages or obtain other relief
against Customer for its negligent or lntentional harm to
Softco's proprietary rights, or for breach of contractual rights.

(7) Inspection: To assist Softcointhe protection of its
proprietary rights, Customer shall permit representatives of
Softco to inspect at all reasonable t1m~s any location at which
items supplied are being used or kept.

C. Transfer of License Rights

The Customer's rights to use the programs, documentation,
manuals and other materials supplied by Softco hereunder
shall not be assigned, licensed, or transferr.ed to a successor,
affiliate or any other person, firm, corporation or organization,
voluntarily, by operation of law, or in any other ~er with~

out the prior written consent of Softco!

'D. Right to Source Program

If Softco, whether directly or through a successor or affiliate
shall cease to be in the software business, or if Seftco should
be declared bankrupt or insolvent by a court of competent juris
diction, Customer shall have the right to obtain, for its own
and sole use only, a single. copy of the then current version
of the source program of the object programs supplied under this
Agreement, and single copy of the documentation associated
therewith,. upon payment to the person in control of the source
program the reasonable cost of making each copy. Each source
program supplied to Customer under this paragraph shall be subjeet
to each and every restriction on use set forth in this Agree
ment, and Customer acknOWledges that the source programs and
their associated documentation are extraordinarily valuable
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proprietary property of Softco and will be guarded against
unauthorized use or disclosure with great care.

E. Remedies

If Customer attempts to lise, copy, license, or convey the items
supplied by Softco hereunder, in a manner contrary to the terms
of this Agreement or in competi-t-ion with--S9-ftcoor in derogation of
So.rtc:o's proprietary rights, whetherthese.r.ights are explicitly
herein stated, determined by law, or otherw1se,SQftco shall
have, in addition to any other remedies available to it, the
right to injunctive relief enjoining such action, the Customer
hereby acknowledging that other remedies are inadequate.

F. Binding Etfectand Definit~ons

The Customer agrees that this agreement binds the named Customer
and each of its employees, agents, representatives and persons
associated With it. This agreement further binds each affiliated
and subsidiary firm, corporation, or other organization and any
person, firm, corporation or other organization With which the
Customer·may enter a joint venture or other cooperative enter
prise.

The term employee means an individual on whose behalf the Customer
withholds Income taxes or makes contributions under the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act or similar statutes in other nations.

The term Customer means only the following corporations or
organizations ..

rv. ACCEPTANCE

Aeceptance of the Softco Products will be performed at the Softco
or Customer site.

The Softco PrOducts will be deemed accepted when they have success
fUlly satisfied the acceptance criteria in accordance with proce
dures defined in the Softco's Acceptance Test or as established
by Softco prior to testing. Acceptance will be performed utiliZing
the actual hardware system to be used with the software system,
including the hardware products supplied by Softeo. Use of the
system in production shall constitute acceptance •

Softco has the option to specify alternate equipment at an alter
nate site if Customer fails to fulfill responsibilities specified
in Paragraph II, unless a mutually agreed upon alterna~e Instal
lation Date has been determined SUbsequent to this agreement.
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v. WARRANTY

A. Software

For ninety (gO) days following acceptance. Seftco will design.
code. checkol1t. document and deliver promptly any amendments or
alterations to· the software that.may be required to correct errors
present at the time of acceptance .01' the system and which ~igni

ficantly affect performance in accordance with the specifica
tions. This warranty is contingent upon Customer advising Softco
in writing of such errors. in accordance with Softco'sprescribed
reporting procedures. within ninety (gO) days from acceptance as
defined herein.

Following the warranty period Customer may continue to receive
Softco's sOftware maintenance by Customers' execution of Softco's
then standard maintenance agreement and paYlllent of Softco's then
current charge for such m~intenance.

Customer shall inform Softco in writing of any modificatiQns made
to the software. Softco shall not be responsible for maintaining
Customer-modified portions of the software. Corrections tor
difficulties or detects traceable to Customer errorS o~ system
changes will be billed at standard Sotteo's time and materials
rates.

B. Hardware

(1) All Seftco supplied equipment is warranteed against defects
in workmanship and materials. under normal use and service for a
period of ninety (90) days from the date of delivery.

(2) The above warranty is contingent upon proper use in the
application for which the hardware was intended and is not
applicable to hardware which has been modified without Softco's
approval. or which has been subjected to unusua~ physical or
electrical stress. or on which the original identification marks
have been removed. or altered. This warranty will not apply if
adjustment. repair. or parts replacement is required because of
accident. neglect. misuse. failure of electrical power. air con
ditioning. humidity control. transportation. or causes other
than ordinary use.

C. No Other Warranties

Except for the express warranties stated in A and B above. Softco
disclaims all warranties with regard to the Softco products sold
hereunder including all implied warranties of merchantability
and fitness and all obligations or liabilities on the part of
Softco for damages. including but not limited to. consequential
damages arising out of or in connection with the use or perfor
mance of the system.
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VI. GENERAL

This agreement is not assignable without the prior written con
sent of Softco. Any attempt by Customer to assign any of the
rights. duties or obligations of this Agreement without such con~

sent is void.

This Agreement. can onl~.be modified by a written agreement. dult
signed by persons authorized to sign agreements on behalf of
Customer and of Softco. and variance from the terms and conditions
of this Agreement in ant order or other written notification from
the Customer will be of no effect.

If any provision or provisions 'of this Agreement shall be held to
be invalid. illegal or unenforceable~ the validity. legality and
enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not in any way
be affected or impaired thereby.

No action, regardless of form arising out of this Agreement may
be brought by either party more than two years after the cause of
action has arisen. or. in the case of non-paYment. more than two
years from the date of the last payment.

This Agreement will be governed by the Iaws of the State of New
York.

The Customer acknowledges that he has read this Agreement. under
stands it. and agrees to be bound by its terms and conditions.
Further the Customer agrees that it is the complete and exclusive
statement of the agreement between the parties. which supersedes
all proposals or prior agreements. oral or written. and all other
communications between the parties relating to the subject matter
at this agreement.

Customer

By

Utle

Date

Accepted by Softco.Inc.

By

Title

Date
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SCHEDULE A

Payment Schedule

Payments to ·sortco are due as previously noted and in accordance
nth the following schedule:.

SOF'1'WARE

A.

B.

C.

10·0%

HARDWARE

0 __••-

Amount

20% Advance Deposit· with Agreement $ _

60% Delivery payment·
(due on delivery. F.e.B. shipping point) $__-------

20% Acceptance payment
(due on completion or acceptance criteria)· $ _

total
$---

Amount

A.

B.

20% Advance Deposit with Agreement

80% Delivery payment
(due on delivery. F.e.B. shipping point)

total
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Sof'tco

Sof'twa1'e MaintenanceA~eement

. Maintenance'Agreement No. ""'""'_

'relating to
Permanent License Agreement No.

Name arId Address of' Customer:

TERM

The term of' this a~eement shall commence on
and shall continue f'or one year, af'ter which it may be termi
nated by either party on having provided 60 days prior written
notice to the other party.

FEE

Maintenance Fee shall be $
advance.

CHANGES IN TE:RMS,. CONDITIONS AND FEES

payable monthly, in

Sof'tco may change its Sof'tware maintenance fees, terms and
conditions upon 90 days written notice to Customer but no
such change shall be ef'fective prior to the end of the
initial one year term.

TAXES i\ND DUTIES

There shall be added to maintenance fees . and other charges
to this agreement amounts equal to any tariff, duties and/or
sales or use tax, or any tax in lieu ~hereof imposed by any
government or governmental agency with respect to the ser
vices rendered by Softco under this agreement.

COVERAGE

The Sof'tware covered is that Software designated in the
Permanent License Agreement, and as updated with ~mprovements
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or modirications rurnished Customer under SoftcoSoftware
Warranty. During the term or this Agreement Softco will
supply Customer with any imRrovements or modifications to
the Software which are not charged for as options •

. During the term of this Agreement .sortca-will correct or
replace Sortware and/or provide services necessary to remedy
any programmi~gerror which is attributed toSortco and w!iich
significantly affects use or the Sortware. Such correction.
replacement or services will be promptly accomplished after
Customer has .identiried and notiried Softco or any such error
in accordance with Softco's reporting procedures.

Customer agrees to provide Softco with dumps. as requested.
and with surricient support and test time on Customer's com
puter system to duplicate the problem. certify that the problem
is indeed with the Softco' s Software •. and to certify that the
problem has indeed been fixed.

Customer shall inrorm Sortco in writing of any modifications
made by Customer to the Sortware. Sortco shall not be respon
sible for maintaining Customer modified portions or the Soft
ware or for maintaining portions of the Sortware afrected by
Customer modiried portions or the Sortware •

Corrections for dirficulties or defects traceable to Customer
errors or system changes will be billed at standard Softco's
time and material rates.

Any corrections or alterations to or new versions or the
Software that Sortco may deliver to Customer under this Agree
ment shall be limited to one copy of such Software and docu
mentation delivered to the Customer.

TELE-MAl~TENANCEHOT-LINE

Customer agrees to install and maintain for the duration of
this Agreement. a modem and associated dial-up telephone line.
Customer will pay for installation. maintenance and use or
said equipment and associated telephone line use charges.
Sortco shall use this modem and telephone line in connec
tion with error correction. Such access by Softco shall be
subject to prior approval or Customer in each case and such
access will be solely for the purpose authorized by Customer
in the individual case.

TRAVEL EXPENSES

Customer shall reimburse Softco for any'out or pocket expenses
incurred at Customer's request. inclUding travel to and from
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the Customer site, lodging, meals, telephone, and shipping,
as may be necessary in connection with duties performed under
this Agreement by Softco.

Any changes •.. add1t:1ons, .. :and enhancements in the form of new
or partial prograllis or documentation as may be provided under
.this Agreement shall remain the proprietary property of Softco.
The Permanent License Agreement specified above will include
under its proprietary restrictions any such additional pro
gramming and documentation provided under this agreement.

TERMINATION

In the event of termination of the Permanent License"Agree
ment. specified above. through default by Customer. all main
tenance fees or charges payable for the entire term of this
Agreement shall Without notice or demand by Softco immediately
become due and payable and Softco's obligations under this
Software Maintenance Agreement shall immediately end.

Softco may terminate this Agreement in the event of default
by Customer. Default by the Customer includes Customer's
failure to pay the monthly maintenance fee within 30 days
notice that the same is thirty days or more delinquent.

GENERAL

This Agreement shall be binding when accepted by Softc.o at
160 West Street. Croton,...on-Hudson •. New York and will be
governed by Fhe" laws of the State of New York.

The terms and conditions stated herein supercede all prior
agreements between parties relating to the SUbject matter of
this Agreement. This Agreement may be changed or modified
only in writing.

Customer

By

Title .....,..

Date

Softco. Inc.

By

Title

Date
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SOFTCO
ESP SOFTWARE SUPPORT AGREEMENT

ESP Agreement No. ___ relating to License Agreement No.

''''"'.

Name and address of Licensee:

INITIAL TERM

The initial term of this Agreement shall commence on
and shall continue for one year. after which it may b~e~t~e=r=m7i=n~a~t~e~d
by either party on having provided 90 days prior written notice
to the .other party. If the date of commencement shall fallon
other than the first day of a month, the inital term shall be
deemed to include the twelve full months next following the
date of commencement.

ESP CHARGES AND BILLING

Charges for ESP support services shall be in accordance with
the schedule for such services; a copy of the current schedule
is attached to this Agreement as- Schedule I. Billing shall be
monthly in advance, except for any initial partial month, which
shall be included in the billing for the first full month under
this agreement. Payments not received by Softco within 30 days
of the date of invoice shall be subject to a late charge of 1.5
percent per month and shall not qualify for ESP credit accumu-
lation. .

LEVELS OF SUPPORT ~ General

Developmental (DEV) support is for customers whose special re
quirements necessit.ate modifications and extensions to the
basic software modules so that the modules become unique to- - 
the customer or- to a few customers. DEV support is top priority
support with Softco installation of new versions and accumula
tion of ESP credits.

Standard (STD) support is for customers with standard unmodified,
unextended software modules. STD support is also .top priority
support including Softco installation of new versions and
accumulation of ESP credits.
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Minimal (MIN) support is for customers requiring minimum sup
port for standard unmodif'ied unextended. software modules.

CHANGES IN TERMS. CONDITIONS. AND FEES

Softco may.change the ESP software. support fee.s. terms. and
conditions. on 90 days·-written notice to custolller but no such
change shall be effective prior to the end of the initial one
year term. Customer may. by 30 days written notice to Softco.
terminate this contract on the' effective date of any such
change. In the absence of such notice of termination. the
change shall be deemed accepted by the customer.

Certain ESP customers may accumulate ESP credits (described
below) for use in the purchase of Softco's products and ser
vices. Sof'tco reserves the right at any time or from time .to
time. by written notice to customer to: (1) add. remove. or
change products and services for Which ESP credits may be
used; and (2) change the maximum percentage by which the price
for any product or service may. be reduced through use of ESP
credits. A schedule of current products and services el:1:gible
for partial purchase with ESP credits is attached to this
Agreement as Schedule II.

TAXES AND DUTIES

There shall be added to the charges under this Agreement
amounts equal to any tariff. duties and/or sales or use tax
or any tax in lieu thereof imposed by any government or govern
mental agency with·respect to the services rendered by Softco
under this Agreement.

COVERAGE

Particular software covered under this Agreement and applicable
level of coverage will be as indicated on riders to this Agree
ment. Each such rider will reference this Agreement by number.

During the term of this Agreement. Softco will correct or re
place software and/or provide services necessary to remedy any
programming error, which is attributed to Softco, and which
significantly affects use of the software. Such correction.
replacement. o'r services will be accomplished after customer
has identified and notified Softce of any such error inaccor
dance with Softco's reporting procedures. The manner and
timing of Softco support is further qualified in accordance
with the level of service purchased by the customer as out
lined below in this section.
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Customer agrees to provide Softco with memory dumps, as
requested, and with sufficient support and test time on
customer's computer system to duplicate the problem, certify
that the problem is with the Softco's software, and to
certify that the problem has been fixed.

Customer .shall inform Softco i~ writing of any modifications
made by customer to the. software. Softco shall. not be
responsible for.ma:int"aining-customer modified portions
of the software or for maintaining portions of the software
affected by· customer modified portions of the software.

Corrections for difficulties or defects traceable to customer
'errors or system changes will be billed at standard Softco
time and material rates.

ALL ESP CUSTOMERS (DEV, STD, AND MIN)

All ESP customers will receive:

1. New·systemreleases,as.they are released by Softco.
2. System discrepancy reports published periodically,
listing all known "bugs" and their status.
3. No-charge registration of one attendee at each periodic
system tutorial. These tutorials will cover introduction
or refresher courses On the Series 6300 as offered by Softco
in Croton-on-Hudson.

ESP - DEV SERVICE

DEV support includes the following:

1. Normal under-two-hour telephone response to urgent
customer situations. Support is provided through Softco
supplied 1200 baud modems permitting problem riles or programs
to be examined, modified, or replaced (via transmission)
directly by Softco's Croton-on-Hudson based support group.
2. Softco installation and verification of new system re
leases through Auto-Update(TM). Use of Auto-Update(TM)
services will be scheduled by Softco in cooperation with
customer.
3. Accumulation of ESP credits at the rate of 50 percent
of the basic monthly charge for ESP-DEV support services.
ESP credits may be accumulated by customer for up to twelve
(12) months after which the most recent twelve (12) months
charges producing ESP credit will be used; Le., first
credits earned are first credits used. Monthly invoices
issued will show ESP credits earned and present ESP credit
balance. ESP credits shall accrue as payments are received
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by Softco. While customer is under ESP-DEVsupport. ESP
credits may be used to reduce the charges for eligible
Softco products and services as detailed in Schedule II.
No more than 50% of any qualifying invoice item may be
paid by ESP credits.

ESP - STD SERVICE

STD support includes' 'the 'fo'llowing:

1. Normal under two~hour telephone response to urgent
customer situations. Support is provided through Softco
supplied 1200 baud modems permitting problem files or
programs to be examined. modified. or replaced (via transmis
sion) directly by Softco's Croton-on-Hudson based support
group.
2. Softco installation and verification of new system re
leases through data communications. Use will be scheduled
by Softco in cooperation with customer.
3. Accumulation of ESP credits at the rate of 35 percent
of the basic monthly charges for ESP-STD support services.
ESP credits may be accumulated by customer for up to twelve
(12) months after which the most recent twelve (12) months
charges producing ESP credit will be used; i.e •• first
credits earned are first credits used. Monthly invoices
issued will show ESP credits earned and present ESP credit
balance. ESP credits shall accrue as payments are received
by Softco. While customer is under ESP-STD support. ESP
credits may be used to reduce the charges for eligible
Softco products and services as detailed in Schedule II.
No more than 50% of any qualifying invoice item may be paid
by ESP credits.

ESP - MIN SERVICE

MIN support includes the follOWing:

1. After problem diagnosis by customer and furnishing to
Softco of appropriate documentation of the problem. Softco
will analyze and mail a response (normal less than thirty
(30) day response).
2. New system releases will be furnished by Softco on tape
for customer installation. Any Softco support required for
installation 101111 be billed at Soft co standard time and
material rates.

Any corrections or alterations to or new versions of the
software that Softco may deliver to customer under this
Agreement shall be limited to one copy of such software and
documentation delivered to the customer.
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COMMUNICATIONS RESPONSIBILITY AND COSTS

Customers of DEV and STD support: Customer agrees to install
and maintain for the duration of this agreement. the Softco
supplied 1200 baud modem and associated customer-supplied
dial-up telephone line. Customer will pay associated
telephone equipment and line use charges. Softco shall
use this modem and telephone line in connection with error
correction and updating. Such access by Softco shall be
subj ect to prior--approval- of- -custome;r in each case and such
access will be solely for the purpose authorized by customer
in the individual case.

MIN Customers: Customers with MIN level support only are
not required to install communications equipment.

TRAVEL AND TELEPHONE EXPENSES

Customer shall reimburse S9ftco for any out-of-pocket
expenses incurred at customer's request. including travel
to and from the customer site •. 19d9ing. meals. telephone.
and shipping as may be necessary in connection with duties
performed under this Agreement by Softco.

PROPRIETARY RIGHTS

Any changes. additions. and enhancements in the form of
new or partial programs or documentation as may be prOVided
under this Agreement shall remain the proprietary property
of Softco. The License Agre~ment specified above will
include under its proprietary restrictions any such addi
tional programming and documentation provide~ under this
Agreement.

TERMINATION

In the event of termination olthe License Agreement specifiea
above. through default by customer. all maintenance fees
or charges payable for the entire term of this Agreement
shall without notice or demand by Softco immediately be-
come due and payable. and Softco's obligations under this
Software- Support Agreement shall immediately end.

Softco may terminate this Agreement in the event of default
by customer. Default by the customer includes customer's
failure to pay the monthly maintenance fee within (thirty)
30 days notice that the same is thirty days or more delinquent.
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GENERAL
This Agreement shall be binding-wnenaccepted by Softco at 160
Cleveland Drive, Croton-on-HUdson"New York and will be
governed by the laws of the State of New York.

In the event that customer desires to increase or decrease
the support level of any software module or modules, Softco
reserves the right to ,d-etermine, in its sole,:od1'seretion,
whether or not the module. or modu:I:es quali:fy :for the proposed
support level. If Softco determines that the modules. as
in the customer's hands, do not qualify :for the level re
quested,by the customer, Softco will in:form the customer
of the reasons for the lack of quali:fication.

Customer agrees to promptly install new system releases
and understands that failure to promptly install new
system releases shall release So:ftco from its support
obligation'until such time as the new release is installed.

The terms and conditions stated herein supercede all prior
Agreements between parties relating to the subject matter
of this Agreement. This Agreement may be changed or modi-
fied only in writing. .

Customer

By' _

Title _

Date _

Accepted by Softco,Inc.

By _

Title ~

Date--,.....;. _
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SCHEDULE I

EXTENDED SUPPORT PLAN (ESP) MONTHLY RATE CHART

Support Level

N/A 200

600 200

450 150

1.200 450

MIN-DEVSTD

350

750

200

300

Software Groups

(1) Base System

[define]

(2) Appl1cation

[Other optional standard
programs as a group 
define]

(3) Interactive

(Another optional
group of programs 
define]

*(4) General

[Third party supported
software]

NOTE: (1) The "Base System" must be included as base
support whatever support level is selected.

(2) Support must remain within a support level
category.

(3) Whether or not a particular program or module
as it exists in a customer's system is eligi
ble for a particular level of support will
be determined by Seftco in Seftco's sole
discretion.

*(4) General greup support available en an 'as
available' basis with updates and new ver

. sions passed along as released.
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SCHEDULE II

ESP CREDIT USE

The following Softco products and services maybe purchased
from Softce at a price reduced by ESP credits:

Maximum ESP Credit Use
as aPercento.f.Pr;l.ce i

1. New features and enhancements 50%
compatible with customer's ,licensed
software (applicable to base, price
only and not to installation charges.
if any)

2. Registration for Softco educatiqna1 50%
courses and seminars in Cro:toIl-on-
Hudson

3. Consulting support (time charges only) 50%
for special problems or tasks

4. Installation support (time charges 50%
only) and error correction of errors
due to customer errors or system
changes

*ESP credits may net be used to reduce shippinS. travel. in
stallation. telephone charges. taxes or any other out-of
pocket charge. ESP credits may not o.ffsetmore than 50%
of 'any qualifying invoice item.
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Rider --------

Software Group

(1) Base System Group

[define]

(2) Spplication Group

[define]

(3) Interactive Group

[define]

(4) General Group

[define]

Accepted by:

Soft co, Inc.
160 Cleveland Drive
Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10520

by' - _

Title -

Date' -:- _

ESP Agreement No. (~

Support Effective Monthly ESP
Level Date Rate Credit

Accepted by:

Customer _

by """'--_

Tit1 e _

Date' --
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r~PLICATION
······FOR

COPYRIGHT
REGISTRATION

fora
NondramancLiterary Work

FORMTX
UNlTElSTATES COPYRIGHT OFl'lCE

USFlAllY OFCONGl'lESS
WASHINGl'ON, D.C. 20559

r>.

HOWTO APPLY FORCOPYRIGHTREGISTRAnON:

• First: Read the informaticnon this page 10 lTlIlf<e SIJI'8 Form TX is the ccrrect
ajlIlllcatlon foryourwork. .

•• ~1Id: Open-alit the fonn by pulling this pege to the left. Read through the de
. tailed IllSIJ'Uetlons.beforestarting tocomplete the form.

• 71I1ni: ComtHtespacee1-4 Qfthe il'Plio: allw~ then tum the entire fClnTl over and.
after reedlng the II1lIlnJclIOnS for SI)8C8$ 5-11, ccmplete the re$l. of your
ajlIlllcallan. Use lyJleWriler or print in daric ink. Ele sure 10sign iIIe form at
space 10.

• FOllttll: '04ltlCh your comllfeted il'PlIcalIan frQmtheee instnJclfons and send it with
the necessary d8llCSit of the wot1< (see betowl.lo: Register of Copyrights,
Ubraryof Congress, Washingtcn. C.C. 20559. Unless YOU have a 08llCSit
Ac:ount in the Copyr1ght Otlk:e.your il'ptk:aIlon and depoSit must be ac
CO/llIlllilied by a.dled< or money order for 510. payable 10: Register of
Copyrtghts.

WHEN TO USE PORM 'IX: FormTX isthe~ application
to use for copyright N\jl!I1arlut. _erlng nond:amllllc 1IIomy worics,
whethorpublish... ", uilp11b1isl1....

WHAT IS A "NOl'lDRAMATIC UiERARYWO~ The eato
gory of "nond:am_lllorary \\lOIl<s" 10- TX1 is vorybzoad. E:cc2;ltior
d:am_ \\lOIl<s and c_ kincls of au<ilollisl1alworics, 0-TX incluel..
aD tYPes of works_on in words (orodtorvorbalor numericalsymbaisl.
A fewof the many examples of "nondrom_lll..-y works" induelefie:.
tIon. nona-n. po...", porio<IIc:als. tI>Clboolcl. reiorenco wori<s, dIrec·
torii!!, Cllllllog$, aclvertlsing copy, and compiladons of Inform_n..

DEPQSn"TO ACCOMPANY APPUCATION. An ""p_n for
copyrightregislrallOn mUSl b<I accompanill<! by a <ioposit npresontIng.tha
entire work for which legi>tt_n is to b<I macl.. Th. foUowmg are the
genermdeposit reqt.llr8monts as set fonh Inthe-..

UnpublIMec/ _ric: Deposit one compi4lte COpy (or phonorec·
ori:ll.

PubIIMec/ -.Ie: Deposittwo compl.... copielor photlOnlCOrds)
01 the barll<iitioll.

WorlejI.- pub/IeiIec/o~ tit" Unltec/ 510<_ Depositone
complete copy (orphonoNClrdl oftheflrsr forelgne<lilton.

Comrlbudon to <I.coll__ric; Depositone complete copy
lorphonorecordl of the bar e<lilton of the coilecllve work.

These generm·deposit reqlllrernents mayvaryInpllltiJ:tllar__ne,For
further infonnmion about capyright d8\Wsit. write to the Copyright
Office.

ntE COPYRIGHf NanCE: For publish... worics, tha law ptO
vi<ies th'" a copyright notlca in a specified form "sholl b<I place<! on aD
publicly <ilstribulecl· copies from which the work can b<I._y per
ceive<!." Use of the copyrightnotlca is the responsibility of the copyright
ownor and de.. not require aclvanco permission from the Copyright Of·
ftc.. The rllll"ir'" fonn of the nottee.forcopieSgenerallyconsislsof three
elements: (ll 'he symbol"@". or the word "Copyright·'.orthe aCbnMa·
tIon "Copt."; (2) the year 01 fIrsr pubilcatlon: and (3) the name 01 the
owner 01copyright. For example:"@ 1978 Constanca Porter". The no
ticais to beafftxad to ~h. copies."'1n such manner and Ioc:mton ute glv4'
reasonable nottee 01 the daim of copyright."Unlikethe law in effllCt be
fore 1978. the new copyrightstalUt. ptOvid.. procedures for cdmlCflng
errors in the copyright not:1ce. and even for curing the omission altha no
tice. However. a failure to comply with the notic:a requirements may st11l
result In the lossof some copyrightptotea1on and, unlesscorrectll<! with·
in five years. in the complete loss of copyright. For furthor information
aballt the copyright notice and theprocedwa for correc:ltng errots or
omissions. writ. to the CopyrightOffice.

DlJRAnON OF COPYRIGHf: For works that wore created altor
the effective <iare 01th. new stalUte IJanuary 1. 1978), th" .ba$ccop\/,
right 'erm will be the liIe of the author and fifty years alter the author's
death. For works made for hire. and for certain anonymous and pSeu
donymollS works. the duration 01copyrightwill be 7Syears frompublica
tion or 100 years from creenen, whichever is shoner. These same terms
of copyright will generally ""ply to works ,.'I", had been er..... b<Ifore
1978 bllthad not been publishedor copyrighte<! balore that date. For 1tJ:.
ther information about the duration. of copyright. including the: terms of
copyrightsalready Inaxistencebaiore 1978, writeior Cirt:Illar RlS..
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HOW TO FlU OUT FORM TX
Specific Instructions for Spaces 14

-
• The Ilne-by·llne instruetlons on this page are keyed to the spa<:. on the first page 01Form TX,

printed oppoSite. I .
• I'feeae reed through these Instruotlons before you start filling out your applloation, and reter to

the speoiflc instruotlons lor each Spa<:eas you go along. I

SPACE 1: TI1U!
• ntleol"'''' W",*, Ev"'ll _ submitledfor~~m'" bo
glven a l!II. that I. eat>abko ol'dentify;ng that panlCUlar work. ij thecopies or
phono_01the work bear a tide (or an ldenti/yfngph.... that ""ulcI_
as al!llel. transcrtbe its wording ""mplcely and uae::lyon lh. "",,_n. Re
member that indexing of th8registtzldan and future ld8n.tlftcatIon of the work
will depend en thelnfonnadon you give here.

• .PeriodIcal or &.trial laue Periodicals and other sa:riab arc pt.tbltc:adons
Issued at Intervals under a genaral tide.such asnewspapcrs, magaztna, jour·
nals.newsletters. and annuals. If the workbetng registered is an.enUreisIwI of a
pcriodicalor seriaL give the oWNU title of thlllpciod1cal or 58riai In the space
headocl "TItl. 01this Work.' and add tho spodfIc Inlorm_n about the ISSUe In

SPACE 2: AUTHORS
• Gon.- 1__ Flzst dlldde; altar reading lhae _os. wlto
""'the "authors" 01this_fo<~_ Th... ""leasth. _Isa
"00_ work" (sse below). glv. !he raquaIad~n about every
"author" who contItbutad any appra¢sIll<l amaunt of oopyrtghtobla..- to
thtavC!lon of thework.1f you need. further~ UN the aetached. Conttnua
tIon Sh_ ancl, ~ nacassary, raq.... addIltonai eo-..-n sn.... (Form
TX/CON).
• Wlto I. til. "'Author'? Unlasth. workwas-'mad8fOf' hire." thelndtWiual
who actuaJIy created. the work Is itS "author." In thit QSlI of a work made for
hIN. the statute provtdes that "'the cnplo,.. or odic person for whom the
\UO~ was prepared is considered. the audtor...
• WIt..... a "Warir Mad.forHIre'? A 'work mad. forhire' Is deflnad as:
(11 "a__lid by an cmpIoyee within the ""'PO 01his or her cmpIo\/"
mant"; or (2) 'a work S\l«ilJiy _ or_nocI' for _ ....
spad/tad In the_. bul only d there is a _ ---' to ""nsldar ~ a
"work made forhire."

• Collectfae Wont: In the CUI of a coDecttv. work. suchas a pertodic:alls
sua. anthology, collection of essays. or enc:ydoped1a. it Is sufficient to giv.ina

formadon about the authorof the collectivework as a whole.

• AutItor's Idcndtp Not R.MaIed: If an author's contribUtion is "anon
ymous" or"pseucionymcus.'·lt is not necessary to giv. the nam.and dates far
that author.· However.th. dttZenshq:J or domicile of the author mat be given
inan cases. and Information abour the natunI of that authcr', contribuuen to
the work shoulcl bo Indudoci. .

• Nome ofAudiot:' The fullest fonn of the author's name showd be given. If

SPACE3: ClIEATiONAND PUlIUCATION

• Gtat.... .rIUCrUCtfOIlil: 00 not confuse "audon" with '·pubitcatfon."
Every appbtion for cOpyright registration must state '''the year in which ae
attan of the work was eornp1euld." Oive the date and. natton of first pubilc:aaon
only jf the workhas been published.

• Ctead'on: Under the statute. ill Work is "createct.. when it is fixed in a copy
or phonoracord for the first time. Where a work has beenprepared over a pe.
riod of time. the part of the work existing infixed form ona panicular date
cortstttWiIS the created workon that date. The ciateycu giVehere should. be the
year In whichthe author completed the panicu1ar veman for which regisiratlon

SPACE 4: CUIMANT(S)

.. N_ef./ <aid Addnise(a/ 01 c..PIri"nt Clal"'_lo/: Give the
name(slana addresa(eslof the cQ1'Yright daimant(s) in this work. The statute
providesthat'co~tIn a work belongs initially to tne author of the work (in·
cluding, in the case of a work made for hire, the employer or other person for
whom the work wuprepared.l. The copyright caimant is either the author of
the workar 's person or orgmlizmion that has obtained own~ipofthe copy
right initiallybelonging to the author.

!he _ "",vidocl. U,h. _ bob,gr~ Isa oontriblllionto a pcriodical
ot$lrial tau.. follow the instructions fat "Pubilcattcn as a Contribudon...
• PIufo.....,~ ntla:Complete thisspaceif there are any adcUo
ticnal ddcI forth.· work'una which someone sarchtng fot the registradO:n
might bo likely to look, or ""der wltIch a docum..' _ing to the work
mightbo reoordocI.
• _,__ a c..__ ij lh. work boing tOgist..ocI has boon

published as a contribution to a peI'lodJcaL serial. Of collectkJn. give the title' of
the contrtbudon in the spac:d headed "Title of this Work." Then. in ttl. lin.
haded ·Pub-. as a ComribUllon.·glv. inlomolfon about the Iargor_
In whichthil COtI!I'ibudon appaare::L

you have cilacIlacI'Ya" to__the _ was'made for hlrw,' glve the
fulliagal n.... al the ampbyar (or allier _ for wltom the _ was pre
panrd). You mayalso include the nama of the _Ioyee (for_Ie. 'EIsler
PubIisiltng eo. amployar for hlra of John Ferguson;. ij the work Is "anan\/"
mo...• \IOu....y: (ll_th. iInablank, or (2) ..... ·Anonymo ·1n th.lIn.,
or (3) _ the alllhor'.ldantlly. ij the work Is .pseudonymo \IOU may (1)
I.... the lin. blank, or (2) glv. the pseudonym ...d ldamlfy ~ u such (for ax·
ampIc 'Huntley Hail...,,,... pseudonym", or (31 ""'al the author's nama.
making dar wltIch is the ral nama and which Isth. pseudonym (foraxample, ,-'
'JudIth Barton. _pseudonym Is Madelain. Elster;. /
• Dat..of BhtII tAl... DeatIi: If the author is dad. the sastutll requires that
the year 01daalh bo Indudoclln the appIIcaIlon""las the _ is anonymous
orpsIlIudonymoua. Th. author's btrtttd•• is optionaL but is UHiu.I as a formof
ldendflcadon. UIMI thts spac. blankIf thll author's c:ontrtlnatlon wasa "work
mad. for hlr&'···~G_·or~'"Weric An·aud\or's eantrtbutlon to a
work is "anonymous" if that author Is not ldent:ifted. on the ( ~Ia or phono
records of the work. An author's contrtbution to a work is "p(.u.donymous" if
that author ts lcHntifted. on the CQ1)tcsor phonoreccrds und.. a fIctitlouanam..
•. Author':tNotfanalltp or Domicile Give the,o;luntty'o{ wtdch the author
Isa dtizen. or the country in whichthe author isdamld1ed..The statute requireS
thatetth.. nadonaUtyor domicilebe given in ailCUIS.

• N_ 01 Audiorsh"" Altar th.words "Author of' give a briafganarol
Statement of the nature of this particular aumo{s contribution to the work.
E:cantpla: "Entire1m"; "Co·.lIlhor of ...... te","; 'Chapt"'" 11·14'; "Edltoriol
ieVisions"; "Com-ptlation and English trensia1ion"; "mustl'8tlons."

Is now baing sough~ .... dallier ....Ions ..... or d futthar changes or addl
tions ate planned.

• Publfcadan: Thestatured-aftnes"pubUcadcn" as "the distribution of
copies or phonoreeoTdsof a workto the publicby sale or otherttansfer of oWn·
ership, or by rental. lease. or lending"; a work is also ··published." if there has
beenan "offering to distr:lbutecopies or phonorecords to a group of persons for
purposes of funhfill' dlsttibudon. publicpenormanee; or'publlc display." Give:
the fulhiate (month. day. year) when. and the eountry wh4!N. publication ftrsI:
occurred. If flrst publication took place simuJtanllOusly in the Unitea States and.
othfill'countries, it is suffldmt to st8te "U.S.A."

• TI'CIIU{er: The'statute provides that. If,the,copyright'datmant is not the
author, the a-pplication for registration must contain "a brief statement of how r
the claimant obtained ownership of th~ copyright." If any copyright claimant
named in space 4 is not an author named in space 2, give a brief.general state.
ment summarizing the means by which thatclairnant obtained ownershtp oftke
copyrigh~
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NQTE,
• Nl)OIh..awiIaY.--.... be;iYeyoun
~ wiln_1CICllIC8tIon

• ~rec.intnll~ Iftd nltwtaitif_.
~wllIIyoutltOlll'dinQ~aQObIIon

• ~oIl'Ub1lcCli:lloQaol~ ,"iidOt=
·~ot-m~upanreQl*l

ontER ROUTJNE tJSES:
• PubIla~ 8nd Cl:lI'VWIO
• PNOItdonotQllDllc~

PRIVACYACT ADVISORYSTATEMENT
...... bfttMPrIWlGt' Act of 1.174 (PlItIIkII,at tW7St

PAlNClPALUSESOF AeOUESfED INFCRMA11CN:
.: ...",rns"iliiila*aol_sMllICrei:Cird
•~ottM~ fOtcornrplillnc:e'lfttftleQlil-

'AIJ1'HClfn'V FOR'AECUEST1NG'THt$ tNFORMA11ON:•~ 1.". u.s.c.. sec.. 4C»ana 410

FUfllNtSHINGT1'l1!!'~INFOFIMt1()N Is:--BIn'IPTHElNFDAMAi10N ISNOTFURNISHED:
·1t~IM......,tadNJ'or"""~
·"OU~not.,.....,tac:erwt~.~'~

tleMftlsCW'OWidlid~cM:lM'8"'tricl $ 01.17, U.s.~

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT SPACES 5-11 OF FORM TX
SPACES: PREVIOUS REGISTRATION

.' Gcn.... Inst:ructfoac, Th. quatiOns tn space .5are fnti:neled to ffndout
whether an _ ..gis~-"has ban mada for thls work and, ~ so. wh""'er
there is any basil for 4.' new regi:slratfOlLN a general rule. only one baste
eopyrightregistradon cmbe madaforth. same Version of a pardcuiar woric..
e-' Sain.V"on: ,IfthiSvcSlon isSubslanUaOy the satilil as the Work covered
by a previous li1gfsbtmon. a second regi.strzItion Is not generally ])OSIibfeun·
I..., (1) tho workhas boon togislerod In unpublished fomt and a _.d......
tratlon Is noWboirigSl:mght ta'Cov. th.. first publishlllCiedltton. or (2)somecne'
other than the author ill identifted as CQl)Yright claimant in the aril.er regiCa
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• a.."V"'n:1fthe work has been changod. and'you are new seek
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'1*06.
.- Ptafoua,RegiarGdon NuallJ" aftd' Dote 'If'mon.,than' one previous
registratlon' has beentnede for the work. give the number and date of the latest
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SPACE 6: COMPIlATION OR DERlVAT1VEWORK
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and (4) has net boon provicusly,og"",.d for C<lpyrig!tt In unpublished fann.
Examples: ·Fo......rd. solocttc.. orran!!""' dlting, critical .."'>1_....:
"R_.. throughClUl: c:haptoro 11·17 entlroly •
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'SPACE 7: /lIANUFACTIlRING PROVISIONS

• 'Get.... llUtrUl:tfcms:Th. eapyright statute CUiTCldy provida. as agen
eraIrule. ..d witha number of 0l<C0pd0... that the C<lpi..of a published work
·consistlng _domntIy of nal'lCilamattc ........" ma1llriol that i> In the
English languag." be manufacturod Inthe UnitedSlates or Canada Inorder to
be lawfully ;mpenod and publldy _ in tho Ullilod StalAoo. At the pros
enttime. appbtionsfer eopyright iEgIsUal:kln covenngpubiishedWQrics that
ecnsisc mainly ofne'ndramadc tiPr"matter in ,English muit. in moSt cues. iden
tify theSll' Who-performed certain - proc:isSis' lnmanufacturtng ,the' copies.
together \&lith th., placu' where' thoaepro WC'8 plll'formed. Plea.
nore: The information must be giVeneven ifthe eopies w..manufaaured out·
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ported. into the United. States without affecting thllIcopyright owner's rights. For
thispurpose~ theCQpynght Office will issue an import statement upon request
and payment of a fee of $3 a: the time of regtstratlonor at any later time. For
further infonnadOn about impOrtstatements. askfor Form lS.

SPACES: REPRODUCTION FORUSE OF B1JND OR. PHYSICALLY·HANDICAPPED PBlSONS

• Gen"end,Jt.8ltrUeiIona: One of the ma;or"programs of the Library of Con- provide that. under the license, the repfodliaton anddistributlon must be solei.y
gress is to provide Braille editions andspectal recordings of worksforth_ exdu- for the use of persons who are certified by competent authOrity as unable to
swe use of the blind and physiCally handJcapped.In an dote to simpilfyand read nonnal prinllld l'Mterial as aresu!t of physical limitallons. Thellcensa is
speed up the col'Yrt9Jtt IlcRMtng procedures th8t are a necessary part of this nonexclusive. and.may be tmninat:ed upon 90 days notice. For further infot'-
program. section 710 or thc copyrtght staWllI provides for the arabllshmem: of mation,wrtt:e for Cll'ct1Iar R63.
a voluntary licenstng system to be tied in with copyright regi5tretiCn. Underthis .- Ho.. toGnmt til_ Ucenac The license is entirety voluntary. If yoU: Wish
system, theowrier of copyright in a nondramatic literery workhas the opticn. at to grant it check one of the three bol(es in space 8. Your check in one of these
the time of registration on Form rx. to grent to the Library of Congress a Ii- boxes. together with your signature in space 10. will me8n that the Library of
cense to reproduce and disa'ibute Braille editions and '"talking books" or ..talk· Congress can proceed to reprcduce and distribute under the license wtthout
ing magazines" of the work being registered-The Copyright Offk:e regu!adons further'paperwork.

SPACES 9.10.11: FEE. CORRESPONDENCE. CEln'lFICATION. IlETIJRN ADDRESS

• Cett!fcatfon(SrJace JO): Th. apt:lJicadon is not acceptable unless it
bears the handwritten signarure ofthlil author or otherco~tclaimant. or of
the owner of exclUSive right(s). or of the duly authOriZedagent of such author.
claimant.or owner.
.' Address for Return of C4J"tI/fcate (Space' 11): The address box must be
completed legibly,since the certtftcate'lAlill bereturned ina window envelope.

• D........ A........ _ Mailing I..-no (5_ 9): If you m...•
tam aOeposit Account in the CoPyright Offlc::e. identify it In spece 9, Otherwise

'~you will need to send the registraUonfee of SlOwtth your applicatiOn. The
Ispace huded"Correspondence" ,should contaiJuhe nalftllland address of the
person' to be consulted if' correspondence ',' about this appiicatfon becomes
necessary.
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SELECTED PORTIONS OF THE COPYRIGHT LAW AND REGt~TIONS

The copyright law is Title 17 of the United States Code. Some
provisionss of the Code and Regulations pertinent to software are
included in this Appendix as follows:

* * * * * * * * * * ** * * * *. ** * * * * * * * * *
APPENDIX INDEX

Code---
§ 101.

§ 102.

§ 106.

§ 117.

§ 705.

Re2:ulations

Definitions

Subject Matter of Copyright: In General

Exclusive Rights in Copyrighted Works

Limitations on Exclusive Rights 
Computer Programs

Copyright Office Records: Preparation,
maintenance, public inspection and
searching

J-l

J-3

J-3

J·4

J-4

§ 201.20 Methods of affixation and positions of
the copyright notice on various types
of works J-S

§ 202.20 Deposit of copies and phonorecords for
copyright registration J-7

* * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
§ 101. Definitions

As used in this title, the follo~'Ting terms and their variant
forms mean the following:

** * *
A "collective work" is a vo rk., such as a periodi:al issue,

anthology, or encyclopedia, in which a number of contributions,
constituting separate and independent 'Narks in themselves, are
assembled into a collective whole.

A "compilation" is a ,.ork formed by the collection and
assembling of preexisting materials or 6f data t~at are selected,
coordinated, or arranged in such a 'N8.y that the resulting wo rk as
a whole constitutes an original work of authorship. The te~

"compilation" includes collective "arks.
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"Copies" are material objects, other thanphonorecords, in
which a work is fixed by any method now kno~~ or later developed
and from which the work can be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a
machine or device. The term "copies" includes the material
object, other than a phonorecord, in which the work is first
fixed.

"Copyright owner," with respect to anyone of the exclusive
rights comprised in a copyright, refers to the owner of that
particular right.

A work is "created" when it is fixed in a copy Or phonorecord
for the first time; rN'here a work is prepared over a period of
time, the portion of it that has been fixed at any particular
time constitutes the work as of that time, and where the work has
been prepared in different versions, each version'constitutes a
separate work.

A "derivative ,,,ork" is a work based upon one or more
pr.eexisting works, such as a transLation, musical arrangement,
dramatization, fictionalizati:on, motion picture version, sound
recording, art reproduction, abridgement, condensation, or any
other form in which a work may be recast, transformed, or
adapted. A work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations,
elaborations, or other modifications which, as a whole, represent~'\

an original work of authorship, is a "derivative wozk ;" .

A "device," "machine," or "process" is one now known or later
developed. .

To "display" a work means to show a copy of it, either directly
or by means of a film, slide, television image, or any other
device or process or, in the case of a motion picture or other
audiovisual work, to show individual images nonsequentially.

A work is "fixed" in a tangible medium of expression when its
embodiment in a copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority of
the author, is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to
be perceived, reproduced, or othe~Nise communicated for a period
of more than transitory duration.

*. * 7: *

"Publication" is the distribution of copies or phone records of
a work to the public by sale or other transfer of owner sh i p , or
by rental, lease, or lending. The offering to distribute copies
or phonorecordsto a group of persons for purposes of further
dis tribution, pub lie performance, or pub lie display, constitutes
publication.

* * * *
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A "work made for hire" is:

(1) a work prepared by an employee within the scope of his
or her employment; or

(2) a work specially ordered or c9mmissioned for use as a
contribution to a collective work, ... as a translation, as a
supplementary work, as a. compilation, . . .. , if the parties
expressly agree in a '..;ritten instrument signed by them that the
work shall be considered a work made for hire. For the purpose
of the foregoing sentence, a "supplementary work" is a work
prepared for publication as a secondary adjunct to a work by
another author for the. purpose of introducing, concluding,
illustrating, explaining, revising, ccmment Lng upon, or assisting
in the use of the other work, such as forewords, afterwords,
pictorial illustrations, maps, charts, tables, editorial notes,
... appendixes, and indexes, ..

A "computer program" is a set of statements or instructions to
be used directly or indirectly in a computer in order to bring'
about a certain result (amended by the Act of December 12, 1980,
Pub. L. No .. 96-517]. . .

§ 102. Subject matter of copyright: In general

(a) Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this
title, in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible
medium of expression, now ¥nown or later developed, from which
they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise corrmunicated,
either directly or with the aid of °a machine or device. Horks of
authorship include the following categories:

(1) literary works;

* * * *
(b) In no case does copyright protection for an original work

of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system,
method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless
of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or
embodied Ln such work.. .

* * * *
§ 106. Exclusive rights in copyrighted works

Subject to sections 107 (relating to "fair use"] through 108
[relating to reproduction by libraries and archives], the owner
of copyright under this title has the'exclusive rights to do and
to authorize any of the following:

(1) to reproduce the. copyrighted work in copies or
phonorecords;
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(2) to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted
work;

* * * * ..
9 117. Limitation on exclusive rights: Computerprograms

Notwithstanding the provisions of 9 106, it is not an
infringement for the owner of a copy of. a computer program to
make or authorize the making of another copy or adaptation of
that computer ,program provided:

(1) that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an
essential step in the utilization of the computer program in
conjunction with a machine and that it is used in no other
manner, or

(2) that such new copy or adaptation is for archival purposes
only and that all archival copies are destroyed in ·the event
that continued possession of the computer program should cease
to be rightful.

Any exact copies prepared in accordance with the provisions of
this section may be leased, sold, or otherwise transferred, along
with the copy from w'hich such copies were prepared, only as part
of the lease, sale, or other tr.ansfer of all rights in the
program. Adaptations so prepared may be trans~erred only with
the authorization of the copyright owner (~ 117 as amended by the
Act of December 12, 1980, Pub. L. 96-517].

* * * *
§ 705. Copyright Office records: Preparation, maintenance,

public inspection, and searching

(a) The Register of Copyrights shall provide and keep in the
Copyright Office records of all deposits, registrations,
recordations, and other actions taken under this title, and shall
prepare indexes of all such records.

(b) Such records and indexes, as well as the articles deposited
in connection with completed copyright registrations and retained
under the control of the Copyright Office, shall be open to
public inspection.

* * * *
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COPYRIGHT OFFICE REGL~TION$

§ 202.10 Methods of affixation and positions of the copv'l:'ight
notice on va'l:'ious types or works

Cal General.

(1) This section specifies examples of methods of affix
ation and positions of the copy'l:'ights notice on various types
of works that will satisfy the no t Lce requirement of section
40l(c) of title 17 of the United States Code, as amended by
Pub. L. 94-553. A notice considered "acceptable" under this
regulation shall be considered .tosatisfy the requirement of
that section that it be "affixed to the copies in such manner
and location as to give reasonable notice of the claim of
copyright." As provided by that section, the examples
specified in this regula.tion shall not be considered
exhaustive of methods of affixation and positions giving
reasonable notice of the claim of copyright.

(2) The provisions of this section are applicable to
copies publicly distributed on or after December 1, 1981.
This section does not establish any rules concerning the form
of the notice or the legal sufficiency of particular notices,
except with respect to methods of affixation and positions of
notice. The adequacy or legal sufficiency of a copyright
notice is determined by the law in effect at the time of
first publication of the work.

* * * *
(f) ContributiOns to Collective Works

For a separate contribution to a collective work to be·
considered to "bear its own notice of copyright," as provided
by 17U.S.C. 404, a notice reproduced on the copies in any of
the follOWing positions is acceptable:

(1) Where the separate contribution is reproduced on a single
page, a notice is acceptable if it app.ears:

(i) Under the title of the contribution on that page;

(ii) Adjacent to the contribution; or

(iii). on the same page if, through format, wording, or
both, the application of the notice to the particular
contribution is made clear;

(2) wnere the separate contribution is reproduced on more
than one page of the collective work, a notice is acceptable if
it appears:
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(i) Under a title appearing at or naar the beginning of
the contribution;

(ii) on the first page of the main body of the
contribution;

(iii) immediately following the end of the contribution; or

(iv) on any of the pages where· the contribution appears,
if:

(A) The contribution is reproduced on no more than twenty
pages of the collective work;

(B) the notice is reproduced prominently and is set apart
from other matter on the page where it appears; and

(e) through format, wording, or both, the application of
the notice to the particular contribution is made clear;

* * * *
(4) As an alternative to placing the notice on one of the

pages where a separate contribution itself appears, the
. contribution is considered to "bear its own notice" if the ~,

notice appears clearly in juxtaposition with a separate listing \
of the contribution by title, or if the contribution is
untitled, by a description reasonably identifying the
contribution:

(i) on the page bearing the copyright notice for the
collective work as a whole, if any; or

(ii) in a clearly identified and readily-access'ible table
of contents or listing of acknowledgements appearing near the
front or back of the collective work as a whole.

(g) Works Reproduced in ~achine-Readable Copies.

For works reproduced in machi!1e-readablecopies (such as
magnetic tapes or disks, punched cards, or the like, from
which the work cannot ordinarily be visually perceived except
with the aid of a machine or device, each of the following
constitute examples of acceptable methods of affixation and
position of notice:

(1) A notice embodied [sic] in the copies in machine-readable
form in such a manner that on Visually perceptible printouts it
appears either wieh or near the title, or at the end of the
work;

(2) A notice that is displayed at the user's terminal at
sign-on;
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(3) A notice that is continuously on terminal display; or

(4) A legible notice reproduced dura.bly, so as to withstand
normal use, on a gummed or other Labe L securely affixed to the
copies or to a box, reel, cartridge, cassette, or other
container used as a permanen~ receptacle for the copies.

*-* * * * • * * * **~** * ** * * *~ * * * *

§ 202.20 Deposit of copies and phonorecords for copyright
registration

** * 1<

(c) Nature of required deposit.

(1) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) (2) of this
section, the deposit required to accompany an application for
registration of claim to copyright under section 408 of title
17 shall consist of:

(i) In the case of unpublished works, one complete copy
or phonorecord.

(ii) On the case of works first pUblished in the United
States before January 1, 1978, two complete copies or
phonorecords of the work as first published.

(iii) In the case of works first published in the United
States on or after January 1, 1978, two complete copies or
phonorecordsof the best edition.

(iv) In the case of works first. published outside of the
United States, whenever published, one complete copy or
phonorecord of the work as first published. For the purposes
of this section, any w·orkssimultaneously first published
within and outside of the United States shall be considered
to be first published in the United Stat.es.

(2) In the case of certain works, the special provisions set
forth in this clause shall apply. In any case where this
clause specifies' that one copy or phonorecord may be submitted,
that copy or phonorecord shall represent the best edition, or
the work as first published, as set forth in paragraph (c)(l)
of this section.

* .........n n n

(vii) Machine-readable wo rks , In cases where an
unpublished Literary 'Nork is tixed, or a published literary
work is published only in the form of machine-readable copies
(such as magnetic tape or disks, punched cards, or the iike)
from which the 'Nork cannot ordinarily be perceived except
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with the aid of a machine or device,l the deposi.t shall
consist of:

(A) For.published 6r unpublished computer programs, one
copy of identifying portions of the program, reproduced in
a form visually perceptible without the aid of a machine or
device, either on paper or in microform. For these
purposes, "identifying portions" shall mean either the
first and last twenty-five pages or equivalent units of the
program if reproduced on paper, or at least the first and
last twenty-five pages or equivalent units of the program
if reproduced in miq'oform, together with the page or
equivalent unit containing the copyright notice, if any.

(B) For published and unpublished automated data bases,
compilations, statistical compendia, and other literary
works so fixed or published, one copy of identifying
portions of the work, reproduced in a form Visually
perceptible without the aid of a machine or device, either
on paper or in microform. For these purposes: (1)
"identifying portions" shall mean either the first and last
twenty-fi.ve pages or equivalent units of the work if
reproduced on paper or at least the first and last
twenty-five. pages or equivalent units of work if reproduced
on microform, or, in the case of automated data bases
comprising separate and distinct data files, representative
portions of each separate data file consisting of either 50
complete data records from each file or the entire file,
whichever is less; and (2) "data file" and "file" mean a
group of data records pertaining to a common subject
matter, regardless of the physical size of the records or
the number of data items included in them. (In the case of
revised versions of such data bases, the portions depo sLced
must contain representative data records ,,,hich have been
added or modified.) In any case where the deposit
comprises representative portions of each separate file of
an automated data base as indicated above, it shall be
accompanied by a typed or printed deScriptive statement
containing: The title of the data base; the name and
address of the copyright claimant; the name and content of
each separate file within the data base; including the
subject matter involved; the origines) of the data and the
approximate number of individual records within the file;
and a description of the exact contents of any
machine-readable copyright notice employed in or with the
work and the manner and frequency with which it is

1 Works published in a form requiring the use of a machine or
device for purposes of op tical enlargement (such as film,
filmstrips, slide films, and works published in any variety of
microform), and works published in visually perceptible form but
used in connection with optical scanning devices, are not within
this category.
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displayed (e.g., at user's terminal only at sign-on, or
continuously on terminal display, or on printouts, etc.). If a
visually-perceptible copyright notice is placed on any copies of
the work (such as magnetic tape reels) or their container, a
sample of such notice must also accompany the statement.

* * * *
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UNIFORM TRADE SECRETS ACT
(subs tantive portions 1

Section 1. Definitions

As used in this Act, unless the context requires otherwise:

(1) "Improper means" LncLudes theft, bribery, misre-presen
tation, breach or inducement of a breach of a duty to
maintain s ecrecy , or espionage through electr.onic or
other means;

(2) "Misappropriation" means:

(i) acquisition ofa trade secret of another by a per
son who knows or has reason to knoW-that the trade
secce t was acquired by improper means; , or

(ii) disclosure or use of a trade secret of another
without eXPress or implied. consent by a person who

(A) used improper means to acquire knowledge of
the trade secret; or

(B) at the time of disclosure or use, knew ar had
reason to know that his knowLedge of the
trade secret was

(I) derived from or through a person who
had utilized improper means to acquire
it;

(II) acquired under circumstances giving
rise to a duty to maintain its secrecy
or limit its use; or

(III) derived from or through a person who
owed a duty to the person seeking re
lief to maintain its secrecy or limit
its use; or

(C) before a material change of his position,
knew or had reason to know that it was a
trade secret and that knowledge of it had
been acquired by accident or mis take.

(3) "Person" means a natural person, corporation, busir:ess
trust, partnership, association. j oLrrc vsnzure , gcverrr
ment, governmental subdivision or agency, or any other
legal or commercial entity.

(4) "Trade secret" means infomation, including a formula,
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· ,
pattern, compilation, program, device, method,
technique, or process"that:

(i) derives independent economic value, actual or
potential, from not being generally known to, and
not being ;::eadily ascertainable by proper means
to, other persons who can obtain economic value
from its disclosure or use, and

(ii) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable
under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.

Section 2. Injunctive Relief

(a) Actual or threatened misappropriation may be enjoined.
Upon application to the court, an injunction shall be
terminated'when the trade secret has ceased to exist,
but the injunction may be continued for an additional
reasonable period of time in order to eliminate com
mercial advantage that otherwise would be derived from
the misappropriation.

(b) If the court determines that it would be '..tnreasonable
to prohibit future use, an injunction may condition
future use upon payment of a reasonable royalty for
no longer than the period of time the use could have
been prohibited.

(c) In appropriate circumstances, affirmative acts to pro
tect a trade secret may be compelled by court order.

Section 3. Damages

(a) In addition to or in lieu of injunctive relief, a com
plainant may recover damages for the actual loss
caused by misappropriation. A complainant also may re
cover for the unjust enrichment cause by misappropria
tionthat is not taken) into account in computing
damages for actual loss.

(b) If willful and malicious misappropriation exists, the
court may award exemplary damages in an amount not ex
ceeding twice any award made under subsection (a).

Section 4. Attorney's Fees

If (i) a claim of misapp;::opriation is made in bad faith,
(ii) a motion to terminate an injunction is made or resisted in
bad faith, or (iii) willful and malicious misappropriation
exists, the court may award reasonable attorney's fees to the
prevailing ?arty.
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Section 5. Preser<lation of Secrecy

In an action under this Act, a court shall preserve the
secrecy of an alleged trade secret by reasonable means, which may
include granting protective orders in connection with discovery
proceedings, holding in-camera hearings, sealing the records of
the action, and ordering any person involved in the litigation
not to disclose an alleged trade secret without prior court
approval.

Section 6. Statute of Limitations

An action for misappropriation must be brought within 3
years after the misappropriation is discovered or by the exercise
of reasonable diligence should have been discovered. For the
purposes of this section, a continuing misappropriation
constitutes a single claim. . '.

'[Omitted portions cover procedure and enactment]
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Ca. software distributorship/marketing fo::,m]

LICENSE AGREEMENT

between:

("LICENSOR") and
Softco, Inc , , Inc. ("Softco"), Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520.

LICENSOR hereby grants to Softco and Softco hereby accepts
from LICENSOR, in accordance with the following terms and conditions,
an exclusive license to market and sublicense computer software now
developed and to be developed by LICENSOR (described. in Schedule A.
and referred to hereinafter as the "Software"). Additional computer
software may be included in this Agreement from time to time by
additional schedules as agreed in writing by LICENSOR and Softco. Softco
agrees to use its best efforts to market the Software so as to promote
and encourage the royalty payments by Softco to LICENSOR.

1. Effective Date and Term
The etfective date of this Agreement is

The term of this Agreement is permanent unlesste~'r=ltU='!':'n=-a=-t.-:e:":dJ"""'li'=n:-----'
accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 4 below.

2. Scope of License
LICENSOR grants to Softco the exclusive right to market, use,

.license , sub-Hcense and otherwise commercialize. the Software subject
only to royalty payment prcvisicns and to certain retalned rights of .
LICENSOR or rights of use previously granted by LICENSOR to third.
parties, all of which retained or previously granted rights are .
described in Schedule E attached. Softco shall have the right to set
prices and control other' aspects of marketing including the scope of
sublicense rights granted,. ;onsistent with the terms and conditions of
this Agreement. LICENSOR's name and connection with the Software '
may be publicized by Softco. During the term of this Agreement.
LICENSOR agrees that it will not license, sub-license and/or otherwise
commercialize the Software or knowingly participate in the
commercialization of any software similar to or competitive with the
Software. Other than as expressly stated in this paragraph, nothing in
this Agreement shall prevent LICENSOR from acquiring any software for
its own use or from the marketing of its own present or future software
not connected with the Software.

3. License Fees and Payment
From the effective date of this Agreement, Softco will pay

LICENSOR royalties on license fees for the Software as specified in
Schedule D, payable as non-recoverable payments are received by Softco.

followmg :
A. Royalty Exclusions. No royalty shall be payable on the

(1) Separately stated installation or maintenance
charges.
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(2) Separately stated software elements not
included in the Software as listed in Schedule A.

(3) Separately stated reimbursement of expenses.

(4) Separately stated consulting fees.

(5) Separately stated fees for custom programming or
customization of the Software.

(6) Elements of (1) through (5) when bundled into a
license fee but only to the extent that such elements are
reasonable in amount and do not exceed, in the aggregate,
_% of the particular license fee.

B. Payment. Payment shall be made to LICENSOR quarterly.

C. Ma..'timum Royalties and Limitation of Time. The license
granted to Softco by LICENSOR shall continue permanently without
further payment to LICENSOR by Softco on the earlier of the following:

(1) The cumulative payment of $ by Softco
to LICENSOR in total royalty payments.

(2) Five years after the effective date of this
agreement , but any royalties accrued but unpaid. with respect
to payments received by Softco prior to the end of the fiv'e
years shall be paid to LICENSOR.

4. Termination of the Agreement
Either party may terminate this Agreement in the event of

material breach by the other party, such breach remaining uncorrected
sixty days after written notice of the breach to the breaching party.

In the event of termination by Softco under this Section 4, Softco
may treat the license granted hereby as a permanent non-exclusive
license with no further royalty obligations to LICENSOR.

Provisions of this Agreement affecting the proprietary nature
of the Software including trade secret and copyright protection shall
survive any termination of this Agreement.

The parties agree that no termination of this Agreement by .
LICENSOR shall affect the ability of Softco to fulfill its obligations under
any commitment made by Softco in good faith and in accordance with this
Agreement prior to the effeCtive date of such termination including, but
l1-ot limited to, retention of source code to provide ongoing maintenance.
Termination due to a breach by Softco shall not relieveSoftco of the
obligation to pay any amounts due LICENSOR with respect to
pre-termination commitments from SoHco's customers even though such
amounts may be paid to Softco after terrnination.

S. Risrht to Audit Records
x LICENSOR shall have the right, upon reasonable notice, by

indeoendent auditor and at LICENSOR's extrense , to audit Softco's
reco~ds as they affect amounts payable to LICENSOR under this Iicense ,
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6. Termination of Exclusivity
If Softco shall fail to meet the minimum royalty payments

specified in Schedule D, LICENSOR may give 60 days written notice to
SoftcCl of intent to terminate the exclusive nature of this License
Agreement. If Softco makes the required minimum payments within the 60
day period, this license shall continue in full force and effect as an
exclusive license, otherwise this license shall be converted to a
non-exclusive license.

7. Taxes
Softco will hold LICENSOR harmless from any sales, excise or

use tax or taxes in lieu thereof (except taxes based upon income earned
by LICENSOR pursuant to this Agreement) which may be imposed by
any governmental authority upon use or sub-licensing by Softco of the
Software, or on this Agreement.

8. Use of a Trade Name
Softco may use a trade name to describe the Software or its

functions. such trade name being proprietary- to Softco.

9. Im rovements.Modifications and Maintenance
El R agrees to m e the improvements or modifications

described in Schedule B.
L!CENSOR agrees to fulfill the operational warranty and

maintenance obligations specified in Schedule C.
Modifications or improvements in the Software furnished Softco

by LICENSOR shall remain the property of LICENSOR but such
modifications or improvements shall be included in the Software.

Modifications or improvements in the Software made by Softco or
third parties shall be proprietary to Softco or the third parties and
LICENSOR shall have no rights therein.

10. Proprietary Rigp.ts and Indemnity
Except as otherwise herein provided, LICENSOR retains title

to the computer programs. dccumerrtaticn , information or data furnished
by LICENSOR to Softco in source or object form.

Both parties acknowledge that the Software and any
modtfications , enhancements or improvements to the Software are trade
secret information. Both parties agree to exercise care and control
with respect to these trade secrets and Softco agrees to require its
sublicensees to exercise such care and control.

LICENSOR agrees to defend and save harmless Softco against
any action against Softco or Softco's sublicensees on account of violation of
any third party patent, copyright or trade secret rights occurring due
to use or licensing of the Software as supplied by LICENSOR. Softco
shall have the right, at its own expense. to participate in the defense
of any such action against Softco or Softco's sublicensees.

11. Sub-Licenses
Sub-licenses granted by Softco shall include reasonable

restrictions in conformity with this Agreement to protect the proprietary
nature of the licensed software.
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12. Warranties
.Except as otherwise expressly provided herein and in the

attached schedules, LICENSOR disclaims all war-ranties with regard to
the Software licensed hereunder including all implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness and all obligations or liabilities on the part
of LICENSOR for damages in excess of license fees paid, including but
not limited to consequential damages arising cut of or· in connection with
the use or performance of the system.

LICENSOR warrants that it is the sole owner of the Software
and is able to enter this Agreement.

13 • Assignment
This Agreement is not assignable by either party without the

prior written consent of the other party. This clause shall not be
construed to prohibit Softco from executing usage agreements with its
customers or from granting sub-licenses or otherwise distributing the
software directly or indirectly within the Scope of the li.cense granted
by this Agreement.

14. General
Captions in this Ag.reement are for convenience only and are

not intended to ha.....e any legal effect.
This Agreement can only be modified by a written agreement

. duly signed by persons authorized to sign agreements on behalf of
LICENSOR and Softco.

If any provision or provisions of this Agreement shall be held
to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the validity, legality and
enforceability of the remaining provisions shall .not in any way be
affected or impaired thereby. .

_ . Any controversy or Claim arising out of or relating to this
Agreement, or the breach thereof, except as stated below, shall be
settled by arbitration in the City of White Plalns, New York in
accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitration Association. and
judgment upon the award rendered by the Arhitrator(s) may be entered
in any Court having jurisdiction thereof.

No action, regardless of form arising out of this Agreement
may be brought by either party more than two years after the cause of
action has arisen, or, in the case of non-payment, mot'ethan two. years
from the date of the last payment.

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Connecticut.

The parties agree that this is the complete and exclusive
statement of the agreement between the parties, which supersedes all
proposals or prior agreements, oral or written, and all other
communications between the parties relating to the subject matter of this
Agreement.

,

Softco, Inc.

BY

TITLE _

DATE

LICENSOR:

BY

TITLE _

DATE
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SCHEDULE A
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

[on separate sheet]

SCHEDULE B
DEVELOPMENT WORK/ SCHEDULE

[on separate sheet]

SCHEDULE C
OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE OBL!GAT!ON"

[on separate sheet]

SCHEDULE D
ROYAI.T!ES AND MINIMUM PAYMENTS

(on separate sheet]

SCHEDULE E
EXISTING RIGHTS

[on separate sheet]
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Note: This Appendix contains interrelated form license

agreements used by Western Electric to license

distributors of UNIX* Time-Sharing System, Seventh

Edition. Although lengthy, the interrelated

agreements are useful to show not only how several

agreements may be mashed for use with a

distributor buz :also handling single/multiple CPU

and foreign distributors.

The interrelated forms were in use as of

December 1,198l. Included are:

o software agreement used generally for UNIX
Systems and other soft'"llare packages (sta.rts
on page M-2). Alternate pages al:'e also
included as follows:

(a) Page 3, Alt. (a) - used when there are
multiple initially CPUs. [at M-4]

(b) Page 3, Alt. (b)- used with foreign
licensee. [at M-6]

(c) Page 3, Alt. (c) - used with foreign
licensee when there are multiple
initially designated CPUs. [at M-7]

Cd) Page 7, Alt.- used with 1i~ensee

domicil.ed in United Kingdom. [at M-12]

o supplemental agreement, UNIX Seventh Edition
only (starts on page H-14), including form

. customer agreement (page M-25) and form
distributor agreement (page M-26) .

* UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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SOFTWARE AGR.EEMENT

Effective as of ,
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, I~COR.PORATED, a New York
corporation ("WESTERN"), having an office at 222 Broadway, New York, New
York 10038, and

("LICENSEE"), having an office at

agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

DEFINITIONS

1.01 Terms in this agreement (other than names of parties and Article headings)
which are in capital letters shall have the meanings specified in the Definitions
Appendix.

ARTICLE II

GR.ANTS OF R.IGHTS TO USE LICENSED SOFTWAR.E

2.01 WESTERN, at the request of LICENSEE, grants to LICENSEE, for itself
and its SUBSIDIARIES, a personal, nontransferable and nonexclusive right to use
the LICENSED SOFTWARE, solely for its own or its SUBSIDIARIES' internal
business purposes and solely on DESIGNATED CPUs.

No right is granted for the use of the LICEXSED SOFTWARE on or in
connection with the operation of any CPU other than a DESIGNATED CPU:
provided, however, that the right to use the LICENSED SOFTWARE granted
hereunder shall extend to the temporary use of the LICENSED SOFTW."i.RE on a
single back-up or substitute CPU during any time when a DESIGNATED CPl: is
inoperative due to malfunction or the performance of hardware repair,
maintenance or other hardware modifications.

LICENSEE may at any time notify WESTERN in writing of its designation by
location, type and serial number of replacing or additional CPUs upon which the
LICENSED SOFTWARE is to be used and CPUs to be replaced. Such notice shalt
be effective asan amendment. to this agreement adding such replacing or additional
CPUs and deleting such replaced CPUs as DESIG;:-.r_~TED CPUs upon agreement
thereto in writing by WESTERN and, in the case of additional CPT;" receipt by
WESTERN of the payment specified in Section 3.02.

Apge~dix ~·1-2.
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:-00 right is granted for the use of the LICENSED SOFTWARE directly for any
third person, or' for any we by any third person of the LICENSED SOFTWARE.

2.0'2 Subject to receipt by WESTERN of the payment specified in Section 3.01,
witnin a reasonable time a.f:er such receipt, WESTERN snail furnish to LICENSEE
the LICENSED SOFTWARE in tne form identified in the Schedule attached
hereto and made a part hereof.

'2.03 (a,) LICENSEE herebv assures WESTER:-i that it and itS SlJBSIDIARIES
do not intend to and will not 'knowingly, without the prior written COnsent of the
Office of Export Administ'l'ation of the U.S. Department or Commerce,
Wa.snington, D.C. '20'230, transmit directly or indireCtly:

(i) the L~CENSED SOFTWARE; or

(ii)any immediate product (in~luding processes and services) produced
directly by the use of tile LICENSED SOFTWARE; or

(.u),111 any commodity produced by such immediate. product ir the im""ediare
product or the tICE.'l'SED SOFTWARE is a plant capable ofproducing a .
commodity or is a major component oCsuch plant;

to Afghanistan or to any Group P, Q, W, Y or Z country specified in Supplement
No. I to Section 3iO ofthe Export Administration RegulatiClns issued by the U.S.
Department or Commerce. LICENSEE agrees to promptly inrorm WESTERN in
writing of any such written consent issued by the Office of Export Administration.

(b) LICl::NSEE agrees that neither it nor its SUBSIOIAR!ES will, without the
prior written consent or WESTERN, transmit, directly or indirectly, the
LICENSED SOFTWARl:: to any country outside of

(c) LICENSEE agr~s that its and its SUBSIDIARIES' obligations under this
Section 2.03 shall survive' and continue a.fter any terminatlon 'of rights under this
agreement.

A;;enc.:.::; :,1- ~
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ARTICL.E HI

FEES AND REPORTS

),
)

( ) addition-al DESIGNATED

3.01 L.ICENSEE shall, .within sixty (60) days after execution hereof by both
parties, pay to WESTER~, for che·right. granted hereunder, the sum of

U.S. dollars (S
U.S. dollars(Srepresenting

for a first DESIG:-iATED CPU and
U.S. dollars (5' ) each for
CPU(s).

(

3.02 Upon each written agreement by WESTERN under SectiOn 2.0I to
L.ICENSEE'S designation of one or more additional DESIGNAT.ED CPUs upon
which the LICENSED SOFTWARE ill to be used, LICENSEE shall pay to
WESTERN the sum of
U.S. dollars (5 ) for each such additional DESIGNATED CPU.

3.03 Paymenesto WESTERN shall be made in United States dollars to
WESTERN'S Treasury Organization at 222 Broadway, New York, New York
10038, or at such changed address as WESTERN shall have specified by written
notice. .

3.04 On WESTERN'S request, but not more frequently than annually,
LICENSEE shall furnish .to WESTERN a statement, certified by an authorized
representative of LICENSEE, that the ~. of the LICENSED SOFTWARE by
LIC~'1SEE and ies SUBSIDIARIES has been reviewed and that the LICENSED
SOFTWARE is being used solely on DESIGNATED CPUs (or telt'porarily on a
back-up or substitute CPU in place of any inoperative DESIGNATED CPU)
pursuant to the provisions of this agreement.
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FEES A~D REPORTS
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a.ol LICE:-fSEE shall, within sixty (50) days 'after executlcn herepf by both
parties, pay ee WESTERN. fpr the rights granted hereunder. the ,um pf

. U.S. dpllars (5
fpr a fim DESIGNATED CPU.

a.02 Upen each written ar-eement by WESTER~ under Sectipn 2.0I ee
LICE~SEE'S designatipn pf one er mpre additipnal DESIGNATED CPUs upon
which the LICENSED SOFTWARE is ee be wed, LICENSEE shall pay te
WESTERN the sum pC
U.S. dpllus ($ ) fpreach such adtlitipnal DESIGNATED CPU.

a.03 Payments tp WESTERN shall' be made in United States dpllars tp
WESTERN'S Treasury Organizatipn- at 222 Brpad....ay. New yprk. New Yprk
10038, pr at such changed addreSs as WESTERN shall ha'e specified by written
notice.

a.04 On WESTERN'S request, but npt more frequendythan anl1ually.
LICENSEE shall furnish to WESTERN a statement. certified by an authorized
representative of LICENSEE, that the use of the LICE;.'SED SOFTWARE by
LICENSEE and its SUBSIDIARIES has been reviewed aI1d that the LICENSED
SOmVARE is being used solely on DESIGNATED CPUs (or temporaril~' pn a
back.up or substitute CPU ill place of allY inoperative DESIGNATED CPU)
pursuant ee the prpvisions 1'£this agreement.

),.nt:=:-:~': 'T ~~r_=
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ARTICLE II!

FEES ANn ltEPORTS
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3.01 LICENSEE shall, within sh<ty (SO) days after execution hereof by both
parties, pay to WESTER:-I, ior the rights gran<ed hereunder: the sum of

U.S. dollars tS ) ior
a first DESIG",ATED CPU.

3.02 Upon each wri(ten agreement by WESTER", under Section 2.01 to
LICENSEE'S designation of one or more additional DESIGN ATED CPUs upon
which the LICENSED SOFTWARE. is to be used, LICENSEE shall pay to
WESTERN the sum of
U.S. dollus ($ ) for each such additional DESIGNATED CPU.

3.03 Paymel1ts to WESTERN sha,ll be made in t.'nited S<ates dollars to
WESTERN'S Treasury Organization at 222 Broadway, New York, New York
10038, United States of Americ3, or at such changed address as WESTERN shall
have specified by written notice.

3.04 On WESTERN'S request, but nor more irequently than annually,
LICENSEE shall furnish to WESTERN a s<atement, certified by an authorized
representative of LICENSEE; that the use of the LICENSED SOFTWARE oy
LICENSEE and its SUBSIDIARIES has been reviewed and that the LICENSED
SOFTWARE is being used solely on DESIGNATED CPt:'s (or temporarily on a
back.up or substitute CPU in place of any inoperative DESIGNAT:E:D CPt:')
pursuant to the provisions of this agreement.

3.05 LICENSEE shall bear all taxes, however deSignated, imposed as a result of
the existence or operation of this agreement, inciuding, out not limited to, any tax
upon, with respect to or measured by, any" payment or receipt of payment
hereunder, any registration tax, any tax imposed with respect to the granting or
transfer of rights or considerations hereunder, and any tax which LICE:-iSEE is
reqUired to withhold or deduct from payments to WESTERN, except (i) any sueh
<ax imposed upon WESTERN by any governmental en<ity in the United States,
and (Ii) any such tax imposed upon WESTERN in the country in which the
aforesaid office of LICE:-ISEE is located if such tax is allowable as a credit against
United States income taxes of WESTER=". To assist WESTE:l\.N in obtaining such
credit, LICENSEE shall furnish WESTERN with such evidence as may be required
by United States taxing authorities to establish that any such tax has been paid.

A;; e::ci:':t ,. 
_'~-o
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ARTICLE III
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FEES A:-rn REPORTS

3.01 LICENSEE shall, Within ,;:tty (60) days after execution hereafby both
parties, pay to WESTER:-r, for the rights ~antedher.eunder, the sum of

U.S. dollars (5 .' ), repres~nting
U.S. dollars (S ) for a first

DESIGNATED CPU and
U.S. dollars (5 ) each for
CPU(s).

( ) additional DESIGNATED

("'t

3.02 Upon each written agreement by WESTERN under Section 2.01 to
I.ICENSEE'S designation of one or more additional DESIGNATED CPUsupon
which the LrCE:-rSED SOFTWARE is to be used, LrCENSEE ,hall pay to
WESTERN the sum of
U.S. dollars (5 ) for each such addit;onaIDESIGNATED CPU.

3.03 Payments to WESTERN shall be made in United States dollars to
WESTERN'S Treasury Organization at 222 Broadway, New York, New York
10038, United States of America, or at such changed address as WESTERN shall
have specified by written notice.

3.04- On WESTERN'S request, but not more frequently than annually,
LICE.'l'SEE shall furnish to WESTERN a statement, certified by an authorized
representative of LICENSEE, that the use- of the LICENSED SOFTWARE by
UCENSEE and its SUBSIDIARIES has been reviewed and that the LICENSED
SOFTWARE is being used solely on DESIGNATED CPUs (or temporarily on a
back.up or substitute CPU in place, of any inoperative DESIGNATED CPU)
pursuant to the provisioils of this agreemenL

3.05 LrCENSEE shall bear all taxes, however designated, imposed as a result of
tm.existence or operation of this a~eement, including, but not limited to, any tax
upon, with respect to or measured by, any payment or receipt of payment
hereunder, any registration tax, any tax imposed with respect to the granting or
transfer of rights or considerations hereunder, and any tax which LICE:fSEE is
required to withhold or deduct from payments to WESTERN, except (il any such
tax imposed upon WES1'ERN by any governmental entity in the United States,
and '.iil any such eax imposed upon WESTERN in the country in which the
aforesaid office of LlCE:fSEE is located if such tax is allowable as a credit against
Gnited States income taxes of WESTER:f. To assist WESTERN in obtaining such
credit, LICENSEE shall furnish WESTERN with such evidence as may be required
by United States taJ<:ins authorities to establish that any such tax has been paid.

~"''P''''Ia''''''';''"¥' 'rr_7'
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TERMINATION
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-l.01 If LICE:-1SEE Or any of its SUBSIDIARIES shaUrail to fulfill o,,,i or mote
of its obligations under this agreement, WEST'ER:-r may, upon its elec:ion and in
addition to any other remedies that it may have, at an~' time terminate all the tights
gl'anted by· it hereunder by not less than twO (2) months' written notic.. to
LICE:-1SEEspecifying any such breach, unless within the period of such notice all
breaches . specified therein. sha,lI have been remedied; upon such termination
WESTERN shall nee have arty.obligation to refund any monies j:laid it."utsuant to
Sections 3.01 and 3.02 and LICENSEE shall within thirty (30) days deliver to
WESTERN all documentation containing the LICE.'iSED SOFTWARE, and shall
render unusable all LICENSED SOfTWARE pia.t:ed in any storage apparatus.
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~USCELLA:-lEOUS PROVISIONS

5.01 Nothing contained herein shall be construed as conferring by implication,
estoppelor otherwise any license or right under any patent or trademark, whether
or not the exercise of any right herein granted necessarily employs an invention of
'any existing or later issued patent.

5.02 This agreement shall prevail notwilhstanding any conflicting terms or
legends which may appear in the LICE:-ISED SOmVARE.

5.03 WESTERN and. its ASSOCIATED COMPANIES make ae
representations or warranties, expressly or impliedly. By way of
example but not of limitation, WESTERN and its ASSOCIATED
COMPANIES make 110 representations or warranties of
merchantability or fit::less for any particular purpose, or that the use
of the LICENSED SOFTWARE will not infringe any patent,
copyright or trademark. WESTERN. and its ASSOCIATED
COMPANIES shall not be held to any liability with respect to any
claim by LICENSEE, its SUBSIDIARIES, or a third party on account
of, or arising from, the use of such LICENSED SOFTN'ARE.

5.0~ LICENSEE agrees that neither LICE:-lSEE nor itiSUBSIDI:.... Il.IES will,
without WESTER:-l'S express written permission, (i) use in advertising, publicity,
or otherwise any trade name, trademark. trade device,.service mark, symbol or any
other Identificancn or any abbreviation. contraction or simulatiort thereof owned or
us~d by WESTERN or any of its ASSOC!.\TED COMPANIES. or (ii) represent,
dilectly or indirectly, that any product or service of LICENSEE or its
SUBSIDIARIES is a product or service ofWESTER:-l or any of its ASSOCIATED
COMPA:-lIES, or is made in accordance with or utilizes any information or
documentation of WESTER:-l or any of its ASSOCIATED COMPA:-lIES.

5.05 Neither the execution of this agreement nor anytlting in it or in the
LICENSED SOmvARE shall be construed as (i) an obligation upon WESTERN
or anyoE its ASSOCIATED COMPANIES to furnish any person, incltIding
LICENSEEartd its SUBSIDIARIES, any asststaace of any kind whatsoever, or any
information or documentation other than the LICE:-iSED SOFnVARE; or :.ii)
prcvtding or implying any arrangement or understanding that WESTER:-f or any
of its ASSOCIATED COMPANIES will make any purchase or lease.

5.06 LICE~SEE agrees that it and its SUBSIDIARIES shall hold the
LIC.E...'SED SOFTWARE in confidence for WESTERX and its ASSOCIATED
COMPA:-IIES. LICE:-ISEE further agrees that it and its ST:BSIDIARIES shall not
make any disclosure of the LICE:-ISED SOFTWARE (including methods or
concepts utilized therein) to anycne, except '0 employees of LICE:-iSEE and its
ST:BSIDIARIES <0 whom such disclosure is necessary '0 the use for which rights
are granted hereunder. r.rCENSEE and its S'L'BSIDIARIES shall appropriarely
notify each employee co whom any such disclosure ls.made that such disclcsure is
made in confidence and shall be kept in confidence by him.

·1 __ ...._~.: ... •.•f .""'1
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5.07 The obligations of LICENSEE, its SUBSIDIARIES and their respective
employees under Section 5.06 shall survive and continue after any termination at
rights under this agreement or cessaticn of a SUBSIDIARY'S, status as a
SUBSIDIARY; however, sllch obligations shall not extend to any information
relating to the LICENSED SOFTIVARE which is now available to the general
pllblic or which later becomes available to the general public by acts not
attriblltable to LICENSEE, its SUBSIDIARIES or their respective employees.

5.08 LICEN'SE! agrees that it and itS SUBSIDIARIES will not use the
LICENSED SOFTWARE except as authorized herein, that it and its
SUBSIDIARIES will not make or have made, or permit to be made, any copies of
the LICENSED SOFTWARE, except those copies which are. necessary to the we,
by LICENSEE and its SUBSIDIARIES, for which rights are granted hereunder,
that each such necessary copy shall contain the same proprietary notices or legends
which appear on the LICENSED SOFTWARE, and that no rights are granted
under this agreement eXPressly or impliedly with respect to any copyrights except
as provided for in this Section 5.08.

5.09 Neither this agreement nor any rights hereunder, in whole or in part, shall
be assignable or otherwise transferable.

5.10 Nothing in this agreement grants to LICENSEE or to its SUBSIDIARIES
the right to sell, lease or otherwise cransfer or dispose of the LI CENSED
SOFTW'AREin whole or input.

5.11 Any notice or request herell!1der shall be deemed to be sufficiend? given to
the addressee and any delivery hereunder deemed made when sent by registered
mail addressed to LICENSEE at its office above specified or addressed to
WESTERN at P.O. Box 25000, Greensboro, North Carolina 27420 (to the
attention of its Patent Licensing Organization), or at such changed address as the
addressee shall have specified by written notice.

5.12 This agreement sets (orth the entire agreement and ll!1derstanding
between the parties as to the subject matter hereof and merges ail prior disctl3sions
between them, and neither of the parties shall be bound by any conditions,
definitions, warranties, understandings or representations with· respect to such
.subject matter other than as expressly provided herein, or in any prior existing
written agreemen t between the parties, or as duly set forth on or subsequent to r.he
effective date hereof in writing and signed by a proper and duly authorized
representative of the party to be bound :hereby,

5.13 If LICENSEE is not a corporation, all references to LICENSEE'S
SUBSIDI.-\.RIES shan be deemed deleted.

5.14- .The construction and performanceof dtis agreement shall be ·gover~ed by
the law of the State of );'ew York.

Ap;: er:.c.:.:c ~1!-lO
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Ii'( WITi'(ESS WHEREOF, each of the partieshas caused t:'is agreement to be
executed in duplicate ar~ginals by its- duly authcrtzedvrepreseatactves on the
respective dates entered below.

WESTER::-i ELECTRIC COMPAXY, INCORPORATED

By , .

Date .

Attest:

[SEALI

•• 0" ,' ••••••••••••••••

Sectetaty

•••• 0'0." 0'0" ••••'••••••••••.•.••••••.••••••.•.• '0' •.•.••.•••••••

By .

Title , .

Date . .

Attest:

[SEALJ

Secretary

A;;sr.c.:.:.: :;:-:2..
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. each of the parties has caused :his agreement to be
executed in duplicate originals by its duly authorized representatives on the
respective dates entered below.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO"IPANY, I:-fCORPORATED
,;."'

'1:,

•••••••• •.•••• f"O ••••••• '••••••- ••By•..... H •••• ' ••••••

Attest:

[SEAL]

................ '. 0' ••••••

Secretary

Date

The Common Seal of

was hereunto affixed
in the presence of:

· ' .
D.irectors

• ••• 0 • 0" ••••••••••••••

• ••••••• H H Secretary

. Date
•••••• '0 •••••••••••••••

)...;ge~:'':':< ~,!-:2

[SEALl
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DEFINITIONS APPENDIX

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES of WESTERN means SUBSIDIARIES of
WESTERN, companies presently having WESTERN as a SUBSIDIARY and
SUBSIDIARIES of such companies other than WESTERN and its
SUl3SIDIARIES. The term also means and includes Cincinnati Bell Inc., an Ohio
corporation, and The Southern New Eng!attd Telephone Company, a Connecticut
corporation, and their SUl3SIDIARIES.

CPU means central processing unit,

COMPUTER PROGR."u',1 means any Instruction or ?lurality oiinstructions for
controlling the operation of a CPU.

DESIGNATED CPU <!leans a CPU designated oe!ow by location, type and
serial number, as well as any CPU designated pursuant to Section 2.01:

SUBSIDIARY means a.company the majority of whose stock entitled to Vote for
election of directors is now or hereafter cotttrolled by the parel1t company either
directly or indirectly, but any such company shall be deemed to be a
SUBSIDIARY only so long as such control exists.

LICENSED SOFTWARE means the COMPUTER PROGR.\MS and the
documenta.tion, or any portions thereof, generally identified below and specifically
listed in the atta.ched Schedule:

A;;: er..c.:.:c: :·1-13
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SUPPLE)lIENT.-\L AGREE~!ENT
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(CUSTO;),IER SOFTWARE,SPECIFIED ND!BEP.. OF USERS)

Effective as of '. .... . .... . _. •• . . ,
WESTERN ELE.CTRIC CO~lPANY,INCORPOR.-\TED, aNew York
corporation ("WESTER)f"), having an office at 222 Broadway, New York, New
York 10038, and

("LICDrSEE"), having an Office at

agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

M.~INAGRE£,y!ENT

1.01 This agreement is supplemental to, and modifies as of theeffecti\'e date
hereof, a software agreement ("the ~!ain Agreement") between the parcieshereco,
effectiveas of relacing
to

ARTICLE II

DEFINiTIONS

2.01 Terms in chis Supplemental Agreemellt (och~rthallnameso(parties and
Article headings) which are in capital letters shall have the meanings specified in
the Main Agreement or in the Definitions Appendix of chis Supplemental
Agreement.

• UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

1.

Appendix I;1-15
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ARTICLE III
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GRANT OF RIGHT TO ENTER INTO CUSTOylER CPU
AGREEylENTS AND DISTRIBUTOR AGREnIE~'Ts

AND,TO USE CUSTOylER SOFTWARE·

',,' 3.0f Notwithstanding- any provisions to the contrary in the Main Agreement,
WESTERN, at the request of LICENSEE, grants to LICENSEE, for itself and its

._, ,SUBSIDIARIES, personal, nontransferable and nonexclusive rights: (I) to grant
'. ',',,'iolely, to cust6m~rs thereof solely" by CUSTOMER CPU AGREE:VlE:--rTS personal,

.. 'nontransferable and nonexclusive rights to use CUSTOylER SOFTWARE solely
on CUSTOMER CPUs, and to furnish,' either directly or pursuant to Section
3.0I(iv) through distributors, CUSTOMER SOFTWARE to such customers
pursuant to such CUSTOMER CPU AGREEMENTS after the effective date
thereqf; (ii) to use CUSTOMER SOFTWARE on CORPORATE CPUs solely for

; 'itsow~ or its SUBSIDIARIES' internal business purposes: (iii) to use
'CIJ~;rOMER SOFTWARE solely for testing purposes on CPUs that are to

become Cl:STOMER CPUs: and (iv) pursuant to DISTRIBUTOR
AGREE:VIENTS to furnish CUSTOylER SOFTWARE MASTERS to its or its

\ ,SU:ll.$JPIARIES' distributors and to grant to such distributors personal,
nontransferable and nonexclusive rights to make copies of CUSTOMER
SOFTWARE MASTEE.S configured for use on CUSTO),-{ER CPUs, to use such
copies solely for testing such-CU~TO~{ER CPUs, and to furnish such copies as
~<::::USTO~lER"SOFnVARE)oLICENSEE'S or its SUBSIDIARIES' customers
"after CUSTOMER'CPU AGREEMENTS have been executed by LICENSEE or
any of its SUBSIpiARIES ,and such customers.

3.02 (a) LlCENSEEhereby assures WESTERN (or confirms any prior
assurance to WESTER:--r) that it and its SUBSIDIARIES do not intend to and will
not knowingly, without the prior written consent of the Office of Export
Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230,
transmit directly or indirectly:

-.
(i) the LICENSED SOFT'WARE; or

(ii) any immediate product (including processes and services) produced
directly by the use of the LICENSED SOFTWARE: or

(iii) any commodity 'produced by such immediate product if the immediate
product of the LICE:-;SED SOFTW,.l,.RE is a plant capable of producing a
commodity or is a major component of such plant:

r ";
to Afghanistan or to any Group P, Q, W, Y or Z country specified in Supplernenc
No. I to Section 370 of the Export Administration Reg ularions issued by rhe U.S.
Department of Commerce. LICE:;';SEE agrees to promptly inform WESTERN in
}vriting of any such written consent issued by the Office of Export Adrninistracion.

2.
1 -, 'f.~
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DEFINITIQI'iS APPENDIX

"!.

CORPORATE CPUm.~ansa.I1YcpUoCl'''hichtqe'CUSTOMZR SOFTWARE.
ls .used by LICE2'iSEE or any of itsStiBSIDIA.RIES afl,d,which is inh~r~r1tIy
restr icted by hardware constraints to service nornore.than a specifled numberof
~E~. . . . . .

CUSTO~IER CPU means anl'CPUd~signat~d ln orpllrsl1ant to 'a!ly
CUSTOMER CPU AGREEMENT and 'inh~r~ntly restriered by :hardware
constraints to service no mcrethan.a.specifled number of.USEF,.S~

CUSTOMER CPU AGREE~rENT.m~ans an agreement b~tw~~n LICENSEE
or any of its SUBSIDIARIES and a. customer. thereof relating to the use. of
CUSTO~rER SOFTWARE on a CUSTOMER CPU, for. which agreement
WESTERN has given its writtenapprova.l to LICENSEE prior to execution

.. thereof. . '. '0

CUSTOMER SOFTWARE means any CO},IPUTER PROCRAM in machine
language, (object code).directly executable by aCPU and capable of supporting no
more than the specified number of USERS for sl.lc~ CPU, which CO~rpUTER

PROGRAM is part of or derived from the po~tion pfthe LICENSEp SOFTW'ARE
comprising the UNIX' Time.Sha.;ing System,Seventh Edition.' The. t,erm .• also
means any table, constant, macroinstruction oroihel-information thatIs used .or
interpreted by any such COMPUTER PROGRAM, arid the source-code Jiles
listed in the attached. schedule.

CUSTO~IER SOFTWAIl.E&IASTE1l<~e~ns a form,of CUSToMER
SOFTWARE from which can be generated copies of CUSTOMER SOFTWARE
configured for specific CUSTO~IERCPUs,

DISTRIBUTOR AGR.EE:VIENT means an agreement between LICE2'iStE or
any of its SUBSIDIARIES and a distributor therefor relating to the distrib~tion

and use of CUSTO~rER SOFTW.\RE to LICENSEpSor its SUBSIDIARIES'
customers, for which agreement WESTERN has given its written approval to
LICENSEE prior to execution thereof.

USER means (i) a terminal for entry. display and/or printing of information or
(il) a data link to a subordinate CPU. such terminals or data links being serviced on.
a time-sharing basis by a CUSTO~IER CPU or CORPORATE CPU under
control of the CtiSTOylER SOFTWARE.

• UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratortes.

I .
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IN WIT)iESS WHEREQF,e"ichofthe parties has caused this Supplemental
Agreement to be executed in ·'d-uplicate originals by its duly authorized
represencatlves cnrherespective datesentered below.

Date:. o. 0 0 •• 0 0 • 0 00. ' •• 0 • 0 0 •• 0 ••••••••••••••• , .0 •••••••

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO:VIPANY. INCORPORATED

~.

Attest:

.;;:\

By • '•• ' •• ' .,: 0'· ••.•••• :., •••• ,'. '" ••• '•.• 0' • " _.' • " ...••••••

Director of Patent Licensing

c

v c:

00 to 0

Secretary

By

[SEAL]

,

-
0" • • • • • •• • .... " ',' •••••••• " ••••••• - ••• " •• " ••••• 0" " ••

!:."

'S'

Title ... 0 0 • 0 0 ••• 0 •• 0 0 •• 0 0 ••••• 0 • 0 • : • 0 • 0 ••• , , •• , ••

Attest:

Secretary

Da-te ... 0 0 • 0 00 .,: 0 •.•.•• '.0'0 _.' ••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••

I

-[SEAL~
I

I

6,

., Appehc.:.:< :v~-2'J
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,', COUNTRY APPE:>fDIX
.t-:»: (.

Ku,va.it
Lebanon
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Mexico
Morocco
Nicaragua
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines

.Portugal
Republic of China (Taiwan)
Republic of Korea

:"Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Surinam
Sweden
5witzedand
Syria
Trinidad
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela
Yemen
Yugoslavia
Zambia

'r:

,5.,..

2.L

,.

i l

r

:~'~j t.t,

"

',

ne

,.i;

',Abu"Dhabi
"Algeria'

,>:, ; ~ , ., ~A.~en tlilla--;;
s: "i"h _',Austra ill.'.'''' " , "A'

''I'' .... r'~'<>''';'''~' ..' .us~ji:. 'r

~, ,h ,'•• Bahra:tit::'
Bahamas

• 0 :. "'.~H .cF··,r:....ee!o-ium/~··
, ." , .... ~.J ..... - ".'. ~"".. ,:'., ~....

'" ' . '''A' Bpl.lvia",' ',... . r.t· '... ,< ........ . If........, ••

.;.:; ~:'::; •., .._~:;~'.:J3ots~aQ.,~
• '.', 0., 0' 'Brill:il

, " .' o' -, "", - danada " .
.•c, ,,' ,.-.Chile',.

. _.• I '.. ""

~,. i,~: Colo.mbj~''''

Costa·.P;l,ca
Cyprus
Denmark

OI.)ominidan RepubW:"(,
East Africa

.. Ecuador.
, 0'" : ':ESypt

',-. ?;" "EI'Salvador

Federal RepublicofGel'many
'.' .c o , . ' . ' . FinlM/d ~,. ~ ... ,~l.. :..... F"" •. >-.

. " " ,:, .,. ,rill'll:l:'
",.' ., ';:: ,~' ·}·reii~h..C;uian:l.'

.. • .'~ '" . Cuiteml.'la '
Greece

-, ' G:uyana
, HongKong

Honduras
, .Iceland
"!ndi'a
Indonesia
Iraq
Ireland (Eire)
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Japan
Jordan

10.
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;~ti:O~~p:t,s6r<$.tigge's.f. i Ql'l~ vqU'rnaY.l1.&ve oriv c 0r r e c ting ,
;i~l:'ov:hfgcrrex ~en;d!t tigthi!i \:)OQ,!,<:, will be appreci a t ed.

'attil$.,Mof fma.n Esq.' ( 9 14) 2t 1- 5 19 1
.':7.';O~EQX .40 ."
Croton.o.Qn:-Huds on, N. Y. 10 5 20

?, ',' A_: ",,~, _' .. "'~. ""~'(" -,..p, '-,"',, -':-:-:--0--

S9.S.1.1i~I\t~ or $.ug~esHons:
•. '-,. i.-•. _.•...• _'. " ,-z;....",.,.

'''_-i<~;;l,----.......--.--------------:---~._-----_.
F'roml _

Address:

.;

CAR..\i"EGIE PRES.S !,0'C •


